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'!he COI'X:lept:s of positive am negative reinforcement \¥eJ:'e

arployed to link the persala1ity dimensions of Extraversion and

Neuroticism with expectaooies about the effects of psychoactive

su1:lstaIx:e use and :resistance to c::han:Je. '!be Eysenck Personality

Questi.amai.re (EEQ), the Alcxilol Expectancy Questionnaire (AEX2), the

cen::erns About 01arge scale (CCS), the Beck Depression Inventozy

(BOI), the cr:ovme-Marlowe Social Desirability scale (SDES), and an

addiction severity questionnaire (ASQ), lNere admi.ni.stered to 48

:residents of p.Jblicly fumed substance ab.Jse treatment programs.

Positive and negative reinforcement dimensions were created for the

AEX2 (ABJ-P and AB2-N) and the CCS (CXS-P and CXS-N) usin;J an expert

ra~ prcx::edure. SUbjects \¥eJ:'e divided into alcohol and stiImllant

groups based on reported drog of choice.

It was hypothesized that CX:S-P would be predicted by ER;rE and

AEXrP, and CD)-N by EEQ-N and AEXrN. 'n1ese hypotheses did not

receive significant suwort: results iniicated that BOI was the best

predictor of both CXS-P and CD)-N, followed by age and SOES. 'Ihese

results \¥eJ:'e interpreted in terms of a :response set in which a

general ten:3e!x:y to emorse concerns about cl'large is correlated

positiVely with level of reported depression, and negatively with

socially desirable :respol'YiiIg am age.
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It was also hypotheSized that the alochol graJp WOlld score

higher than the sti:aulant graJp at EEQ-N, AEXrN, am CXS-N, am

lower at ~E, AB;rP, am CXS-P. 'lhe results partially supported

these hypotheses. '!he alochol graJp differed significantly fran the

stinulant graJp in tems of AEXrN am EFQ-E. '!he stimJlant graJp

scored higher than the alcohol graJp on bath dimensions of the ecs,

'Ihese results were i.nt:eJ:preted in tenns of the :r:esponse set noted

above.

Of the CXS subscales, 12 (Prci:>lem Provides Reason for Avoidance

of Responsibility) am 5 (COrx:ern About Maturity) yielded the

highest mean scores in both groops. 'Ihi.s fi.ni:in;J was inteJ:preted as

an :in:ii.cation that this ~ation term to be oi'losed priJDarily of

i.n:lividuals who perceive t:hem;eleves as lackirg adaptive skills, an:l

who are consequently c:onc:erned aba.lt their ability to assume adult

respallSibilities. In con:::l.usion, a link was hypothesized between

this pop.1l.ation am the response set noted above.
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'I11i.s researdl project was designed to examine the relationships

am:D1 measures of three i.nportant psychological concepts 

:resi.starx:le to c:han3e, expec::tancies, am dimensions of personality.

It was hypothesized that significant relationships exist aIIXD1 these

concepts based on intividual diffel:e11CieS in the relative st:ren:fths

of the medlani.sms of positive am negative reinfo:rc:ement in the

motivation of behavior. 'Ihese relationships were examined in the

c:cntext of a pcp.l1ation of irx:li.viduals receivin;J treatment for

psydloactive substance use diso:tders. '!here were reasons, as will

later be intic:ated, to l:::lelieve that this lot'CUl.d be a particularly

suitable pcp.l1ation for examini.rg these relationships.

In addition, within this general IXPllation, the research

project ampared a group of in:ii.viduals receivin;J treatment for

aloahol use cli.soJ:Cers with a qzoup of i.nii.vidllal s receivin;J

treatment for stinulant (c:oc:aine or crystal methaIIphetamine) use

cli.soJ:Cers in tenns of :resistance to c:han;;Je, expec::tancies, am

dimensions of personality. Again, as will later be intic:ated, there

were reasons to l:::lelieve that these groops lot'CUl.d differ significantly

on these three variables.

'!be concept of :resistance has enjoyed a len;Jthy I but very

controversial existence in the field of clinical psychology. Its
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histol:y is almost as lCD3 as the histol:y of psyd10therapy itself.

'!he origins of the oaro:::pt can be fOUl"d in the early work of Freud

(Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895: Freud, 1896), an:i it has becane a

central cx::qx:ment of psychodynamic clinical theo:ry. Resistance was

one of many psyd1oclynami.c COlK:ept:s which came un:ier fi.l:e fran

behaviorists in the an:JOin:J conflict 1JebNeen tl1e two perspectives.

It was criticized for bein:J difficult to operatianalize, for

necessitatinJ an unaoc::eptably high level of inference, an:i for often

servin:J as a way of ratianaliz.in;J therapist error (Wolpe & IazanJS,

1968) • 'Ihus, for many years, behaviorists an:i others who rejected

psychodynamic theo:ry ten:ied to ignore the concept. In recent years,

l1c:::JfNever, the concept has begun to :receive a significant annmt of

attention, nuch of it lOOl:'e positive, fran certain behavioral an:i

CXJgI'li.tive-i:lehavioral theorists (Goldfried, 1982: Iazan1s & Fay,

1982: Meichenbaum & Gilnore, 1982: TUrkat & Meyer, 1982), an:i also

fran a number of family systems theorists (Amerson & stewart,

1983). An i.rx:reasin:J mnnber of clinical theorists have recognized

in many clients a resistance to the c:::harl1e of maladaptive behavior

patterns which carmot easily be explained solely in tenns of

therapist error.

Al~ with this renewed interest in resistance, an:i in keepirg

with a m;)re empirical orientation, attempts have been made to

operationalize the concept. In the amtext of a cognitive

behavioral theoretical framework, Bemis (1986) developed the
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Corx:erns Aba1t 01an;Je scale (CXS), a self-zeport insb:ument i..nt:erD!d

to measure a J'1Ul1iJer of ilIportant mativatiala1 factors that un::3erlie

peiq)le's :resistance to the c::i1.aB;Je of a variety of seemin:Jly

maladaptive behavior pattems. '!he CXS~ to be a potentially

useful i.nstnJment in a variety of clinical am reseal:d1 setti.n:Js

where :resistance to d1an;Je is a~ of interest. At its

present stage of develcpnent, however, the psychanetric properties

of the scale are not yet well established. one of the p.u:poses of

the cun:ent study was to further elaborate a theoretical framework,

broadly c::xJgnitive-behavioral in orientation, within whidl the

cxmstruct validity of the scale could be examined.

'!he developnent of such a theoretical :framework first of all

involves the explication of a lle'tI cxmceptualization of :resistance

whidl has the potential of exten:lin;J the scope of the con::ept beyoni

the psychot:herapeuc situation, am inc::oJ:POratirg it into a IOOre

general theory of :resistance to c::harv;Je, enocmpassin;J factors which

serve to inhibit c:::han;Je azt:side of clinical situations as well as

within them.

'!he develq:ment of a theoretical framer.vork also involves a

consideration of the relationship between this new oonceptualization

am certain IOOre finnly established conc::epts. one of these concepts

is expectancies. '!he :franework first hypothesizes a relationship

between the IlDtiva.tions unlerlying resistance to change of a

Partia.l1ar type of maladaptive behavior, psychoactive substance use,
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arx:l expectarci.es alxAIt the r:ei.nforoemeJlt OOI'1t.in3encies of that

behavior. '!he receIlt growth of oognitive-behavioral theory has

brcu3ht with it a grc:JWin;J awreeiation of the lnpJrtant role that

expectancies of r:ei.nforcement often play in detenni.ni.n; pattems of

behavior (BarK:lura, 1986). In relation to psyc::hcactive substance

use, it has been shawn that expect:arx::ies a1xAIt the reinforci.n]

effects of substances influence pattems of consumption, abuse, arx:l

relapse (Brt7ml, Q1ristiansen, & Goldman, 1987: Marlatt, 1978:

1985). It seems :reasonable to assnrrp that a close relationship

would exist between an irxiividual's expectancies about the effects

of psyc::hcactive subs1:arx:e use am resistance to d1an:Je in the

pattern of use, even after the use has clearly be<xrne problematic

for the irxiividual.

It also seems :reasonable to assume that both expect:arx::ies am

resistance may shew a significant :relationship to certain basic

dimensions of personality. OVer the years, the concept of

personality has enjoyed peJ:haps an even lOOre controversial history

than that of resistance. Att:e.npts to articulate a theoretical

framework for describi.n] personality types go back at least as far

as classical times in the work of HiWOC1ates (ca. 460-370 B.C.) am

Galen (A.D. 130-200) on the four bodily hum::>rs (Zi.l1Joot:g & Henry,

1941). Like resistance, the concept of personality came in for a

good deal of criticism fran many behaviorists. '!heorists such as

Mischel (1968) criticized it on the grounds that it inplied a
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crcss-situatianal consistency in behavior whidl was l'¥Jt SlJRX)rted by

enpirical zesearc:h. '!he debate aver the relative inportance of

person am situation variables in the detel:mination of behavior has

essentially been resolved by the recognition that sane form of

inte.racti.onist position (Emler & Magnusson, 1976) is lOOSt

aJ:PlOopriate. In this view, l:x:rt:h person and situation variables

influence behavior, with the relative i.npJrtanc:e of the two varyi.n;J

fran situation to situation, and JOOSt likely fran person to person.

With the general acx:eptance of an interactionist position by all but

the JOOSt radical of behaviorists (e.g., Skirmer, 1987), the way was

cleared for a renewal of interest in the concept of personality that

parallels the renewal of interest in the concept of resistance.

'Ihus, a mmber of current behavioral theories (e.g., staats, 1975)

explicitly i.n::ol:porate sane oonceptualization of personality.

One of the major ocmt:ril::uti.ans of llDre traditional behavioral

theories has been the deDalstration that a good deal of human

behavior is pa.verfully influenced by the sinple mechanisms of

positive and negative reinforcement (e.g., Skinner, 1953; 1974).

More recently, cognitive IOOdifications of behavioral theo:ty have

.in:tica.ted that behavior is often determined llX:)re by expectancies

alx:nt reinforcement ~encies than by the sinple effects of the

reinforcement oont.i.n:Jencies t:hemsP..lves (e.g., Barxiura, 1986).

Nevertheless, in a cognitive-behavioral fraInework, the mechanisms of

reinforcement, although operatirg through the mediati.n;J effects of
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expectarx::ies, J:emain powerful deteJ:mi.nants of behavior. It would

seem logical that sud1 powerful medlani.sms wculd be related in sane

way to certain basic dimensions of personality. Because of

behaviorism's traditional 't:eJUeooy to reject dimensional

COI'U:!ptualizatians of personality, ha.r.'ever, these medlani.sms of

reinforcement have rarely been explicitly linked to a dimensional

t:hecxy of personality. For the pnposes of this stOOy, am in

keepin;J with a broadly cognitive-behavioral orientation, it is

p:oposed that the mechanisms of positive am negative reinforcement,

~ti.rq through the mediati.rq effects of expect:ancies, may be

fiJrrlamental.ly linked to certain basic personality dimensions.

'IW dimensions that have cxmsistently been identified as basic

c:uil-:mern:s of personality, both in factor analytic am other

sb.xli.es, am which, it is SlJ3gE!Sted, bear significant relationships

to the mechanisms of positive am negative reinfo:rcement

respectively, are Extraversion am Neuroticism (H.J. Eysenck,

1947) • '!he theoretical 1OOdel. enployed in this paper proposes that

the lIDti.vatians unierlyinJ resistance to c::han;Je of the often

severely maladaptive behavior involved in psychoactive substance use

disorders are, in part, a function of expectarx::ies about the effects

of psychoactive substance use, which are, in tmn, partly a function

of the relative st.l:'en1ths of these basic personality dimensions.

'!be three major concepts which are Incorporated into this

theoretical IOOdel - resistance, expectarx::ies, and dimensions of
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persooality - were ~tiooal.ized usirg the Concerns AbaIt~e

5c:a1e (Bemis, 1986), the Alcohol Expectancy Questionnaire (AEX2;

Goldman, Brown, & Christiansen, in press), am the Eyserx::k

Personality Questiomai.re (H.J. Eyserx::k & S.B.G. Eyserx:k, 1975)

respectively. Based on this theoretical framework, hypotheses were

generated regardi.rg the expected relatialShips be'b¥een these

instruments.

It was also l'J.YPOthesized that C'X'JI'{2Z'isons be'b¥een groups based

on differences in dloice of~ of abJse wal1d reveal significant

differences between groups on each of these three major variables.

OJrrently in Hawaii, the JOOSt OOi'U.auy reported drugs of choice

ClItDR} imividnal s seek:in3' treatment for psychoactive substance use

d.i.sol:ders are, alochol, which is usually classified as a depressant

~, am the sti.m..llants cooa.i.ne am crystal~

(L. Williams, persooal <XlllJlmication, Feb:ruazy 19, 1990). Both

alochol am the sti.m..llant drugs have been shown to affect the brain

mechanisms of positive reinfon:::ement, althalgh the effect of the

latter may be m::>:re powerful (Wise, 1988). Alcx:bol also stroIgly

affects the brain mechanisms of negative reinforcement, whereas the

effects of the sti:aI.1l.ant drugs tern not to be as stroIg (Wise,

1988) • '1hese differences in the psyc::hoJ;ilaDnoology of alcohol am

the sti.m..llants raise the possibility that differences in drug of

choice may be associated with differences in the relative strengths
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of the basic personality dimensions, arxl, in turn, with differences

in both expect:ancies arxl nr::rt:i.vations umerlyin;J resistance to d1an;Je.
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CEAP1'ER II

'IHEDREl'lCAL FRAMEH:lRK

Perspectives CI1 Resistance

Psychodynamic peg:spectives.

'!be ~izatiCl1of resi.starx::e that is develcp:d in this

paper is essentially a OlX]I1itive-behavioral one. It is evident,

however, that a review of existirg perspectives an this topic JIU.lSt

begin with psyc:hodynami.c fonmlations in which the concept of

resistance has its origins. Although the concept of resi.st:arx::e does

not figure pr:ani.nently in the basic fomulations of psydlodynamic

metapsychology, it has beo"ITe a critical 0: 'hrorle1lt of psychOO.ynamic

clinical theol:y. Resistance was initially observed by Freud in the

context of clinical interaction with his patients. He

~ized resistance as the way that sane patients protected

themselves fl:an facin;J the pain associated with the recognition of

unbearable ideas (Breuer & Freud, 1893-1895; Freud, 1896). '!he

concept has since been elaborated by Freud hilnsel.f (Freud, 1905;

1914; 1926), am a host of other psyc:hodynami.c theorists (e.g.,

Fenichel, 1945; A. Freud, 1946; Greenson, 1967; Harbnann, 1958;

I.ar¥Js, 1981; Reich, 1949; samler, Dare, & Holder, 1973).

Traditionally, resistance has been viewed as sanetl1i.nj that

ocx::urs within the patient, am, in the context of therapy, has often

been used synonynously with. the ta.TIIl "defense" (Blatt & Erlich,

1982) • In other \Il1Ords, resistance is the manifestation of defense
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med1anisms (A. Freud, 1946) within the context of clinical

interactiat. As a manifestatim of defense, resi.st:arx:le still ten:1s

to be CllJI'ndved primarily as an ego ful'x:tim, although Frel.xl himself

(1926) described five types of resi.starx::e, three of which were

described as ego :resi.starx:es (repressim, transference am sec::xmjary

gain), ale as id :resi.starx::e (zepetitim CCIIpl1sian), ani one as

superego resi.starx:e (guilt am the need for p.D'lishnent).

Early fOl:1ll11ations of resistance based at Freud's (1900)

tqxJgra);irlcal JI¥X1e1 of the mi.Ixi terned to view :resistance lazge1y as

a canscioos process. It "Was durin;J this tilDe that the tenn acquired

a scmewhat pejorative connotation, i.n:ti.cati.n:J eJq):resSions of

negativism am OWOSition in the patient (strean, 1985). With the

deve10pnent by Freud (1923: 1926) of the structural mxlel of the

mini, resi.st:arre :incl:easi.rqly becave umerstood as a process that

was lm:ge1y urxx:mscious, am that was at least to sane degree

adaptive as a means of managin;J i.ntrapsychi.c conflicts. 'lhus, the

theoretical basis for the pejorative connotation was remved, am

lOOSt lOOdem psydlodynamic theorists clearly esdlew such

OO1D~tions. In practice, however, the pejorative cormotation has

not CXIIpletelydj~. To the extent that psyd1odynami.c

theories continue to view resi.st.aB::e as sanet:hin:1 that occurs within

the patient, there is always the darr;Jer of placiD] the

responsibility for lack of therapeutic suroess on the patient's

resistance when the actual responsibility may lie elsewhere.
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Psydlodynamic tlleori.sts have not been insensitive to this prdJlem.

For exanple, Basch (1982), while not denyinj the exi.steJ:re of

~istaooe, has noted that lIIJCh of what is called ~istance in

psychotherapy is an artifact. He goes on to state that the term is

:fn!quently used as a "eJP1emi.sm for the therapist's fn1stration" (p.

22).

Despite the ten:Jerx::y of psychodynamic theories to enpasize a

view of resistance as sanet:1lin;J that occurs within the patient,

there has lOD3' been a :recognition that :resistance does not occur in

a vacuum. SChlesinjer (1982, p. 26) states that ,,~istance is

defense expressed in the transference" (i.e., in the context of the

relationship between patient an:! therapist). Similar views can be

traced back even to the early conceptualizations of ~istance based

on the t:.c:pJgraJ;nical IOOdel. of the min:i (Dewald, 1982a). M:Jre

recently, certain ·branches of psychodynamic theoty such as object

relations theoty have fUrther eqilasizecl the fact that :resistance

oc:c:w:s in the context of the therapeutic relationship. Blatt am

Erlich (1982, p, 71) state that resistance is the "natural

consequence of the transaction between the patient's characteristic

IOOdes of relatedness an:! the analyst's therapeutic style ani skill",

an:! E!IlP1asize the role of the therapist in dete.nnini.rg whether

~istaooe is increased or reduced.

Despite these many elaborations, however, the essence of the

psydlcxlynamic perspective on :resi.stance remains basically
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lJl'X:harged. To SUlIIIIal:'ize the psychodynamic view', the tel:m resi.st:an::e

:refers primarily to the 1aJ:gely UI'XXlnSCioos processes in whim a

person en;JageS in order to keep aIt of his or her awareness

thoughts, wishes, inpllses, fantasies, etc. whidllNCUld cause the

person anxiety am distress if they were to enter awareness. '!he

psydlodynamic view also regards conflict between IOOtives as the

pri.maJ:y basis for resistance. As wadltel (1982, p. xix) has

suggested: "Resistance is not sanethin;J that periodically CXlIIeS up

to di.snlpt the therapy. It is the track of the patient's conflict

aba1t d1aR;Ji.n;J, the way in whidl the sincere desire to c::han;Je

confronts the fears, mi.sconcepti.ons, am prior adaptive strategies

that make d1.anle difficult". '!he inportance of the concept in

psydlodynamic clinical theory can scarcely be overeJtP1asized; to a

great extent therapy is identifyin} am in sane way dealin} with the

res:istanc:e. It has, for exanple, been obsel:ved by one psychcdynamic

theorist tr~t ''without resistance there~d be no need for

therapy" (SChlesiDjer, 1982; p.246).

Behavioral am cogni.tive-behavioral perspectives.

'!he psychodynami.c conceptualization of resistance has been

severely criticized by a m.nnber of behavioral theorists (e.g., Wolpe

& I.azaJ:us, 1968). As defined by JOOSt psydlodynamic theorists, the

tel:m is extremely difficult to operationalize ani measure.

Virtually any observable behavior may be interpreted as resistance

depeIxlin;J on the ciJ:cunst:ances urxier which it occurs. In fact,
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Dewald (1982a, p. 57) specifically states that "Any fonn of behavior

may at times be used in the service of resistance". '1lnJs the

specificaticm of what oanstitutes resistance in any given case

depems to a great extent an the subjective view of the therapist.

In addition, many of the defense mechanisms (A. Freud, 1946) arxl

other pzocesses t:hrtu3h whidl the resistance is presnned to be

~ are oot observable at all, am require a degree of

infererx:e which m::st behaviorally oriented theorists are unwill.i.rg

to make. Furt:l'1eJ:nDre, as noted above, by defini.n;J resistance as an

intrapsychic variable, the psychodynamic conceptualization may

pralDte a t.emency to lay the blame or resp::msibility for

therapeutic failure at the feet of the patient rather than the

therapist. Wolpe am Lazarus (1968), for these reasons, argued that

resistance, as defined by psychodynamic theorists, does not exist.

'1hey suggested that resi.staIre is IOOre ~ropriately seen as an

elaborate rationalization of i..ncarpetence, or at least an inability

to br.i.rg aba1t chan:Je, on the part of the therapist.

Despite early rejection of the concept by a number of

behaviorists, however, the te:rm has oot disappeared. Not only is it

alive am well in the psychcdynami.c literature, but it is beirr:J seen

with i.nc::reasjn;J regularity in the writin;s of behavioral am

c:x:gnitive-behavioral theorists (see for exanple, Goldfried, 1982;

I.azarus & Fay, 1982; Meichenba.um & Gilmore, 1982; TlLrkat & Meyer I

1982). '!his may be partly due to the growin;J influence of cognitive
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psyemlogy. '1hel:e is an increasirg aooept.an=e by all D1t a small

ani cq:parently dwin:U.iD] ramiJer of the JOOSt radical of the

behaviorists (e.g., Skinner, 1987) that clinically useful

explanations of human behavior DUSt often take into acx:::ount

cognitive variables which are I'KJt easily amenable to direct

observation, ani which may even cparate at an unconscious level.

z.t::n:'ecver, many of the more cognitively oriented behaviorists have

cx:me to acx:ept that science inevitably involves sane level of

inference (Mahaney, 1974). '!his has~ the door for the

consideration of concepts that 'Wel:e not considered valid realms of

scientific irqui.J:y by earlier behaviorists who 'Wel:e inclined toward

a lOOre narrowly positivist Ptllosqily of science.

'1he i.ncreasiD] use ani aoceptance of the term may not, hcMever,

be solely attrib.Itable to the influence of cogni.tive psychology. As

the initial entlmsiasm for behavioral interventions has bec::cma

t:eJrpered by harsh cliniCa1 :reality, there has been a grcMi.rr;J

recognition by behaviorally oriented clinicians that therapist

c:x:Ilpaterx:e does not always guarantee success (Goldfried, 1982).

Despite the best efforts of therapists of lOOre than adequate

c:x:Ilpaterx:e, as judged by prevailirg st:amams of the profession,

c11an;e that the patient claims to desire frequel'ltly does not occur.

As Goldfried (1982, p, 95) pxts it, "the clarity of the clinician's

thi.nki.n;J was nat always matc:hed by the client's desire or ability to

ccmply with the intervention procedures". In addition, enpirica.l
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evidence has emet:ged that~ that therapy outoane depen:ls an

both patient am therapist factors. Research reviewed by Garfield

(1971), for exarrple, suggests that a good portion of outoane

variance in therapy is attribrt:able to patient, not therapist

factors. In certain areas, for exanple subst:aIx:e abuse treatment,

the evidence to date suggests that patient factors ac::xxADlt for a

great deal lIDre of the variance in outoane than do treatment factors

(Nathan, 1986). Even Arnold I.azaJ:us, who has been an c:ut:spoken

opponent of psychodynamic views of J:eSistance (Wolpe & Iazanls,

1968), has cane to utilize the tenn am to acknowledge that sane

fOnDS of J:eSistanc:e are a function of the patient's i.n:lividual

charact:eristics (Iazanls & Fay, 1982).

Many behavioral theorists, while recognizirg that resistant

behavior does occur, have favored the use of the tenns

l'lOIH:lCIIPliance or non-adherence rather than resistance (e.g.,

Meichenbal.DD & TUrk, 1987). 'Ihese tenns reflect the behavioral view

that it is the responsibility of the therapist to give the client

directions or behavioral pJ:eSCriptions. 'Ihei.r use has thus been

easilyext:emed into the area of behavioral medicine, enc:x::Hlp3SSirg

the study of ccmpliance or non-cc::npliance with medical treatment

regimens (Haynes, Taylor & sackett, 1979), am it is within this

area that llI.1Ch of the recent work on l'lOJ'1-CCltPliance has been

COIXiucted. A rnnnber of theoretical fonml1ations have been applied

to the phencmenon of non-cc::npliance. An operant behavioral approach
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has been pzoposed by Melamed am Siegel (1980). M::lre cognitive1y

oriented ag;n:oad1es which have been awlied to non-caIlpliarx::e

in::l.ude the health belief m:xJel (Rcsenst:ock, 1966; Becker, 1974;

Becker & Maiman, 1975) ani the oanflict theol:y JOOdel of decision

maki.rg (Janis & Mann, 1977). ltkn:e recently, Heiby am carlson

(1986) have pzoposed the Health CCltpliaJxle IOOdel., which integrates

extemal antecedent ani consequent variables am intemal variables

in the explanation of health CCIlpliaJxle behavior. '!he relevance of

such theories to the c::orrept of :resistance depems on the

relationship between the tenDs non-carpliance am :resistance.

sane potential advantages of the terms non-carpli.arx::e or

non-adhe:reIx::e are, first, that they do not can:y many of the

cx:nmat:atians of the psychodynamic conoept:ualization of resistance,

ani, seoon:i, that they may be sanewhat easier to qJe:rationalize.

Gordis (1976) has su:gested conoept:ualizin:; adherence as the point

below which the desired preventive or therapeutic result is unlikely

to be adrieved. '!be prd:>lem with such a definition is that it is

often not known how nuch of the behavior :reocmnerxled by the

therapist must be pe:rfonned by the patient in order to achieve the

desired outcc:::Ile. Moreover, it is also often not known whether the

successful outcx:ma WOl1d have ocx:u:rred even if the directions had

been followed in their entirety. Non-cctIpliance or non-adherence is

thus p:rd,:)ably IOClSt s:inply defined as~ failure on the part of t't1e

patient to follow a prescription, directive or assigrnnent of the
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therapist. SUCh a definition does not require consideration of

whether the nan-cx:atpli.ar¥::e did or did n::Jt oont::ribrt:e to treatment

art:ccme. On the other han1, it does allow for the possibility that

nan-carpliance can occur in treatment even when the desired. outc:ane

is ultimately achieved. Despite these advantages, hc1Never, these

neM terms do not resolve many of the problems that surroun:i the

concept of :resistance, am may i.ntroduoe problems of their own.

First, although they avoid connotations of unconscious mental

processes which may rot be well supported by enpirical evidence,

they are essentially descriptive teJ:ms. '!bey are rot clearly linked

to a particular theozy of non-c:arpliant behavior, am thus, in

themselves, tell us very little about why patients would not c:x:mply

with the inst:ructi.ons of a therapist or J;ilysician. 'Ihi.s focus on

the description of ClJ::Jsavable behavior is consistent with the

traditional behavioral orientation. Many behaviorally oriented

theorists, however, particularly those with a cognitive-behavioral

orientation, are oc:mi.r¥.;J to recognize the iIIportance of urxierst:anii.r

the llDtivations behini particular behaviors. For exanple, Goldfried

(1982) makes an inportant distinction between the fom of :resistant

behavior am the reason for the behavior, am notes that sillple

:knc:1to1ledqe of the fonn may provide little infonnation about the

reasons. He goes on to provide a list of what he considers to be

clinically relevant detenninants of :resistant behavior. Similarly,

Meichenbaum & Turk (1987, p, 51) have presented a table of reasons
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why patients may nat adhere to treatment. Fran this perspective,

mn-cx:Iipli.alx:le or nan-adherence can be thooght of as descriptive

tenns pert:ainirg to the form of resistant behavior, specifically to

a failure to follow directions. In contrast, the teJ:m resi.stance,

it is stJ3geSted, shcW.d be oon:::epbJalizecl with :reference to an

analysis of the mtivational pattems which un::Jerlie the behavior.

Treatment failure in a case which involves non-c::atpliance with

therapeutic directives can then be described, on the one harxl, in

tenns of the overt behavioral manifestations of nan-canpliance, or,

on the other, in tenns of the ineffectiveness of the interventions

in brirgirg abaIt chaJ'¥1e in the lIDtivational patterns which UIXlerlie

the contirmation of the maladaptive behavior. '!he latter, of

course, requires an explicit consideration of those mtivational

patterns. It is at this level of analysis that the teIm resistance

can be awlied.

'!he secon:l prd:>lem with these new tenns is that, in the same

way that the tenn resistance at one time at:X;lllin!d pejorative

oonnatations, they too may support a terxieJx:y to blame the patient

for lack of therapeutic success. compliance or non-canpliance is

again saIet:hi.nl that the patient either does or does not do. '!here

is really no reason to assume that a patient labelled as

"non-c:x:upliantll will be seen any lJX)re positiVely by clinicians than

one labelled as llresistantll•
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Finally, am peIhaps nmt iJrportantly, narHxiupliance or

non-adhel:erx:l are, by definition, J;ilenaDena that cxx::ur f'tlmamentally

in a ocntext of social influerx:e (SChacht, 1984). As such, these

tenns cannot adequately address the possibility that the factoIS

whidl. inhibit c:han;Je in therapy may sanetimes be the same factoIS

that have inhibited d1an;Je ootside of therapy when OCIIqJliance with a

therapist's directions was not an issue. In contrast, the cx:mcept

of :resistance can refer either to resistance to l::leinJ influenced or

to :resistance to dlanle in a lOOre general sense (.An::!erson & stewart,

1983) • Resi.staJx:e to dlanle may thus occur in si'bJations where

social influerx::e is not a significant issue. 'Drls distin±ion is a

very inp:>rtant one in the context of an atteDpt to develop a

e::atprehensive theol:y of chan;Je am resistance to c:han;Je. In sud1 a

context, the critical question is: Why do individuals often have

difficulty charginl patterns of behavior that awear to be so

obviously maladaptive or dysfunctional? '!he scope of this question

shcAJl.d nat be limited to the therapeutic situation. For exanple, a

person may have recognized a particular behavior such as excessive

dr:ink:in) as naladaptive or problematic, and made rn.nneroos

unsuccessful atl:atpt:s to chan;Je that behavior without ever havin3'

been involved in treatment. '!he person may then enter tJ:eatment am

again experience a lack of success in dlan;JinJ the behavior. In

such a case, it is obviously useful to consider what was ineffective

al:x::lUt the treatment process. It is suggested that this can best be
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dane with reference to the mXi.vatianal structure of the person,

which may remain essentially the same du.rin;J treatment, when the

issue of res~ to social influence by a clinician may be

present, as it was prior to treatment, when this influence was

absent. It is in relaticn to this critical issue that the tel:ms

resistance am non-<XiiPliance do not overlap. In principle, the

behavioral perspective can easily accaoodate the notion that similar

fact:m:s may serve to inhibit c:han;e within the therapeutic situation

am aztside of it, yet the tel:ms that have been chosen terxi to

preclude consideration of that similarity.

'!he recent lIXn'e explicit use of the term resistance by many

behaviorally oriented theorists may represent a recognition that the

tems non-ccmpliance amres~ are not synot'lyIIKJUS, am that the

ooncept of resistance is lo1IOrthy of consideration in its own right.

HcJtr.1eVer, as behavioral theorists have been critical of traditional

psychodynamic notions of resistance, so psychodynamic theorists

have, in tum, been critical of behavioral am cognitive-behavioral

perspectives on resistance. Dewald (1982b), in:revi.E!Wi.n:J several

such perspectives, notes that none of them offered Ita canprehensive,

internally consistent, clinically applicable corx:eptual

umerst:.amin;J of what resistance means, heM am why it has been

developed, am Mlat are its inplications in the overall mental life

of the patient" (p.216).
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'lhi.s llleakness in behavioral am cognitive-l::lehavi.oral

perspectives has also been acknatI1Ed;Jed by the cognitive theorist

Liotti (1987). He offers, as a oamteI.pzcpcsa.l to the cxn:epl:ual

:framework of psychoanalytic metapsyd1ology, an internally consistent

cognitive perspective on resi.st:ar¥:e based on what he calls a

constructi.vist-sb:uctural hierard1i.cal theoretical framework. '!be

esserx:e of this view is that resistance in psyd1ot:herapy is nmel.y a

particular case of resi.st:ar¥:e to c1lan;Je in general. '!his more

general resistance to d1an;Je is oax:eptualized as the temency

toward the preservation of meanin] stuctures (Fransella, 1985;

Mahoney, 1985). '!be achievement of meani.n:J is seen by Liotti as a

pri.maJ:y basic aim of mental functioni.n:J. once a particular meani.n:J

structure has been developed, it is resistant to cl'1anJe l.D'l1ess the

evidence to SURJOrt that cl'1anJe is convinc~. 'lhi.s is a nonnal

process, rot sanethi.n:.J unique to the therapy situation, in which

assimilation is more likely to occur than accx:m dation. Cognitive

stJ:uctures are resistant to c::han1e 1:Jecause they are the tenplates

against which i.nc:x:minJ infonnation is matcha::l; this mat:chin;l process

term to preserve exi.stin:J structures. Liotti's view eJIP1asizes the

hierarchical organization of these cognitive stroctures, which

function as behavioral oaltrol systens. IDwer order stroctures are

more specific, less abstract, am less critical to the coherence of

the exganism, am are tlms :relatively more amenable to c::han;Je.

Higher order stroctures, hotttever, function as "core organiz~
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prin::iples" (Meidlenbaum & GilnDre, 1984) which provide c:c:il.ererx::e,

oonsi.sterx:y am continuity to experience, am are quite resistant to

d1anje. 'Ihese higher order stroctures may take fonns such as

self-schemata or structures of personal identity (Mahoney, 1985), or

peJ:haps role-relationship JOOdel.s (Horowitz, 1988), am are

~y based on years of acomlllated experience in iJrportant

intel:personal relationships (Bow1l:Jy, 1985).

Psychodynamic theorists have often eq:msized the intemal

consistency of their perspective as one of the bases for the

superiority of that perspective (Dewald, 1982b). Liotti's attenpt

to explicate an intemally consistent theoJ:Y ftan a cognitive

perspective is tlms a significant developnent in the evolution of

cognitive theoJ:Y. Furt:heJ:'1JDre, by drawin;J on the work of theorists

such as Bowlby (1985), it is consistent with the growi.rg integration

of cognitive theoJ:Y with certain elements of psychodynamic theoJ:Y in

such a way as to e.DP'1asize the powerful. effects of early

inter.personal. relationship experieJreS, am the critical importance

in both the content am p:rcx:ess of cognition of the views of self

am others that develop as a :result of that experience (Horowitz,

1988).

It is iJrportant, hcMever, to recognize the potenti.al. drawbacks

of an eqilasis on the internal consistency of a particular theoJ:Y.

First, it must be noted that internal consistency does not in any

way guarantee correspon:ience with reality. secon:i, the iJIplications
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of Godel.'s theorem SlJ3geSt that the intemal c:xmsistency of a theol:y

may limit the oc:upl:ehensiveness of that theory (Lincoln & Guba,

1985). 'lhi.s has, in part, to do with the fact that a 'theozy,

because it exists only in symbolic fonn, is a closed system, whereas

the :reality it isa~ to describe am explain is an open

system. As Lincoln am Guba go on to eqilasize, one i.nplication is

that a phenanenon can never be fully \.1OOerstood :frcm a si..rgle

perspective. l-llltiple peIspectives are always possible, and the

value of a particular perspective depenjs on the question bei.n;J

asked. For exanple, Liotti's cognitive perspective, although

intemally consistent, relies excessiVely on the notion that

:resistance is a function of the temerx:y to preserve exi.stin1

mean:in;J stn1ctw:es, am does not explicitly i.n:::lude an analysis of

:resistance in tents of conflictin;J lIDti.vations. SUCh an analysis,

it is suggested, can provide a potentially useful way of

correptualizi.n;J :resistance fran a clinical point of view. 'Ihi.s is

not to argue that i.nt:emal consistency is \D'1.inpJrtant, but to

caution against excessive enqilasis on intemal consistency. A

particular advantage of this cognitive perspective is that it does

provide a CClI'X:eptualization of resistance that is not limited to the

therapeutic situation. Resistance in therapy can be explained in

tenns of a lOOre general theoty of human psychological functioning.
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Family systen! perSpt#Ctives.

Family systems theorists have also been quite critical of the

traditional psydlodynami.c CXJIlCE!pblalization of res:ist:an::e. 'lhi.s is

not smprisin] because, like the clinical awlications of

behaviorism, family systems theory developed in part as a reaction

to the peroei.ved ineffectiveness of psychcdynami.cally based

interventions with many patients (Nichols, 1984). 'Iheorists such as

Dell (1982) ani de Shazer (1982) have, like sane behaviorists,

argued against the use of the tenn. De Shazer (1982), for exanple,

suggests that what awears as resistance is actually the family's

l'lmique way of oooperatin;J". While such views have generated sane

~, even within the family therapy field the concept of

resi.st:ar¥::e has certainly not dj~red. As Alderson ani stewart

(1983) have noted, even though perspecti.ves such as de Shazer's may

be useful in that they direct us away fran sinply dismissirg

difficult families or patients as WllOO'tivated, describirg

persistently resistant behavior on the part of the patient as

l'lmiquelyexxJperative" saoeh.ow does not do justice to the experience

fran the therapist's point of view.

Although the najority of family systems theorists have not

CXIllpletely rejected the concept of resistance, they have generally

rejected the view that resistance is sanet:hi.n:J that oa::urs within

the patient in favor of an interactional view. For exanple,

An:lerson am stewart (1983, p, 24) define resistance as "all those
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behaviors in the therapeutic system which interact to prevent the

therapeutic system fran adlievi.rg the family's goals for therapy'l.

In a similar fashion, Hoffman (1981, p, 348) descriJ::les resistance as

lithe place where the therapist and client or family intersect.

Resi.st:aooe is merely an artifact of that tilDe am place". Fl:an this

pezspecti.ve, as in sane psychodynamic views, resistance is to be

expected in artf therapeutic situation, an:i even TNe1caned as a fcx::a.J.

point aram:i which i.nteIventions can be developed (de Shazer,

1982). Moreover, the therapist is eJepeCt:ed to be skillful enough to

devise interventions whim in sane way ci.rc:umvent the resistance

(Haley, 1976). '!he advantage of such views is that they E!lIPlasize

the nature of the interaction between the therapist am patient as

an iJrportant factor in eitherp~ or inhibitiIxJ resistance in

the therapeutic situation, and clearly place a high degree of

J:eSpoIlSibility for therapeutic SI1<D?SS on the therapist. one of the

drawbacks of such views is similar to that associated with

psychodynamic views of resistance. '1bere is an obvious diffia1lty

in operationaliziDJ a concept that is defined in such a broad manner

that, depenji.n:;J on the context, virtually artf interaction between

therapist am patient may be seen as a manifestation of resistance.

Another drawback is similar to that associated with behavioral

pezspecti.ves on non-caopliance. By focusiDJ on the therapeutic

system as the locus of resistance, it is easy to lose sight of the

fact that in sane cases the factors inhibitin:J charge in the
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therapeutic situation may be the very same factors ~c:h inhibit it

aItside of therapy.

In Slmmaty, despite sane pr:opasals to reject the tenn, there

~ to be a grcwin;J consensus across a ran;Je of theoretical

perspectives that sanethi.n;J akin to what has been called resistance

does exist, even if, as Anderson and stewart (1983) suggest, it is

sanetimes fOlJl'Xi to be livin:] uOOer an assumed name. Mahoney (1985)

may be acx:urate in statin:] that at the present time lithe reality of

resistance cq:.pears to be less controversial than its meaIlin;"

(p.32). It appears, in fact, to be one of those tenns that refuses

to go away: one might a1Joost say that it has resisted our best

attempts to make it djsa~. SUCh terms are, it is suggested,

inherently worthy of our attention: obviously they strike a

resp::msive chord in many people despite major definitional problems

that may exist. '!he challen;Je at hand is to develop a

conceptualization of resistance that avoids the drawbacks of earlier

views, and that allows ·for the meani.n;Jful operationalization of the

concept.

Toward a new conceptualization of :resistance.

Despite a grcwin;J consensus within the field of psychotherapy

as to its existence, it is still unclear as to how :resistance is

na;t appropriately conceptualized. One of the questions that must

be considered in explorin; possible definitions is: can it be

defined in such a way that operationalization of the concept is
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possible, even if ally with sane difficulty, withaIt destroyin;J the

meani.rgf'ulnes of the term? In ackli.tiat, a mJJOOer of inportant

issues lIIlSt be addressed before an C!RD=opriate conceptualization can

be develqJed.

'!he first issue has to do with the situations in which

resistance cx:x::urs. Resist.arx:e has in the past been conceptualized

by the majority of theorists who utilize the term as sanethin:J that

occurs within the therapeutic situation. It may be lOOre useful,

however, to conceptualize it as a~ that can occur in any

situation. In the vast majority of cases, resistance to the charge

of a maladaptive behavior is sanet:hi.rg that ocx::urs not just in the

context of therapy, but across a whole rarge of situations. '!he

inability to step SlOOki.n:1 despite a desire to do so, for exanple, is

not restricted to a particular situation. It is pe:tVaSive, am its

very pezvasiveness is ~t makes it an intractable problem.

A sec::on:i ilIIportant issue imolves the locus of resistance. If

resistance cx:x::urs only in one situation, such as therapy, it can be

attril::uted to either patient factors, therapist factors,

patient-therapist interaction factors, situation factors (e.g., the

nature of the settin3 in which therapy occurs), or to sane

oanbination of these. Traditional conceptualizations of the term,

which have terr1ed to view resistance as saIet:h.in:J which occurs in

the context of therapy, focus largely on patient factors, am have

often been criticized for their neglect of other factors. If,
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however, :resistance is cxxa::eptualized as sane1:1li.n:J that can c:xx:ur in

any situation, rather than just in the oontext of therapy, am that

typically ooc::urs across a variety of different si'bJatians, it is

ll¥X'e reasonable to define it lazgel.y in tel:ms of factors that :reside

within the person. 'Ihi.s is not i..ntemed to iJrply, however, that

situational factors have no influence on the stren;Jt:h or the fonn

that :res.istarx:le may take.

A thi.n:l issue involves the question of what is bein:] :resisted.

'!he traditional psychcx:lynamic c:oIX:ePtualization of resi.stan::e as

occurrin:] with reference to the emet:gence into awareness of

unacceptable t.hc:u3hts am inpl1.ses is actually a rather limited

definition of the te:rm. It may be lIDre ar;propriate to define the

te:rm ltIJCh ncre broadly in order to encc::mpass the whole rarK3e of

J;ilencmena that may be of clinical am theoretical interest. Both

broad am narrc7tI conoeptualizations are evident in Amerson am

stewart's (1983) distinction between resistance to ch.an3e ani

res.istarx:le to bein:] influenced.

Res.istarx:le to beirg influenced is, like traditional

psychcx:lynamic views of :resi.stance, also a relatively narrow

conoeptualization of the tenn. It is potentially present in any

i.nt:apersonal situation, am is obviously always potentially present

in a therapy situation. It is on this type of resistance (or

non-catpliance) that many behavioral am family systems theorists

have focused. It also may frequently be present outside of therapy,
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as, for exanple, when a persa1 feels pz:essured to dlan}e by

significant others. React:arx::e them:y (Brehm, 1972) represents one

possible explanatiCBl of resi.st:arx:e to bein:J influe.rx:ed. In this

view', peq:>le may sanetimes do the q:p:site of what has been

suggested to them as a way of mai.nt:ai.nin] a sense of

self-deteJ:mi.natiCBl. we may at times be frostrated by this type of

resi.stalx::e as therapists; however, as human bei.n:Js lNe shcW.d be

profoundly grateful for it, because without it lNe ~d all have

lorg ago succumbed to sane fom of totalitarian role.

Resistance to dlarge is a lDJCh broader c:cn:::eptualization,

which, it is suggested, subsumes resistance to bein:} influerred.

Resi.stalx::e to~ is potentially pervasive across the whole raD3'e

of situations that people may erx:amter, includi.n:;J oon-interpersonal

situations. Resistance to char¥Je does not begin at the same time as

the first therapy session. Most in:lividuals enterin:} therapy brin;J

with them sane pre-ex:i.sti.n;J degree of resistance to the c:::han:1e of a

pattern of maladaptive behavior.

A fourth important issue concems whether resistance to c1lan;Je

takes place at a CX)J'lSCious or unconscious level. '!his requires a

brief detour. General systems theory (von Bertalanffy, 1969;

Iaszlo, 1972) holds that any open system which exists ",:,er a Period

of time exhibits two disti.nct and, at times, seemiD]ly cantradictol:}"

terx:!encies. On the one hand, c:h.an;;Je of an evolutiona.."Y or

conti.nua1s nature is constant as the system interacts with its
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environment: JOOJ:'eOY'er, di.soantimJous or revolutionary c:han;Je may

occur UIXler certain oc:nlitians (see for exanple, Prigogine &

S1:en;Jers, 1984). on the other hard, despite this constant process

of c:han;Je, the system maintains a certain stability or c::d1erence

over time. 'Ihese oonflictin:J temencies have been referred to

respectively as~is (d1an;Je) am DDqilostasis or

haneostasis (stability) (see for exanple, Dell, 1982). '!he temency

toward DDI'};ilostasis or haneostasis can be exe.nplified at the

PlYsiological level by the mechanism of ~ture regulation in

the human body. As the extemal ~ture chan;Jes, the bcxly sets

into IOOtion processes which :function to maintain a stable i.nteJ:nal

tenperature. '1hi.s type of mechanism can be cxmceptualized as a form

of resistance to chan;Je. An altemative view is that it is not so

m.x:h a resistance to c::han;Je per sa as an active attenpt to maintain

the stability or integrity of the system in the face of a~

environment.

Conti.nuaJs or evolutionazy chan;Je of a system can be conceived

as the process of mai.ntai.ni.rg a dynamic equilibrium as the :result of

the interaction of factors internal to the system with factors

external to the system. In this process, the system, to the extent

that it survives, canti.nuc:u;ly chan;Jes by ~i.Ig fran one viable

state to another, while mai.ntai.ni.rg a stability that can be thought

of as the "identity" of the system. Dell (1982) has suggested that

systems "do not resist the envi.rorment: they either survive or they
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do nat"; in other woms, if they c:harge fran ale viable state to

aDJther they smvive, but if they c:harge fran a viable state to a

non-vi.able state they do nat. Dell, hc:JfNever, fails to J:'eCX)gl'lize

that an equally valid perspective is that syst:ens, to the extent

that their :resc:m:ces a11a"r them to do so, resist their own demise.

To sane extent they "go with the flow" in evolvin} :fran one viable

state to another, but they often appear to actively resist chan;Je

fran a viable to a IXm-viable state; consider, for exanple, the

activity of lOOSt livin} organisms when faced with a life-threat:eni.n;

situation. It is inpn1:ant to eD'Plasize that this particular clash

of perspectives is not readily amenable to :resolution on the basis

of enpirical evidence. It is, in a sense, analogCAlS to the old

question of whether the glass is half-full or half-eupty; it is

purely a matter of perspective. '!he critical question is not which

is right or which is wron;J, but which perspective is JOOSt useful or

adaptive in any given situation.

Up until now the dj SCJSSion has focused on syst:ens in general.

At an abstract level, the principles of chan;e can be summarized as

follows:

1) A system will chan;e in some way when there is pressure (or,

in psychological terminology, m:Jti.vation) fran internal amjor

external factors to do so. In practice, nultiple fonns of

pressure are alwa.ys present, so c.han;Je of same fonn is a

constant process.
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2) '!he pz0ce5S of c:::han3e is sud1 that, to the extent that it is

capable of doirg so, a system will c:::han3e fran one viable state

to another viable state. 'lhi.s places oonstrai.nts on the type

of c:::han3e that may occur.

3) Arrj given system has properties or resa.u:oes, acquired on

the basis of l:xJt:h phylogenetic an:l ontogenetic evolution, that

enable it, in the presence of certain pressures, to DOVe to new

viable states an:l also to :resist the DOVe toward non-viable

states. 'Ihe system thus appears, up to a point, to "know"

which states are viable an:l which are not.

4) A system does not necessarily, however, have "knowledge" of

all potentially viable states. It may, therefore, urrler

certain circumstances, :resist a DOVe to a pote.""~ly viable

state because it does not "know" that a particular new state is

a viable one.

If ~ move to a consideration of human bein;Js as systems which

follow these same general principles of chan;Je, ~ are forced to

take into aCCOlDlt, in assessi.n;J the properties an:l resources that

the human system has at its d;5£X'Sa1, the advan:::ed cognitive

abilities of the human species. Humans not only ''know'' in the way

that less highly evolved systems do, but they are aware that they

"know"; one could say that they "know that they know". 'lhi.s ability

for self-awareness, together with the ability to think am reason in

highly developed formal symbolic languages, may be critical factors
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in di.stinJui,shin d1arge proc-esses in humans fran those in less

evolved systems.

Al:thcujl they provide us with many advantages, these unique

abilities of the tnJman species may, in sane circ:::umstarres, be a

mixed blessirg. ItJnoonscious" resistance towanl potential.ly viable

states that are not "known" to be viable d1aracterizes all stable

systems. In the case of humans, our advanced oognitive capacities

allCM us to make conscious certain internal processes which carmot

be conscious to less highly evolved systems. we have the ability to

reflect en am develc:p sane awareness of the IIDti.vations beh.in:i our

behavior, am are able, at least in part, to beccme conscious of the

conflictin:] mJti.vations which may result in resistance to c::h.an:Je of

a behavior which has J::lecane maladaptive. 'Drls conscious awareness

gives us sanethi.rg which less highly evolved systems lack: the

potential. to exert sane degree of self-control over such processes.

'Ihi.s is a great asset, but it is not magic. At times, TtJe may fail

to c:han1e a maladaptive behavior because TtJe do not always exercise

that potential.. Exercisirg that potential. may require a concerted

effort over an exterDed period of time, am TtJe are not always

willirg to make tbat effort. On the other ham, awareness should

not necessarily be equated with ability to c:han1e. consciousness

may sanetilIles be a sc.urce of real distress, because it may provide

us wii::h disturlJirg :kncMledge of our own notivations, but it does not

necessarily give us the power to c:han;Je them.
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In a&li.tion, consciousness nay create an a&li.tional prOOlem by

~ a sec:x:n:i layer of resistance, at the OJI'lSCialS level. 'Ihi.s

can cxx::ur because of the fact that we "lalc:M" in a way that lesser

evolved systems cannot know; we "know" hai t:hin;Js shalld be. we

have canscialSly held beliefs am values, not only about who we are

and what we can and cannot do, but also about what we shalld arxi

should not do. Despite the fact that these beliefs am values are

often fam::led on less than oorwincin;J evidence, we olin; to them am

defenj them, sanetimes bein;J willin;J to pay with oor lives in the

process. For exanple, a person nay cxmscialSly choose not to c::han;e

sane pattem of behavior because such a c::han;e wcul.d conflict with a

finnly held belief or value, or because of unwillil'gness to give up

sane fom. of reinforcement that the behavior provides. A rather

diffezent exanple might be M1en a person ":knows" that awareness is

equated with ability to c:han;Je, M1en in fact it may not be so

equated, am thus oane to believe that dlanJe should be possible

virtually at the drop of a hat. '!his latter exanple may help to

explain not only why sane people have difficulty chaD.;Jin; pattems

of behavior that they "know" are maladaptive, but also why they may

becxJne so frustrated, guilty, embarrassed or depressed by their

~ility to implement the cl1cmJes that they "know" they should be

able to make. 'Ihus, for humans, resistance to d1an;Je toward

potentially viable new states of being can be conscious as well as

unconscious. we are capable of maki.n:3 c..lJ.aIges that would be
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inpossible for less highly evolved systems, bIt, because of our

e1alx>rate belief ani value systems, we are also capable of becnni D:J

attad1ed to exi.sti.n;J ways of beirg am doiD:j in ways that waJ.1d be

i.JrpJssible for less highly evolved systems.

Resistance to chan;Je can, in humans, thus be either unconscious

or conscious. M.1d1 of the workirg of the human central nervous

system is not acx:essible to o:mscious awareness, b.It it constitutes

an iJrport:ant part of the properties ani :rescurc:es that the

in:li.vidual person has at his or her disposal, ani that detel:mine

J::xJth the possibilities for chan;Je ani the resistance to other types

of c:harge. on the other hand, a person may desire a certain type of

c:harge, bIt also have considerable conscious awareness of sane of

the :reasons why he or she is unable or unwilliD:j to c:harge. '!his

view of resistance as occurr:in:J at both urx:onscious ani oonscioos

levels has significant inplications when one considers the

feasibility of meanin3fu1ll1eaSUI'aDent of the conc::ept.

A fifth issue that mJSt be cxmsidered is whether resistance to

c:harge is best viewed as resistance to c:hargiD:j an existiD:j state of

bei.rg, or as resistance to the adoption of a new state of 1::lei.n3'.

once again, it is ultilllately not a question of which is right or

~, bIt a difference in perspective. If, however, it~

that a person is for sane reason particularly attached to sane

exi.sti.n;J state of beiJ'y;, in the way that only humans can be so

attached, an::l is thus resistant to m::wement toward virtually~ new
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state, then the resi.stanoe is likely to be IOOre PJWerful than if tl1e

person is merely resi.stiJ'g the~ to a particular new state.

To slJlJI'JHrize tlms far, resi.stanoe is JOOSt awLopriately

cancepblalized as resi.stanoe to c:haD;Je in general. It tlms

enoarpasses resistance to c:haD;Je whim ocx:urs aItside of the context

of therapy as well as resi.stanoe that ocx:urs within therapy. For

the pnposes of the c:unent sbJdy, resistance is consideLed as

referrin; to those factors within the person (incll.Jdin:J the person's

perceptions,~, attri.bIti.ons am expectations related to

extemal factors) that function to inhibit c:haD;Je am peLpet:uate

existi.rg pattems of maladaptive behavior in all situations, not

just in therapy. A IOOre cc:mprehensive theol:y of d1an3'e lto'OUl.d, of

course, have to take into acc:x:JllI'lt factors operatin:J within the

environment as well as within the person, am also tl1e interaction

between them. It would also have to take into aCCCllU'lt factors

operatirg to pLarcte c:haD;Je as well as to resist it. SUCh a

CXIlpLehensive theoLY is, horNever, beyond the scope of this paper.

It is assmned that all factors seLVin; to inhibit dl.an;Je

operate through the final CulQIQl pathway of the in:lividual's

lIDtivational pattems, am that resi.stanoe can usefully be examined

in terms of conflictin:J lIDtivations. Resistance occurs when

conscious am;or unconscious motivations to continue a maladaptive

behavior are strong enough to at least partially eot.mteract a

conscious desire to dl.an;Je that behavior. Many of these motivations
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are patentially ao:::esible to CXJnSCi.ous awareness, although awareness

of them does nat reoessarily equate with ability to c:han;Je. 'Ibe

fact that many of the mtivations are accessible to conscious

awareness allows for the mean:in:Jful operationalization am

maas.zrement of :resi.st:an::le to dlar¥;e by means of a self-report

instrument.

A final iDportant issue involves a consideration of the nature

of the motivations behiIXl the~ of :resistance. '!here are

potentially an infinite rnnnber of specific reasons why an inlividual

might be motivated to :resist dlar¥;e. It seems reasonable to assnne,

llaNever, that these specific reasons might be grouped into a

:relatively small number of broad factors. When viewed fran the

perspective of :reinforcement theoz:y, IOOtivation for behavior can be

thaught of primarily in tenns of two broad general temencies: the

p.u:sui.t of stiDuli which produce pleasurable experience am the

avoi.dan:::e of stimJl.i which produce painful or aversive experience,

as reflected in the mechanisms of positive am nEgative

reinforcement respectively. It seems reasonable to assume that

these same general pattems of IOOtivation exert a powerful influence

on :resistance to charge, am that specific reasons for resi.star¥::e

CXlU1d be categorized in tenDs of one or the other of these two

general IOOtivational teJXlencies.
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PeJ:spectives an Expect:arx:ies

'!be theoretical JOOdel 'Nhich is developed in this paper is based

fi:rst en the assunption that the specific JOOtivations 'Nhich lmierlie

the :resi.starx::e to d1an;Je, as conceptualized in the p:revious section,

of maladaptive behavior such as psychoactive substance use are

closely :related to expec:t:arx:ies~ the reinforcement

c:ant:in:Jencies of that behavior. Traditional behavioral theories, in

keepin:J' with their focus on directly obseJ:vable phenanena, have

eq::basized the inportance of the sinple medlanisms of positive an::l

negative reinforcement in the det:ennination of behavior both in

animals am humans (Skinner, 1953; 1974). Cognitive JOOdi.fications

of reinforcement theoty, however, have proposed that nDtivations for

behavior operate not so JDL1Ch thl:'algh the objective cxmsequences of

behavior, as traditional theozy suggested, bIt JlDre thl:'algh

subjective expectancies about reinforc:e.nEIt outcane (Baniura,

1986). In hmnans, as with :resistance to c:han;Je, expectancies may

q:lerate aItside of conscious awareness, but often they are

accessible to consciousness, an::l can quite effectively be assessed

by means of self-report i.nstruments.

A considerable anomt of work has been oozx:h1cted within a

cogni.tive-behavioral framework in recent years by a number of

different researd1ers (e.g., l3J:aWn, Goldman, Irm, &~, 1980;

Connors, O/Farrell, Oltt:er, & ~n, 1986; Isigh, 1987;

Southwick, steele, Marlatt, & Li.n:lell, 1981) on expectancies related
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to the effects of alcxilol use. In general, this research Wicates

a highly consistent relationship between alcxilol expect:aIx:ies, on

the one ham, am alcxilol cansunpti.on, alcohol abuse, am behavior

while~ on the other (Bra.rm, Olristiansen, & Goldman, 1987).

In addition, research on the phenc:menon of relapse (e.g., Marlatt,

1985) Sl¥};ests that, in Wivic:lua.ls who are att:enpti.n; to chan;Je

sane fom of addictive behavior such as alcohol an:! drug abuse or

c:::cIIpl1sive gamblinJ, a relationship exists be'bveen relapse an:!

expect:arx:ies about the reinforc::enent contin:Jencies of the behavior.

Fran a cogni.tive-behavioral perspective, it TNalld seem logical

that, in general, there should be a significant relationship between

expect:arx:ies about the reinforcement CCll'l'ti..D;Jencies of a particular

behavior am the m:rt:i.vations for resi.stan:=e to c1lan;e of that

behavior. For the pnp::lSes of this study, it was specifically

hypothesiZed that a significant :relationship TNalld exist between the

IOCJti.vations un:ierlyi.n:J resistance to c:::harxJe of a particular type of

maladaptive behavior, psychoactive substance use, an:! expect:aIx:ies

about the :reinforcement conti.n;Jencies of that behavior.

Perspectives on Personality

Personality am the principles of :reinforcement.

'!he theoretical framework developed in this paper goes beyom

the relationship between resistance to chaB1e am expect:aIx:ies

alone, and proposes that significant relationships exist between the
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DDtivations l.D'lderlyinJ resi.st:arDe to c:::han;Je of a maladaptive

behavior such as psychoacti.ve substance use, expec:tancies alxut the

reinforcemeJIt oonti.rr;Jerx:ies of that behavior, ani certain basic

dimensions of personality. Briefly stated, the JOOdel. PZt:p:)Ses that

resistance to c::harge is, in part, a fuIx:ti.on of expec:tancies, which

are, in tum, partly a function of basic personality dimensions.

Behavioral theorists have traditionally not devoted a great

deal of attention to the study of personality fran a dimensional

perspective. 'n1ey have, in fact, often been quite critical of

dimensional or trait ~ches to personality on the gI'Cll1l'XIs that

behavior is laIqelya function of situational variables rather than

personality traits (Mischel, 1969; 1.973). Nevertheless, it is

possible to conceive of at least one major dimension of personality

based very sinply on behavioral pri.rx::iples of reinforcement. If one

assJD'ES that there are in:li.vidual differences in the :relative

inpJrtalx:e of positive ani negative reinforcement in the

determination of behavior, then it is possible to construct a

c:ontinm.Im on which irxlividuals can be placed, with one pole

representirg a t.erxie.ncy for behavior to be motivated primarily by

the seeking of positive reinforcement, ani the other pole

representi.rg a t.erxie.ncy for behavior to be motivated primarily by

the avoidance of aversive st:inul.i.

Alternatively, if one regaJ:ds the tendency to seek positive

reinforcement as 1:Jei.n1 at least to sane degree i.meperxient of the
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~ to avoid aversive stiDuli, it is p:lSSible to construct a

tlNo dimensional DKJdel of personality, rat.in;J in:lividuals as high or

low an eadl of these two dimensions. '!here is sate E!Dpirical

E!V'~ that this 'b.'o-dimensional lOOdel. may be llDre appropriate

than a sinple one-dimensional1OOdel. For exanple, wise (1988), on

the basis of a :review of a considerable body of animal an:i 1uIman

research into the :reinforoirg effects of fSYChoactive dn¥;s, has

proposed that the brain mechanisms of p::sitive arx:i negative

reinforcement are anatanically an:i functionally cli.sti.n:t. 1bi.s

would seem to ~rt their i.nc:xxporation into a di1nensional lOOdel.

of personality as two distinct dimensions rather than as poles on a

s~le continuum. SUch dimensions, while distinct, may not,

havever, be e:atpletelyorthogonal. For exanple, in regard to the

effects of psychoactive substances, wise (1988) has shown that a

sul::lst:arre may often affect the brain mechanisms of both positive ani

negative reinforcement.

Jeffre!:l Gray (1970, 1972, 1973, 1981) is perl1aps the only

personality theorist who has ~licitly atterrpted to link the

mechanisms of positive ani negative reinforcement to basic

dimensions of personality. He has done this in the fom of a

bNo-dimensional framework which constitutes a m::xli.fica.tion of Hans

Eysen::k's (1967) diJnensional theory of personality. In cxnItrast,

however, to Eyse1'1ck's work, whidl has p:roduced a series of three

instruments designed to measure his proposa:i personality d.i.nensions,
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no instruments have been deve1qm that are based specifically on

Gray's D:ldel.. '!he work of these~ theorists is highly xe1evant to

the theol:eti.ca1 framework pzqa;ed in this paper, an:! toore will be

said abaIt their work shortly.

Althcu;#1 Gray's work is quite ~l krx7.m in the United Kirxpan,

it has received xe1ative1y little attention in the united states.

Pel:haps this seemi.n;lyobvious anission can be explained by American

behaviorism's traditional E!lIPlasis on observable, situation specific

d.etenninants of behavior, am its consequent temency to downplay,

or even to reject, the role of trait-like dimensions of personality

(e.g., Skimer, 1953; 1974). 'Ihi.s relative lack of attention to the

possible association between personality dimensions am the

mechanisms of reinforcement is lD'lforbmate. 'Ibere have been many

attenpt:s to develop instruments to measure personality in telms of a

small rn.nnber of basic dimensions. In the absence, hc:Iwever, of a

~l-artic:ulated theory explicitly link:in;J mec:hani.sms of

reinforceuent to the personality dimensions II&Isw:ed by these

instruments, it is by no means self-evident which of the dimensions

that have been prcposed by various personality theorists are mst

awropriate for incorporation into the type of framework proposed in

this paper. '!he re.maimer of this section briefly reviews the

historical backgroorxi of dimensional theories of personality, am

:makes a case for the selection of Eysenck's dimensions of
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Extraversion am Neuroticism as the JOOSt awzcpriate cami.dates for

in::l.usim in such a framework.

Classical views of persooality.

It has Ion; been hypothesized that despite the obvious

ocmplexity of the human pe.rsanality, there are sufficient

similarities in personality style J::letween in:lividuals that there

llIJSt exist a relatively limited number of basic personality types.

'!be first clearly fonm.t1ated typology of personality can be

fcmd in the work of Hiwoez;ates (ca. 460-370 B.C.) am Galen (A.D.

130-200), whose theories of pe.rsanality lollere based on their

umerstarxlin;J of biological constitution or t:eqlerament (Zi.ll:xJorg &

Hem:y, 1941). In this classical system, personality was vie'w'ed as a

:function of the :relative anomts that an in:lividual possessed of the

foor bodily lumDrs, blood, black bile, yellow bile, am Iillegm.

Foor personality types were plOopJSed: 5arxJUine, Melancholic,

Ololeric, arxl B1elgmatic, CXln::esporxti..n:J respectively to an excess of

each of these four hunm's. 'Ihi.s early conceptualization of

personality had great influence over many centuries. Although later

writers came to reject the specific prop:JSition that the four l1uIoo:rs

were responsible for these pe.rsanality types,. the wisdan of these

early scholars in identifyin:J c:c:IlIOOIl1y ~in3' personality types

was widely recognized. As late as the 18th cenbn:y, Immarn1el Kant

attenpted to elaborate this traditional typology utilizirg Galen's

teminology (Zilboorg & Hem.y, 1.941.).
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In the 19th centmy, it was reoogni.zed that categorical schemes

such as Galen's am Kant's weJ:e nat able to adequately describe the

variety that eaud be fc::md in personality style. 'lhus, dimensional

views of personality began to~. In these models a limited

nuntler of c:Unensions or continua are PI~, am variability in

personality style can be aooamted for in terms of degIees of

.variation on these dimensions. A number of theorists adopted such a

view, inclucli.n;1 wumt (1903), the father of experimental psychology,

who prqx:sed a two dimensional mc:x1e1 yieldin;J four extreme

personality types which roughly corresponied to Galen's four types.

'!he influence of the classical views am the early attenpts to

develop dimensional cg;>road1es to the study of personality is

evident in the l/,lOrk of JUl'l;J (1923) who proposed a model of

personality oI'ganized arourxi the two fumamental attitude types of

Int1::oversion am Extraversion, ani further suggested that these tern

to be associated with different fonns of neurosis: Introversion with

psyd1ast:heni.a am Extraversion with hysteria.

Eysenck's arxl Gray's theories.

A nmnber of nme IOOdem personality theorists have atte.npt:ed to

develop dimensional mdel.s of personality on an enpirica1 basis,

cg;>lyinj factor analytic tedmiques to self-report inventories am

behavioral observation schedules in order to identify basic

dimensions of personality. One of the forenost of these is Hans

Jm'gen Eyserx::k (1947). Like others before him, Eysenck recognized
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the essential wisdan in the classical typologies, am iJroz:porated

it initially into a descriptive IOOdel. of personality featurin;J the

br.'o dimensicms of EXtraversion (E) an::1 Neuroticism (N). A third

dimensioo, Psychoticism (P), whim is nat of gzeat :r:elevan::e to the

theoretical framework deve1qlE!d in this paper, was later added to

this JOOdel. (H.J. Eyserdt, 1967). usin; factor analytic techniques

am a variety of experimental approadles, EyseJx:k has supported his

theo:r:y with an inpressive body of eJrPirical work (H.J. EyseJx:k,

1967) • Eyserdt has gone beyorr:i a sinple descriptive JOOdel. of

personality am attenpt:ed to develq> an explanato:r:y theo:r:y which

specifies certain brain mechanisms umerlyin;J the dimensions of

Extraversion am Neuroticism. Eysenck's theo:r:y has gone through two

major stages of develq:ment (H.J. Eysenck & M.W. EyseJx:k, 1985).

'!he first stage was referred to as the inhibition theo:r:y (H.J.

Eysenck, 1957). As a result of evidence that this theo:r:y was

inadequate in scma zespects, it was JOOdified sanewhat, am the

lOOdified version became known as the arousal theo:r:y (H.J. Eysenck,

1967) • In the arousal theozy, Eysenck proposed that, based on

activity in the asc::emi.r¥;r reticular activatin;J system, there are

irdividual differences in the level of cortical arousal, am thus in

the speed am firmness with which individuals build up cordi.tioned

responses. 'lhese differences are reflected in the EXtraversion

dimension. In addition, he prcpcses that there are imividual

differences in activity in the visceral brain, and thus in the
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activatiCll of the aut:anani.c neJ:VOOS system. 'lbese differences are

:reflected in the Neuroticism dimensiat. '!he two dimensions are

regarded by Eysenck as orthoganal, an:l resean:h that he has

00IXlucted with the i.nstmment:s designed to ll¥?asure these dimensions

generally suworts that hypothesis (H.J. Eysenck, 1967). Eysenck

has acknawledged, ha.Never, that the brain systems umerlYinJ

cortical arousal an:l autonanic activation may be at least i.n:li.rectl.y

linked (H.J. Eysenck & M.W. Eysenck, 1985). 'Ihi.s wal1d seem to call

into question either the orthoganality of the two dimensions or the

validity of the pzc:posed mechanisms umerlyin;( the two dimensions.

Gray (1970, 1972, 1973, 1981) has prtp:)SE!d an inp::lrtant

m::di.fication of Eysenck's theory which can be used to resolve the

above question. Gray's theory addresses the same two-dimensional

space fanned by Eysenck's orthogonal personality diJnesions of

Extraversion and Neuroticism. It differs fran Eysenck's theozy,

hofNever, in rotatinJ the two dimensions 45 degrees within that

space. Gray's dimensions are :related to systems in the brain

responsive to p.mishment or frustrative nanreward on the one harxi,

ani to rewam or non:3e1iver:y of anticipated pmi.shment on the

other. Gray has given these dimensions the names Anxiety and

Inp1lsivity respectively. It is mt clear that these names are

entirely appropriate, but clearly the two dimensions reflect the

mechanisms of positive (Imp.l1sivity) and negative (Anxiety)

reinforcement. Anatomically, these systems are identified as
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ircl\Jdin;J the sept:o-h:i.wcca system, together with its

JOOOOaJDinergic affeJ:ents fmn the brain stem ani projections to the

fra1tal ldJe (Anxiety), am the medial forebrain bmlle am the

lateral hypothalanus (Inpllsivity). Gray makes reference to an

iDpressive body of animal, am, to a lesser extent, human

neuropsychological :researdl to SlgXlrt his theol:y.

Eysenc:k has resporx3ed to Gray by suggesti.nJ that, at a

descriptive level, the Anxiety dimension should more acc:urately be

placed mx::h closer to his Neuroticism dimension, while the

IDp.1l.sivity dimension should similarly be placed nuch closer to his

Extraversion dimension (H.J. Eyserx::k & M.W. Eysenc:k, 1985). It

waUd seem to follow fran this line of t:hi.nki..rg that Eysenck's

measures of Neuroticism am EXtraversion would also constitute

reasonably valid measures of Gray's dimensions of Anxiety ani

IDp.1l.sivity•

'!he essential details of the portion of the theoretical

framewolit relatin;J to dimensions of personality can now be sketd1ed

out. If, on the one han:l, EyseIx:k is right about the placement of

Gray's two dimensions vis-a-vis his own dimensions, so that their

two descriptive roodels a1Ioost overlap, Wt, on the other bani, Gray

is right about the brain na::hani.sDs umerlyin; those dimensions,

Eysenck's measures can then be viewed in tenns of the mechanisms of

positive ani negative reinforcem:mt. Although Eysenc:k's own theo:ty

is not fonnulated directly in tenns of reinforcement cont~encies,
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it follows fran the aJ:xwe line of reasonin;J that the dimensions of

Extraversioo am. Nem'oti.cism may be c::arD!ptualized as beirg

:reflective of diffeJ:enti.al. zesponsiveness to the 'bNo types of

reinforcement, with Extraversion generally beiD;J associated 1OO:re

with susceptibility to the influerx:e of positive reinforcement, aId

Nem'oti.cism mre with susceptibility to the influence of negative

reinforcement. 'Ihus, Eysenck's descriptive JOOdel of personality,

while cooched in sanewhat different tents, seems to have sane degree

of CCIlpitibility with the author's pJ:'ClXlSEd theo:r:etical 1OOdel.

Moreover, the instruments that it has spawned, the Maudsley

Personality Irwentory (MPI; H.J. Eysenck, 1959), the Eysenck

Personality Irwentory (EPI; H.J. Eysenck & S.B.G. Eysenck, 1965),

am. the 1OO:re recent Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EEQ; H.J.

Eysenck & S.B.G. Eysenck, 1975), thus~ as potentially

~qJriate cardidates for the cperationalization of the personality

dimensions proposed in the IOOdel.

'!he pervasiveness of EKtraversion am Neuroticism.

It is inportant to note, at this point, the inportance in

current personality theol:y of the brJo cli.IIensions of EKtraversion am

Neuroticism. '!he link:in; of these t:wo diInensions to the mechanisms

of positive am. negative reinforcement may represent an important

theoretical deve1opnent. Di.nensions which at least roughly

corresporrl to these basic dimensions of Eysenck's theory have been

identified in the work of a wide rarge of studies on personality.
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In a reoent review of the literature in this area, Hen::iersan (1982)

labelled the dimensialS of Extraversion am Neuroticism as "super

factors" because of their pervasive~ in a wide variety of

factor analytic studies carried art: by IU1IDeI"aJS different

researdlers. A few exanples will suffice to highlight the

pervasiveness of these dimensions.

LiJce EyserK::k, RaynDl'd cattell has relied extensively on factor

analytic tedmi.ques to establish dimensions of personality. on the

one harxi, his wcne has prcducecl quite a lcu:ge mnnber of factors, as

evidenced in his widely used 16 PF personality inventory (cattell,

E:Jer, & Tatsuoka, 1970). on the other ham, higher order analysis

term to reduce these to a relatively small l1UIIIber of IOOl:'e basic

factors, thus produci.n;J a typology that closely resembles that of

EyserK::k, although the t:el:m:in:>logy that cattell has used is rather

different. EyserK::k has noted that cattell's sec::oni order factors of

EKvia am Anxiety are clearly recognizable as Extraversion ani

Neuroticism respectively (H.J. Eysenc:k & M.W. EyserK::k, 1985).

hklitional factor analytic work has been done by costa ani

McCrae (1978, 1980), who initially developed a JOOdel of personality

Cu'lK)Sed of three main domains, Neuroticism (N), Extraversion (E),

am Openness (0). Evidence that there were significant gaps in this

three-dimensional 1OOdel. later led them to SUWlenert: this 100del with

two additional domains, Agreeableness CA) ani Conscientiousness

(e). 'nle latter two dimensions are not so well developed,
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oouceptually or <:pmltianally, as the original NED dimensions.

'1bere is, however, considerable eupirical SIJRX)rt for what has been

called the Five-Factor!t:ldel, ani a review of the relevant

literature has recently been carpleted by Digman (1990). '!he E and

N dimensioos of this 1OOdel, as oonoeptualized by Q)s1:a am. ltttrae

(1985), are slightly different fran Eysenck's in tel1ns of the

ccmpment factors; nevertheless, the overlap of their theory with

the work of Eysenck is evident in the similarity of the teIminology

that they enploy. H.J. Eysenck ani M.W. Eysenck (1985) have

reviewed resean::h cx:aparin; the two schemes to shc:Jw their essential

simi 1arity with respect to the diJnensions of EKtraversion and

Neurotic:sm.

Recent behavioral genetic studies (e.g., Buss & Planin, 1984)

have also made extensive use of personality dimensions which bear a

great similarity to those of Eysenck. on the basis of their

sbnies, Buss am Planin have ~qlOSed that SOCiability and

EnDtionality, which they explicitly relate to EKtraversion and

Neuroticism respectively, alorg with Activity level, are the lOOSt

heritable cc:arpments of personality (Planin, 1989).

'!he two dimensions of Extraversion and Neuroticism as

caru:ptualized by Eysenck, or very similar c:onstrocts, are thus

repeatedly fam in work on the basic dimensions of human

personality. 'Ihese dimensions have been identified mainly through

factor analytic tedmiques. While factor analysis can identify
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iDp:n:t.ant diJnensions of persana.lity at the descriptive level,

however, it carn:Jt identify the brain nec:hani.sms that UJ'XJerlie these

dimensioos. At best it can merely~ possible causal

medlani.sns. In the lorg run, therefOl:e, it will be ilrp:>rtant to

m:::n:e clearly relate dimensions of personality that have been

identified thraJgh factor analysis to neurobiologal furx:ti.onin;J.

'!his is a relatively new area, but it warrants a brief review.

Nem:d:>iology am personality.

It has lCDJ been supposed that if basic dimensions to

personality can be identified, they DUSt be represented in specific

new:obiological mechanisms or processes in the brain. '!he classical

theorists atten'pted to link persana.lity to Iilysical variables in

tems of the four hum::>rs, am DJre recent theorists such as Eysenck

have hypothesized a1:xAIt the role of brain nec:hani.sms such as the

reticular activati.r¥;J system. In the past, hailever, the technology

was not advan::ed enc:u.:Jh to allC7trl for any najor developnents in this

area. '!his has begm1 to d1arxJe. '!he great advances in neurobiology

in recent years have begm1 to yield sate insights into the possible

connection between specific brain prccesses am patterns or styles

of behavior.

on the basis of a very thorough review of relevant research

wise (1988) c:oncluded that, while neither positive or negative

reinforcement can be reduced to sin3uJ.ar neural m=chanisIIE, the

evidelx.:e clearly suggests that the brain nec:hani.sms of positive am
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negative reinforcement can be regarded as furv::tiooally am

anatanically distinct. '!his has obviaJS inplicatians for the

prqxsed theoretical DCdel.. While it is l'XJt clear that these bIo

mechanisms are CCIIpletely orthogonal, it would c:ertainly seem

apPl:<:priate that a dimensional. m::del. of personality which is

predicated on the critical iJIp:)rt:ance of these mechanisms in the

determination of behavior should reflect them in tenns of bIo

separate am distinct dimensions. '!he amalgam of Eysenck's

descriptive lOOdel. am Gray's explanatory lOOdel. which constitutes the

prqlOSEd theoretical framework thus seems quite c::c:arpatible with

these neurcbiological fi.rxiin:3s.

'!he work of Clanin;;Jer (1987) represents another attenpt to

relate :recent fi.rldiRls in the area of neurcbiology to personality

style. He en¢asizes a point that has already been made regal:di.rg

factor analysis. Although factor analytic studies have quite

consistently produced the findi.n;J that a small rnnnber of najor

dimensions accamt for na;t of the variance in a wide variety of

self-report irwentories am obsel:ver ratin:J schedules, they are

unable to specify what these dimensions represent in tenns of their

urxierlyi.nJ causal structure. He goes on to suggest that finlin:Js

fran the rapidly advanci.n;J study of the neurcbiology of l'IDti.vation

am leanrl.n; nay throw sane light on the nature of these basic

dimensions. He has develqx:d a Tridimensional 100del of personality

incl'l.JCiin;J the dilDensions novelty~, ham avoidance, ani :reward
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depemence, am :relates these dimensioos to brain systems associated

with the activity of the naxmdnes dq>amine, se.rota'lin, an:!

norepinep1rine respectively. 'lhis represents one of the first

at:teupts to :relate personality dimensioos directly to the qleration

of specific neurotransmitters. Given the already awarent

CCIlplexity of neurotransmitter activity in the brain, it is likely

that this particular llX:ldel will prove to be oversinplified, but it

is still represents a pioneerin] piece of work. Novelty seeki.rg an::!

hann avoi.darK::e wcul.d seem to reflect the :relative st.l:'en1ths of

positive ani negative reinforcement respectively, am thus, in line

with oor theoretical framework, may also be measured by Eysenck's

dimensions of EXtraversion am Neuroticism. Reward depenjezx:e is

hypothesized to involve variation in behavioral mai.nt:enan::e or the

resistance to extinction of previously reinforced behavior. It thus

apparently has scmathi.n;J to do with cxntitionability, which ~d

seem to make it also, in E1rsenck's terms, in sane way akin to

Extraversion.

In sumnary, the work of a lUIlllber of ilrportant theorists in the

areas of traditional personality researd1 am neurobiology converges

on the conclusion that there are a limited number of inportant basic

dimensions to personality, perhaps as few as two or three.

F'urt:hernDre, while there is sane disagreement about what those

dimensions should be called, there is obviously considerable overlap

between the different conceptual llX"rle] s. EyseI'1ck's descriptive
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ncdel. st:anjs a1t as bein:J particularly well SURJOrt:ed by the

enpirical evidence of factor analytic stu:lies, and his t:eJ:1ni.oology

of Extraversion and Neuroticism is widely enployed. ~reover, when

Gray's nxxtification of Eysenck's explanatozy ncdel. is oanbined with

Eysenck's descriptive 1OOdel., the result, as previously in:ii.cated, is

a theoJ:eti.cal framework which clearly relates the personality

dimensions of Extraversion and Neuroticism to i.rdividual differences

in susceptibility to influence by the mechanisms of positive and

negative :reinforcement respectively. '!his theoretical framework

cq:pears to be quite carpatible with newly emergi.n;J IOOdels of the

neurobiology of reinforcement.

For the pn:pcse of this research project, therefore, the

asSImption was made that Eysenck's dimensions of Neuroticism and

Extraversion, as operationalized by the questionnaires that he has

developed, are the JOOSt awropriate can:lidates for inclusion in the

theoretlcaltoodel. as basic dimensions of personality which are

closely linked to the mechanisms of positive and negative

:reinfo:rcement.

:Resistance,. Expectanc:ies, and Personality:

A 'Iheoretical Model

At a conceptual level, one of the main p.n:poses of the researc:h.

project was to explore the relationships between the cxmcept:s of

resistance, expectancies, and personality. '!he notion that
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resi.st:aooe is intimately related to personality style is not a new

idea. It is at least iJIplicit, ani sanetimes explicit in IlI.1Ch of

psychodynamic clinical theory. Recently, for exanple,~ and

Bimer (1984; p.184) have obsel:ved that ''Res~ is part and

parcel of the patient's characteristic IOOde of relatirg". It seems

:reasonable to assume that a rel.atialShip lIIlSt hold between specific

DJti.vatians for :resi.st:aooe to c::harJ;Je ani specific dimensions of

personality. Consistent, however, with COJ'1't:enp::lrary notions about

the role of CXlgl'litive variables such as expect:ancies (Barxlura,

1986), it also seems :reasonable to PZqxJSe that the influence of

personality on :resistance operates t:hra.Jgh the mediatin;J effects of

expectancies.

In general terms, the theoretical IOOdel proposes that the

specific IOOtivations urxlerlyin;J :resistance to cll.arJ;Je of a

maladaptive behavior such as psychoactive subst:.arre use are, in

part, a function of expectancies regardin;J the specific

:reinforcement canti.n;Jencies of that behavior, and that those

expectancies are, in tum, partly a function of the relative

~ of the basic personality dim:msions of EXtraversion and

Neuroticism.

'lhis prqnsed theoretical model assunes that the personality

dimensions of EKtraversion and Neuroticism reflect iniividual

differences in the relative~ of positive and negative

reinfmcement cxmti.rJ;Jencies respectively in the general IOOtivation
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of behavior. once again, however, it lII.1St be mt:ed that J:eOent

cn;prltive lOOdificaticn; of traditional reinforcement theory have

shown that expect:arx:ies alxm reinforcement COl'lti.n:Jencies are often

llm'e powerful deteJ:mi.nants of behavior than actual. CAItcanes

(samura, 1986). '!be influenCe of personality dimensions on

lOOtivations for behavior is thus assnned to be nedi.ated by

expectancies both at the general am the specific levels.

In general tents, resistance, expect:arx:ies, ani personality

dimensions -were conceived as bein:J linked in the followi.rg ways.

First, it was hypothesized that in:ii.viduals who are high in

Nan:cti.cism terxi to be lOOtivated to resist cllan:Je of a maladaptive

behavior such as psychoactive substance use primarily because they

are likely to have expect:arx:ies that the behavior will continue to

provide negative nrlnforcement (because the behavior results in sane

fom of relief fran, or avoidance of, aversive experience). secorn,
it was hytX)thesized that in:lividuals who are high in Extraversion

ten:i to be lOOtivated to resist chan;Je of the maladaptive behavior

prilnarily because they are likely to have expectancies that the

behavior will continue to provide positive reinforcement (because

the behavior results in sane fom of rewardin;J experience) •

M::n:'e specifically, it was first hypothesiZed tllat scores on the

personality dimension of Extraversion~d be predictive of scores

on a dimension :rerl.ecti.n:J expect:arx:ies of the positiVely reinfo:rcin;

effects of psychoactive substance use, am that scores on the
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dimensim of Neuroticism walld be predictive of scores an a

dimensim reflec::tin;J expectancies of negatively reinforc:in.J effects

of that behavior.

In tum, it was hypothesized that scores on dimensions

reflec::tin;J expectancies of positive am. negative reinforcement wa.1l.d

be predictive of scores an dimensialS J:e1ec::tin;J positive am

negative reinforcement based patterns of DDtivation for resistance

respectively. If an in:tividual primarily expects a certain behavior

such as psychoactive sut.stance use to produce effects that can

broadly be consb:ued as positively reinforc:in.J, such as i.nc:reased

feelinJs of~, then the DDtivations underly:in.J resistance to the

d1an:1e of that behavior are likely to reflect a terx3ency to att:enpt

to maintain that soun::e of positive reinforcement. Similarly, if

the inllvidual primarily expects effects that can be broadly

consb:ued as negatively reinforcirg, such as J:e1ief of tension, then

the DDtivations for resistance are likely to reflect a terx3ency to

att:e.npt to maintain that som:oe of negative reinforcement.

'!he Pop.1l.ation of Interest

Psychoactive sut.stance use disorders.

'!he J:e1ationship between the concepts of resi.starx:e,

expectancies, am personality was examined within the context of a

population of i.n:lividuals seeki.rg to dlanJe a particular fonn of

naladaptive behavior: psychoactive substance use that has became
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prci:>lematic, ani that meets the diagnostic criteria for Psydloactive

SUbstance De!peIDeIx:e as defined in the Diagnostic am statistical

Mamlal, '1hird Fdition - Revised (DSM III-R; American Psychiatric

Association, 1987).

'!here are several reasons for selectin:J this population.

First, Psydloactive SUbstance Use Disorders are extremely CXiiiion

prci:>lems. Precise figures are difficult to ootain, in part because

of the lack of cxmsensus on the definition of tenns. Nevertheless,

it seems likely that these problems may affect as many as 20 million

Americans. Epidemiological data that are J'lC7,,1 over 20 years old

(cahalan, 1970) in:licated that aroon:l 9 million Americans ccW.d be

classified as prdJlem drinkers (rtU3h!y enc:arpassin;J the DSM III-R

categories of Alcohol Abuse am De!peIDeIx:e). Extrapola1:i.nj fran

those figures on the basis of increases in both pop.l1ation am Per

capita consunption of alcohol (Niven, 1984), it is likely that the

I'DJIllber of problem drinkers now totals in the region of 12 million.

In addition to alcohol, there are J'1UIDel'OOS illegal psychoactive

substances that are CXililiOnly used, includi..rg marijuana, stilIulants

such as cocaineam~, heroin am other opioids,

depressants such as barbiturates am inhalants, am hallucinogens.

Furthenoore, a nmnber of prescription dn1gs, particularly

amdolytics such as the benzodiazepines, ani pain-killers such as

Delnerol, Codeine, am OXycodone, are carm:mly abused. Together, the
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maladaptive use of these substances may make Psydloactive SUbstance

Use Disol:ders the fozemost behavioral prcblem in the United states.

'!he secx:ni reason for dloosin;J this pcp.1l.ation is that

Psydloactive SUbstance Use Disol:ders are often chronic ani

i..ntractable prcblems. '!he~ of "denial" is l¥e11 known in

a1Ioost all clinical settin;Js in which these disorders are

enoomrt:ered, ani is often regarded as one of the prinmy synptans of

the prcblem (Royce, 1981). '!be author recalls an a1m:lSt

stereotypical exanple of denial in an i.nteJ:view with a patient in a

detoxification unit. '!be patient was a former businessman with a

graduate level education who was, at the time of the interview,

haneless, i.nii.gent, ani alienated fran his family as a result of his

clri.nkirg. Despite this aoclDJll]ation of prcblems ani llI.l1tiple

admissions to the detoxification unit, this man still reported that

he did not think that it was really his dri.nkirg that had caused him

all his prcblems.

In addition to the denial that is so often fOlll'Xi in i.nii.viduals

who are actively usin;J psychoactive substances, relapse after a

period of abstinence is ext:relrel.y CCII1'IDIl, even a1'llJn3 iniividuals who

sincerely want to quit. '!be work of Marlatt ani his associates

(Marlatt, 1985) has shown that relapse is by far the IlCSt frequent

cutcane in the treatInent of these disorders. On the average, it

~ that about 75% of all i.nii.viduals seekin;; treatment for

Psydloactive SUbstance Use Disorders will experience one or nore
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relapses. 'lhus, there are several reasons to believe that

resistance to c:harr;Je is a particularly powerful~ in this

p::p1l.ation. Fran the perspectives of both treatment am prevention,

it is i.np:lrtant to develop a better urx1erst:an:ii. of the factors

which make this often grossly maladaptive behavior so resistant to

d1an;Je.

'lhe third :reason for choosirg this popllation is a theoretical

one. Recent research, particularly in relation to alCXlhol use, but

presumably generalizable to other psychoactive substances, has begun

to inlicate that there are two prototypical pattems of excessive

use: one that is nDtivated primarily by the seek.irg of positive

reinforcement, am another that is DDtivated primarily by the desire

to avoid or blcx::k out negative affective experience (Clon:irger,

1987).

Jellinek (1960) was one of the first theorists to att:elrpt to

di.stin;Jui.sh between different subtypes of alcoholism. Although he

identified a total of five subtypes, he emphasized the distinction

lJetlr.1een inlividuals who shewed pe...-sistent alcohol seek.irg behavior

(llinability to abstain entirelyll) ani irxtividuals who 'Were able to

abstain, often for quite len; periods of tilne, but were l.D'lable to

control their c:::onsunption once they started dri.nki..rg ("loss of

control") •

A similar distinction is made by Cl~er (1987) who, on the

basis of considerable enpirical work, has described two distirx:t
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groups of in:lividuals with alccilol related prOOlems. Type 1

includes in:ii.viduals who, in Clonin;Jer's terms, are high in hal:m

avoidance am reward depen:)erx:e. '!hey are prone to develop loss of

oontrol over their drinkin:J, often after a :relativelyl~ period

of heavy, b.1t largely non-problematic dri.nk.irg. Type 2 includes

inllvidnals who, in Clonin;Jer's terms, are high in novelty seeki.n;.

'lbeir dri.nki.rg is often associated, fran a :relatively early age,

with inpllsive, sensation-seek.in;J, ani sanetimes, frankly antisocial

behavior. Clonin;;Jer enqilasizes that these subtypes should not be

regarded as discrete disease entities, am that many in:li.viduals

show features of both types. '!his wa.tl.d be expected if the

dimensions that he describes are, at least to sane degree,

i..mepenjent of each other.

A factor analytic study by Farber, I<havari, & D:u;lass (1980)

irwolvinJ a large semple of drinkers provides additional support to

the ootian that alcohol use is ll¥Jti.vated by two broad factors.

'lbeir study in:li.cated that the reasons given by resporxlents for

drink:iJ'g could be classified into two major factors refl.ecti.n;J

positive am negative reinfon::e.ment.

FUrther support for the notion of two prototyical pattems of

use CXIDeS fran the wrk of wise (1988). Based prilnarily on research

into the effects of opiates, Wise has attercpted to describe the

neurc:iJiology of addiction in tenns of two basic factors. one factor

relates to the initial psydlc.;notor stiJnulant effect which is c:x::arJlOOI1
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to lOOSt drogs of al:luse, ani which, he believes, reflects the

activatim of neural mechanisms of positive reinforcement. '!he

seoan:i factor relates to the pain ani distress SUWZession effect

that is O)IAICm to many, though nat all, drogs of ab.1se, particularly

narcotics and depressants such as alochol. 'lhis, he believes,

reflects the activatim of neural medlanisms of negative

reinforcement. As noted in an earlier section, wise :mviews

cxmsiderable evidence to suggest that these neural mechanisms of

positive and negative reinfo:rc:ement are anatanica.lly ani

fmx:ti.onally distinct. In his view addiction may be a :fun::ti.on of

the operation of either or 00t:h of these factors. In aItl.ini.n;J his

model, he does not devote arr:f attention to irxiividual differences in

the relative~ of these 'bNo factors, but it IN'OUld seem

plausible that intividual differences might result in different

patterns such as those Clon:in;Jer (1987) has described.

COX and IQ.i..rger (1988) have examined addictive behavior fran a

lOOtivational stampoint rather than a neurobiological one, bIt they

arrive at essentially the same ocmclusim: addictive behavior is

lOOtivated primarily either by the expectation that it will provide

positive affective experience or by the expectation that it will

stJI:PreSS negative affective experience. '!bey E!I1'phasize that the

lOOtivation to use psychoactive su!::lstan::es is closely tied to

people's incentives in other life areas, ani to the relative power
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of varioos incentives, inclu:iin;J psychoactive~, in

bri.n:Jin:.:J about affective c:haIges.

Finally, reseal:d1 on expect.aIx:ies about the effects of alcohol

clearly den'cnstrates a relationship be'tween expectancies ani

patterns of oonsumptim am al::R.1se (Brown, et al., 1987).

Irxiividuals use psydloactive subst:aIres because they expect them to

provide reinforcirg effects. For the pw:pose of this study, it is

ptcposecl that the expectanci.es assessed by Brown an:i her colleagues

can be rtU3h!y subdivided into expect.aIx:ies of positive ani negative

reinforcement.

'1bere are thus reasons to believe that :in:ii.viduals seeki.n:J

treatment for Psychoactive SUbstance Use Disorders constitute a

pcp.l1.atim that is particularly likely to exhibit resistance to

c::han;e, ani to show variation in the IOOtivations for that

resi.stan:::e, with one pattem of resistance related to ~ies

regardi.n} the positive reinforcement that use of the substance

provides, am another pattern related to expectancies regardi.n} the

negatively rei.nforcirg pl:OpeIti.es of the substance. Furt:heJ:1oore, it

seems likely that this variation may be closely :related to certain

basic dimensions of personality. 'Ihus, on the basis of considerable

exi.stir:g theoretical ani enpirical ~rk, there are reasons to

believe that the theoretical 100del proposed in this paper is

par'"~cu1arly suited to this pcJI:Wation.
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'!here is, in addition, reasa'l to believe that different drugs

differentially affect the neural mechani.sDs of positive am negative

:rei.n:COJ:cement. As noted above, depressant drugs such as alcohol

seem to affect JxJt:h, with the initial iJrpact on the former qivin]

way quite quickly to pc7Nerful effects on the latter. Alcohol

abJsers tern to eqnasize negatively reinforoin;J effects such as

tension J:educti.on when reportin:] their reasons for dri.nki.n:J (Farber,

et al., 1980). On the other ham, sti.n'lll.ants such as cocaine ani

~~ to operate primarily on the medlani.sms of

positive :reinforcement (Wise, 1988) ~ ani axe not CX1iililJl1ly used for

such pm:poses as tension reduction.

on the basis of these differences in effects, it is

hypothesized that differences in choice of dnlg of abuse will be

associated with differences in the :relative st.l:'ergths of the

personality dimensions of Extraversion ani Neuroticism, am thus, in

tum, with differences in expectancies ani patterns of resistance to

chan;Je. OJrrent1y in Hawaii, the m::>st CX'JIJJ[J!Only reported drugs of

dloice aIIIJn] iIxlividuals seeJd.n;J treatment for psychoactive

substance abuse am depeOOence axe alcd1ol, which, as irxiicated

above, is usually classified primarily as a depressant dnlg, am the

st:im.l1ants cocaine am ctySt:a1 methaIrphetami. (Williams, 1990).

'!he study will, therefore, examine the :relationship between dn1q of

choice and the relative st.l:'ergths of the basic personality
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dimensions, expect:aooies, ani DK:Jti.vatians un::lerlyin;J :resistance to

chan;Je.

ErlstiIg research with this pc:pJ1ation that specifically

erploys the instruments that are used in this study is generally not

of direct relevarre to the particular issues addressed herein, but

it merits brief consideration. A number of studies have examined

the personality dimensions of Extraversion ani Neuroticism in

alcoholic popllations, ani one study has examined the :relationship

between factors of the AEX2 ani dimensions of personality.

'lhere are no clear cut fi.n:iin;s about the association of

Extraversion am alcoholism. A few studies have i.n:ii.cated that

alcoholics are less extraverted than nonnals (Hurlbert, Gade, &

F\lqUa, 1982: Tamai & YCJUDj, 1983), but at least one study ~ests

the owosite (Rargaswami, 1983), while another shows a positive

relationship between habitual alcohol c::onsunpti.on am two

sub-factors of Extraversion (Jackson & Matthews, 1988). In other

sbJdies, sane alcoholics~ to be relatively extraverted,

whereas others appear to be lOC>re introverted (Gade & Hurll:Jert, 1985:

Hurlbert, Gade, & F\1qUa, 1984). '!here is no CCII'Pllli.n3 theoretical

reason to suggest that, in tenns of preroorbid functi.onin;J,

alcoholics as a group should differ significantly fran nonnals in

either direction on a measure of Extraversion. Sdmckit (1983) was

unable, on the basis of Exraversion scores, to di.stin;uish yc:lUI'l;J men

considered to be at high risk for the develq;:ment of alcoholism from
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a mat:dled oontrol groop of ycuJ'J;;J men at low risk. One might,

however, predict that the personality deterioration often associated

with lon:J-tenn alcohol ab1se might terd to result in sate depression

of Extraversial soores. It may be this terDmcy which is bei.rg

detected in the Hurlbert et al. (1982) am the Tamai am Yoorg

(1983) studies, bIt even hel:e, the evidence is equivocal at best.

'!he theoretical mdel. Employed in this study does not assume arrt
relationship between Extraversion am alCXlhol ab1se or alcoholism.

On the cxmtraJ:y, it assmnes that both high ani low scorers on this

diJnension may suffer fran problems related to alcohol use, am

proposes only that scores on the dimension of Extraversial will be

related to scores on factors reflect.irg expectancies of positive

z:einfon::anent am to scores on factors :reflecti.n;J positive

z:einfon::anent based JlDtivations for resistance to c1lar¥1e of the

prcblem behavior.

In the case of Neuroticism, studies quite cxmsistently shcM

that alcoholics tern to have elevated scores on the Neuroticism

diJnension (Ganez, 1984: Hurlbert, et al., 1982: z.ll1len, Gurlirg,

Clg:)enheim, & MJrray, 1986: R.an;aswami., 1983, samahl, I.i.mberg, &

Bergman, 1987). Again, there is no c:e.tItJellinJ theoretical reason to

assure significant differences between the prenx>:d:Jid characteristics

of alcdlolics as a group and nonnal contl:'ols on the Neuroticism

dimension. Research terx:3s to support the propositial that the high

Neuroticism scores fClUI'd in alcoholics are the result of alcoholism
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rather than a prec1;sposin;J factor. For exanple, a twin study

(l-ll1len, et al., 1986) am. a study of ya.D'l} men at high am. lOtrl risk

for the deve10p0ent of aloc:ilolism (Sdmc:kit, 1983) both arrive at

the same OOl'X:1usion. As in the case of Extraversion, the

theoretical JOOdel enployed in this study does not assume arr:l

:relationship between Neuroticism am alcohol ablse or alcoholism.

once again, it assnnes that both high ani low scorerS on this

dimension may suffer :from problems related to alCXlhol use, am.

pl:OpOSeS only that scores on the dimension of Neuroticism will be

:related to scores on factors :reflect:i.rg expectancies of negative

reinforcement ani to scores on factors :reflecti.n; negative

reinforcement based lOOtivations for resistance to c1l.an;e of the

problem behavior. It should be noted at this point that this

position, in conjunction with the cxmsistent fi.niin3s of elevated

Neuroticism scores in alcoholics, has inp)rtant ilrplications

:regardin;J the potential char¥1es that may ocx::ur in both the tyPes of

expectancies ani the mJti.vations for resistance to c::han;e aver the

pzogressive course of alcohol use disorders. It would seem likely

that both expectancies am. resistance to chanje would terx:l to become

m;»:e ani no:re centered art:ll1I'D negative reinforcement as the disonier

progresses. In support of this line of reasoni.rg, FaJ:Der et ale

(1980) showed that alcoholics had a st:rorg temency to report

negative :reinforcenent based reasons for their drinking.
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A study designed to examine the relationship between alc:xbol

expect:aIx:ies an:l persooality dimensions was ccniuct:ed by Brown am.

M..msa1 (1987). '!he persooality dimensicns enployed in this study

were i.ntroversion-extraversion (originally invia-exvia) and anxiety

as measured by the 16PF (cattell, et al., 1970). 'lbese diInensions

are similar, bIt nat quite identical, to Eysenck's diInensions of

Extraversion an:l Neuroticism. Mo:z:eover, Brown and !olmson's study

was ocn:lucted on a popllation of college students rather than a

clinical popJ1ation, an:l it enployed a nultivariate analysis of

variance design rather than a regzession analysis which seems IOOre

~te given the continuous nature of the variables enployed.

'lhus, it is nat oatpletely clear to what extent their fi.niin;Js are

relevant to the current study. '11lei.r results seem partly ~ive

of an:! partly at odds with the theoretical fraInework prqJOSed in

this paper. Higher anxiety scores~ associated with higher

expectancy scores for all factors, rather than specifically with

these factors which~ to :represent negative reinforcement.

Extraverted inlividuals expected both IOOre Iilysical ani social

pleasure (assumed here to be primarily a PJSitive reinforcement

factor) an:llOOre relaxation-tension reduction (assumed here to be

primarily a negative reinforcement factor) than introverted

irdividnals. Extraverted irdividnals also expected less arousal

power (assumed here to be priInarily a positive reinforcement factor).
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In general, it seems safe to say that the relationship between

persooality dimensioos am alcohol expectancies warrants further

researd1. Apart fran Brown and Munson's study, there is only one

other study which has e.'CaDli.ned this relationship (I.eonal:d & Blane,

1988), am it does not enploy measures of Extraversion am

Neuroticism. '!he present stu:ly focused specifically on the

persooality dimensions of EKtraversian and Neuroticism, as measured

by the Eysenck Personality Questiormaire (mJ: H.J. Eysenck & S.B.G.

Eysenc:k, 1975), viewi.n:J them as reflec:ti.n:J in:ii.vidual differerx::es in

susceptibility to the influerx=e of PJSitve am negative

reinforcement. respectively. It explored the relationship between

these d.iJIe1sions am alcxilol expect:aIx:ies, as measured by the

Alcdlol Expect:arx:y Questionnaire (ABJ: Goldman, et al., in press),

and mtivations for resistance to charge as measured by the COncerns

Abc:ut Olarv1e scale (CXS: Bemis, 1986).

Hypotheses

In the present study, the Eysenck Pe...rsonality Questionnaire,

the Alcxilol Expect:arx:y Questiormaire, and the Concems About C2lan;Je

scale were administered to a group of iniividuals in treatment for

Psychoactive SUbstance Use Diso:rders. SUbjects were divided into

two groops: the fixst group included iniividuals who reported that

their dnlq of choice was alcohol, and the secorxi group included
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in:li.vidnal S who reported that their dJ:u;J of choice was either

cocaine or crystal met11anpletamin.

Two major sets of hypotheses were derived fran the theoretical

framework. '!he first set of hypotheses pertained to all subjects in

the study, J:egardless of their dnJ;J of choice. '!he followi.rg

hypotheses lro'ere made:

1) SCOres on the Extraversion dimension of the EFQ (EIQ-E)

would be predictive of scores on a dimension of the AEX2 which

reflects expectancies of positive reinforcement f:ran

psychoactive st.1bstarx::le use (AEXrP), which, in tum, walld be

predictive of scores on a dimension of the a::s which reflects

resistance to chan1e that is mtivated primarily by a desire to

maintain a behavior that functions as a form of positive

reinforcement (a::s-P).

2) SCOres on the Neuroticism dimension of the EFQ (EIQ-N) walld

be predictive of scores on a dimension of the Am which

reflects expectancies of negative reinforcement fran

psychoactive st.1bstarx::le use (Aa;rN), which, in tum, would be

predictive of scores on a dimension of the ccs which reflects

resistance to cl1an3'e that is mtivated primarily by a desire to

maintain a behavior that functions as a form of negative

reinforcement (a::s-N).

'1he secarxi set of hypotheses pertai.ned to c:::arparisons between the

groop of subjects reporti.ng alcohol as their drug of choice am. the
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grcA.1p of subjects reportirg either cocaine or crystal

~ as their c:hu;J of dloioe. It was hypothesized that:

3) SUbjects who reported that their drug of dloice was alocilol

lillOlld score significantly higher on m:Q-N, AEQ-N, ani a::s-N

than subjects who J:ePOrted that their drug of choice was

cocaine or crystal~.

4) conversely, subjects who reported that their dnlq of choice

was cocaine or crystal met:1l.aJlP1etamine would score

significantly higher on m:Q-E, AE)J-P, am CCS-P than subjects

who reported that their dn1g of choice was alocilol.
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aJAPI'ER III

MEIH:>D

SUbjects

'!he subjects were 48 adult males who~ in trea'bnent at sand

Islam Trea:tm~nt Facility, Hawaii Addiction center, or the salvation

Arrrrj Addiction Treatment Facility. 'Dlese are all licensed substance

abuse treatment facilities located in the Honolulu area, am staffed

by state of Hawaii certified Substan::e AbJse Counselors am Program

Admi.ni.strators. 'Ihese institutions derive the bJlk of their :fuI'Di.rg

thrc::u:3h p.u:dlase of service contracts with the state of Hawaii.

'!hey tern to cater to a clientele that is 0CII1pOSEd primarily of

.iIxli.vidnal s who have experienced quite serious problens with

pSymoactive substance use, am whose financial status is such that

they are Wlable to pay for their own treatment. 'lhus, this tends to

be, in general, a rather dys:ftJrd:i.onal popllation. While, in the

principal investigator's experience, i.niividuals with major

psychotic clisoniers am serious oJ:gani.c i.npai.noont are rarely fourn

in this popl1ation, personality disorders are quite cc.m1JJll, am mild

to 100derate levels of depression are often present.

SUbjects were initially identified as bei.r¥] potentially

appropriate for inclusion in the study by treatment program staff,

who had been thoroughly briefed regardin;J inclusion criteria.

Clients who cculd nX clearly identify either alcohol or stinnllants

as their drug of dloice were screened out. It was not necessazy to
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Table 1

I:SM III-R Diagnostic Criteria for
Psydloacti.ve SUl:Jst:arre Depen:1ence

A. At least tl'u::ee of the follC1Ni.n:]:

(1) substance often taken in larger anomt:s or aver a lOD:1er
period than the person iJlt:enjed

(2) persistent desire or one or lOOre unsuocessful efforts to aIt
down or OJutJ::ol substance use

(3) a great deal of time spent in activities necessary to get the
substance (e.g., theft), t:aki.n:J the substance (e.g., chain
SIl¥Jki.rg), or :rec:overirg fran its effects

(4) fl:equent intoxication or withdrawal synpt:ans when expected to
fulfill major role obligations at work, school, or bane
(e.g., does nat go to work because h1.Jn;J aver, goes to school
or work "high", intoxicated while t:aki.n:J care of his or her
children), or when substance use is PlYsica1ly haza.rdals
(e.g., drives when intoxicated)

(5) .i.Dportant social, occupational, or recreational activities
given up or reduced because of substance use

(6) cxmtinued substance use despite knowledge of havirg a
persistent or l:eCUrrE!I'1t social, psydlologica1, or I=hysica1
pJ:d:>lem that is caused or exac::erlJated by the use of the
substance (e.g., keeps usirg heroin despite family arguments
abaIt it, cocaine injuced depression, or havirg an ulcer made
~ by dri.nkin;J

(7) marked tolerance: need for markedly increased anomt:s of the
substance (i.e., at least a 50% increase) in ol:der to achieve
intoxication or desi.xed effect, or markedly d:i1ni.ni.shed effect
with cxmtinued use of the same anomt

(8) characteristic withdrawal synpt:ans (see specific withdrawal
syndr:anes umer Psychoactive SUbstarx:e-imuced organic Mental
Disorders

(9) substance often taken to relieve or avoid withdrawal synptans

B. sane synpt:ans of the d.i.st:urbance have persisted for at least one
lOOIlth, or have occurred repeatedly over a l<m;Jer period of tine
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Table 1 (cont:irn.led). mM III-R Di.ag:ncsti.c Criteria for
Psydloactive SUl:Jstance DepemeJx:e

Criteria for severity of Psychoactive SUbstance Deperxier¥::e:

Mild: Few, if arrj, synpt:ans in excess of those required to make
the diagnosis, am the synptcms result in no lOOre than mild
i.npainnent in occupational furx:ti011i.IxJ or in usual social
activities or relationships with others.

Moderate: SyIrpt:aIs or functional :i.npai.nnent between ''mild'' am
"severe" .

severe: Many synpt:ans in excess of those required to make the
diagnosis, am the synpt:ans markedly interfere with occupational
fmx:ti.oni.rg or with usual social activities or relationships with
others.

In Partial Remission: D.1rirg the past six months, sane use of the
subs1:arK:e am sane synpt:ans of cleperxierx:e.

In Full Remission: DJrirg the past six months, either no use of
the subs1:arK:e, or sane use of the substance am no synptcms of
depen:)erx::e.
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exclude artf subjects after this initial screen.in;J. All subjects

participated voluntarily in the sbxly, am each was paid $5.00 for

participatin}. Fach subject was di.agoosed by a qualified clinician

as meetir¥;J the !EM III-R criteria for Psychoactive SUbstance

Depenjence (see Table 1). Irxtividna1s with a histozy of either

major psydlotic di.sol:der or major organic mental disorder were not

inclOOed in the study. All subjects had been CXIl'pletely detoxified

of all psychoactive substarx:es by the time of assessment. selected

subject characteristics are summarized in Tables 2, 3, am 5.

!en;Jth of time in treatment varied fran un:ler one lOOllth. to ten

m::mths, with the mean 1en;Jth of stay bei..rg 2.29 IOOJ'lths. '!he age of

the subjects varied between 19 and 63 years, with a mean of 34.58

years. 'lhirty six subjects (75%) reported that they had entered

treatment volmrt:arily, three J:eported that they had entered

treatment as a result of pressure fran family or frien::Js, and nine

(18.8%) reported that they were court-ol:dered into treatment. Many

of the subjects who reported enteri..n;J treatment vollmtarily may

actually have been st:ror¥;Jly JIDti.vated to enter treatment for legal

reasons, sud1 as the desire to minimize the severity of the sentence

in an upc::anin:J court case.

In tenDs of education, 6 subjects (12.5%) had not graduated

fran high school, 15 (31.3%) were high school graduates, 23 (47.9%)

had sane college level education, am 4 (8.3%) had carpleted a

bachelor's degree. On the basis of self-reported etlmicity, 2



Table 2

SUbject Qlaracteristics: Ethnicity am Marital status

Variable Total Alocilol stinulant
N=48 n=24 n=24

Etlmicity

Hawaiian 2 2 0

Chinese 1 0 1

Japanese 2 1 1

caucasian 34 19 15

other 9 2 7

Marital status

Sin]le 25 10 15

Married 8 4 4

separated 3 1 2

Divorced 12 9 3
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Table 3

SUbject <l1aracteristics: Etlucational Ie.rel am
Reason for Ent:.erin;J Treatment

Variable Total AlcxX10l stinulant
N=48 n=24 n=24

Filucational level

sane high school 6 1 5

High school grad. 15 10 5

sane college 23 9 14

Bachelor's degree 4 4 0

Reason for enterin::I
treatment

Volunt:aJ;y 36 20 16

social pressure 3 1 2

coort-otaered 9 3 6
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subjects (4.2%) were classified as Hawaiian,! (2.1%) as allnese, 2

(4.2%) as Japanese, 34 (70.8%) as caucasian, an:l 9 (18.8%) as

other. 'lhe majority falli.rxJ into this last groop~ subjects with

mixed ethnicity.

In tenDs of marital status, 8 subjects (16.7%) reported that

they were currently married, 12 (25.0%) were divorced, 3 (6.3%) were

separated, an:! 25 (52.1%) were si.rxJle.

SUbjects were divided into two groups on the basis of reported

primary drug of choice. 'lhe first gra1p (alcchol) consisted of 24

i.rx:li.vi.dnal s who zeported that their priJnal:y dm;J of choice was

alcohol, while the secord group (stinulant) consisted of 24

i.rx:li.vidna1S who reported that their priJnal:y drog of choice was

cocaine or crystal.me~. Of the alcohol group, only 9

subjects stated that they had been usin; alcchol exclusively prior

to ent:eri.rg treatment, and 15 acknowledged the use of at least one

other drug. Of the 15 that reported sane other dIug use, 9 subjects

had used a stilIulant drug in addition to alcchol. In the case of

the stinulant group, only 2 subjects reported the exclusive use of

stinulants, while 22 acknowledged the use of at least one other

drug. Of the 22 who reported sane other dIug use, 17 had used

alcohol in addition to stimulants. It is thus clear that, while the

two groo.ps differ in tenDs of reported dm;J of choice, there is

considerable overlap between the groups in tenns of the range of

drugs used. Polysubstance use was the norm in both groups, arxi the
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JOOdal subject reported usin:J alcxX1ol, stimlants, ani marijuana.

'1herefore, the two groops carmot be considered l1Iltually exclusive,

as would be desirable fran the point of view of testin;J the

hypothesized diffeJ:ellCE!S between them; this limitation DUSt be bor:ne

in mi.rxi when the results of the sb:dy are intel:preted.

unfortunately, fran the point of view of the researcher, it is

becxmin;;J increasin:Jly difficult to fim "pn-e" users of a sin;;Jle

substance, particularly within plblicly ftm:led treat:Jnent programs.

Directors am clinical staff of the programs fran which the subjects

were drawn often ocmnented on the fact that a high percentage of

their clients used a variety of different substances.

Parenthetically, this is an issue which, the author believes, is

frequently overlooked in IIIlC'h of the research on alcoholism ani dJ:ug

aoose.

'!he alcohol am stiImllant groups did not differ significantly

in ter.ms of lergth of time in treat:nent, an:! only minor differences

were noted between the gl:OUpS in terms of reason for enterin:J

treatment, education, or ethnicity. '!he graJpS did, however, differ

significantly (t = 3.4972; P = .0011) in tenns of age. '!he mean age

of the alcohol group was 38.75 years, am the mean age of the

sti.mJl.ant gnJUp was 30.42 years. SU1:lstanti.al differences between

the groups were also noted in terms of marital status. In the

alcohol group, 4 were married, 9 divorced, 1 separated, and 10

sin:;rle, whereas in the stilmllant group, 4 were married, only 3 were
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divorced, 2 separated, am 15 were si.n}le. It seems likely that

these diffe.reJ'XleS in marital status are :related to the difference in

age between the two groops.

Measurement of :resistance.

In nlOel1t years, there have been a number of att:.enpt:s to

describe an:! explicate the processes an:! stages of cl'1anJe in hlmIan

behavior. For exanple, the work of Prochaska arxi his associates

(e.g., Prochaska, Velicer, DiClemente, & Fava, 1988) has been

i.nportant in furtherin;J the umerstan:lin;J of what goes on in the

c:haD;e prxx::ess. '!here have, haNever, been :relatively few att:eJIpts

to specify am measure the factors involved in people's :resistance

or :reluct:.aIre to chan1e.

Att:.enpt:s have been made to operationalize the concept of

:resistance usin; a behavioral observation system (01amberlain,

Patterson, Reid, Kavanagh, & Fo:rgatch, 1984; Kavanagh, Gabrielson, &

Q>amherlain, 1982). Relatively little effort has gone into the

develq:ment of self-report scales which can measure aspects of

:resistance. GlasgCJl\f, McCaul, am Sdlafer (1986) have developed a

Barriers to Adherence QJestionnai.re (BAQ) specifically for use with

insul~di.abeti.cs. Althoogh the BAQ could be adapted for

use with other pcpl1ations, in its present fonn it does not allow

for the ~ison of reasons for non-adherence across different

populations. Moreover, as the BAQ is conceptualiZed in terms of
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adhel:ence rather than :resistance, it may be difficult to awly to

attenpt:s to dlan:Je which do not involve treatment or therapeutic

directives. '!his relative lack of eqhasis an self-repent scales

may be attributable to the fact that :resistance has been

oarv:::epbJalized in the past, particularly fran the psychodynamic

point of view, as SCJDetlliD;J that is largely lm:lOIlSCious, an::l

therefore not amenable to measurement by self-report. '!he

utilization of a self-report measure assmnes that people are capable

of sane degree of conscious awareness of at least a subset of the

motivational factors that inhibit their ability to charge

maladaptive behavior patterns. It is also possible that, at any

given point in tillie, factors outside of cx:mscious awareness may be

operatirr;J to inhibit charge. '!his recognition of the role of

unconscia.JS processes should not, havever, be taken as an

en::1orsement of traditional psydlodynamic fonrlll.ations of the

unconscia.JS. Factors outside of conscious awareness which could

significantly affect IIDtivational pattems might, for exanple,

include elements of neuro-eniocrine functiOJ'lin:l. '!he present

conceptualization of :resistance thus acknowledges that it is

probably not possible to capture all aspects of it on a self-report

scale. It does, however, hypothesize that SCIOO important

motivations influencin;J :resistance to c:::han;Je are amenable to

neasurem=nt by a self-report instrument.
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An initial att:enpt to develop such a self-report scale was made

by Bemis (1986). As part of a larger study an the ex:trparison of

eatirg disorders am phobias, she develc:ped the CoIx::ems AbaIt

Cbar¥]e scale (CCS) in order to assess the fears am c::oncems

psydUatric patients may have abaIt givin;J up or recoverin;J fran

their present.in;J problem. '!he CXS was originally designed to be

awlicable to both eatin;J disorder am Iilobic subjects. It

consisted of 66 it.e.ns rationally grouped into 11 subscales. '!he

results of an expert ratin;J procedure which was perfonned on the

items led to sane miJ'x:)r modification of the structure of the

subseales (Bemis, 1986).

'!he CCS has recently been :revised in an att.eJtpt to make it even

mxe widely awlicable. '!he revisial represents an atte.npt to

develop an i.nstJ:ument that comprehensively measures concems that

in:li.viduals may have about the cansequences of givinj up or c::1lanlirg

a wide raD:Je of maladaptive behaviors, includi.n;J psychoactive

subst:an:e use. It is assumed that these concems are potentially

acx:essible to people's awareness as they consciously awraise their

mtivations, am thus are amenable to assessment by means of a

self-report i.nstJ:ument. For the purposes of this research project,

the Conoems About Qlan;Je scale has been selected as the IIDSt

appropriate available instrument for measuri.n;J the concept of

resistance to c::l'laDJe.
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'!he :revised version of the ccs consists of a total of 105 items

grouped into 17 rationally derived subsca.les, each of which consists

of six items. In aatition, there are thJ:ee floati.n;J items that 'Were

inclujed on the original version of the scale. 'Ihese have been

retained to allCM for oc:mpari.sans between the versions, but they are

nat inclujed on arrj of the c::ur:z::ent 17 subscales. '!he subscales are

labelled as follows (see Appentix D for item content of subsca.les):

1) unable to~e

2) unworthy of~

3) concem About Risks Involved in OlargiIg

4) concem About sexuality

5) concem About Maturity

6) concem About InteJ:personal Loss

7) Concern About Personal Loss - Aa::arpli.shment

8) concem About Personal Loss - Hedonic

9) concem About Reactions of others

10) Problem Provides sense of Identity

11) Problem Provides Means for Avoidance of Negative Affect

12) Problem Provides Reason for Avoidance of Responsibility

13) Problem Provides Means of Disinhibition of Expression

14) Problem Provides Means for Goal Attainment

15) Problem is Syn'ptcm of Deeper UrnerlyiIg Problem

16) Unpleasantness of Q]an;Je Precess

17) Failure to Recx;)gni.ze Problem as a Problem
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In omer to be consistent with the original c:::onsttucti.on of the a::s,

an expert ratin;J ~U'e was perfonned on the new items (for

inst:ructi.ans, see Ratin;J ~U'e 1,~ E)• A total of 13

post-Master's am Doctoral level psychologists who were familiar

with the principles of test canstructi.on served as the raters.

Raters were asked to assign each item to one of the 17 suhsca.1.es of

the as. It was detennined to be statistically significant at the

.05 level of prc:babUity when 4 out of the 13 raters assigned an

item to its int:erK:led subscale. To be JlDre conservative, however,

only items whim were assigned by 7 or more raters to the int:erK:led

subscale were regar:ded as awropriate1y classified. All but 4 of

the items met this conservative criterion. '!he only exceptions were

items 34, 35, 83, am 97 (see~ D). In each case, the item

was assigned by sane raters to its .interxied subsca1e, but was also

assigned by a significant number of raters to arother subsca1e which

aweared to bear sane :relation to the i..nt:.emed subsca1e. In order

to sinplify cc:rrpari.sons between subscales by maintainin;J the same

mnnber of items per subscale, a decision was made to include these 4

items on their inten:ied subscales for the p.u:pose of scorirg the ccs

for this stniy. For the future, however, a further revision of the

as has tentatively been planned t:aki.nJ into accamt the n!SUl.ts of

both this ratin;J procedure am another ratin;J procedure, described

below, in which items were assigned to positive and negative

reinforcenent dimensions.
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Bemis (1986) infonnally hypothesized that the snbscales of the

cx:s exw.d rtD3h1y be broken down into two major dimensions,

reflecti..rv:J positive am negative reinforcement based c:ozx:erns about

c:harr;Je. '!be scale was not, hc1w'ever, specifically designed to

:reflect these two dimensions, bIt represented an attenpt to assess

as broad a~ of oonc::ems as possible. For the p.n:poses of this

study, positive an:} negative reinforcement dimensions were developed

for the carx:ems About O1aD;Je scale (as-p am CXS-N) by havi.n]

expert raters assign in:1ividual items on these instruments to the

two dimensions (for instructi.ons, see Ratirg Procedure 2, Apperxlix

E) • A total of 12 post-Master's am roctoral level psychologists

who were familiar with the prin::iples of positive and negative

reinforcement served as the raters. Raters were asked to assign

each item of the as to a positive :reinforcement dimension, a

negative reinforcement diJnension, or to an "Item fits neither

dimension" alternative. Raters could also inlica:te that they were

unsure as to the ~riate assigrunent of an item. It was

detenni.ned to be statistically significant at the .05 level of

probability.when 7 out of the 12 raters assigned an item to a sirgle

dimension. In order to be conservative, only items which were

assigned by 8 or 100m raters to a si.n]le dimension were included on

the dimensions.

On the basis of these rati.n]s, as-p was made up of 36 items

wilic:h were drawn fran 7 of the 17 existing subscales of the as.
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'1bere are a total I'UDIiJer of 42 items an these 7 subscal.es, all of

which had tentatively been identified prior to the ratin.J pl:ocedure

as positive z:einfoz:cement based subscal.es. Of the remainin;J 6

items,S were not reliably assigned to a subscale, am only 1 was

assigned to <XS-N. 'lbus, the assignments of the raters seenv:d quite

consistent with the hypothesized structure of the subscales. <XS-N

was made up of 34 art: of a total of 42 items fran another set of 7

subscales which had tentatively been identified as negative

reinfm:t:ement based sumca.les. '!he rema.i.nin;J 8 items were not

reliably assigned to a sirgle subscale. Again, the assignments of

the raters seenv:d quite consistent with the hypothesiZed stn1cture

of the subsca.les. '!he 18 items on the 3 rema.i.nin;J subscales were,

as tentatively predicted, reliably assigned by raters to the "Item

fits neither diJDension" choice. once again, the assignments of the

raters seemed quite consistent with the hypothesiZed stn1cture of

the subsca1es. '!he results of this ratin.J procedure are sununarized

in~D.

'!he psyc:haEtric properties of the <XS are not yet to.'e1l

established. one of the pw:poses of this study was to examine the

consbouct validity of this instrument by placirg it in a theoretical

f'rame\t.1ork which would allow it to be caopared with other

instruments. In addition to the t:.estin;J of specific hypotheses,

however, part of the process of establi..shi.rg construct validity must

be eJq;>lorato:ry in nature. It is often difficult to accurately
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predict the behavior of a new i.nstmment in J:e1atian to other

inst:r:uments. It was thus :inportant to sillply examine the

relationships that emerged when the <XS am other instroments were

administered to this particular diagnostic group for the first ti1ne.

As part of the CDJOin:J c1evelc:pDel1t of the CCS, it is planned to

ClCIIbine the data fran this study with data fran other scm:c:es in

order to pJ:OV'ide a large enough semple to effectively examine other

psydlanetric properties of the <XS, sud1 as the internal consistency

of the subscales, and the factor structure of the instrument.

Measurement of e.xpect:ancies.

Recently, there has been an increasin;J za:::ognition that the

decision to use alcx:ilol (and presumably other psydloactive

substances) is stroJgly influerx::ed by expect:ancies about its

reinfor:cin;J effects. A nmnber of instruments have been developed to

neasw::e alcohol expect:ancies. 'lhese include the Alcohol Expectancy

Questiormaire (AEJ: Brown, Olristiansen, & Goldman, 1987), the

Alcohol Effects scale (AES: southwick, et al., 1981), the Effects of

Drinkin;r Alcohol questionnaire (EIPl; leigh, 1987), an:! the Alcohol

Beliefs scale (ABS; Connors & Maisto, 1988).

'Ihree of these instnnnents, the AEJ, the AES, an:! the EIPl,

together with a number of conceptual and methcx:k>logical issues

related to the measurement of alcohol expect:ancies, have been

extensively reviewed by leigh (1989). She concludes that there are

problems with all of these instruments, but the AEX:2 ani the~ both
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appear to aCXXl.Blt for a significant portion of the variance in

drinkin::1 behavior.

'!he AEX2 is the JOOSt widely used of these i.nsb:uments, am it

will soan be ccmnercially available. one of the problems cited by

Leigh (1989) in respect to the ADJ, its focus an desirable outcanes,

is not relevant to this study. In fact, this attribute tems to

make it an appIq)riate instrument, because the focus of the study is

an expectations of the desirable or J:ei.nfo:rcin;J effects of

psydloactive substance use. Fran the point of view of the

theoretical ~rk employed in this study, there are, l1c:Mever, at

least three problems with the ADJ. First, it was not c::onc::eptualized

it teJ::ms of p::lSitive arxl negative reinforcement, am it~

that items reflecti.rg expectancies of positive reinfo:roement

CAIbunnben:d items reflec:ti.n;J expectancies of negative

reinforcement. 'lhi.s was, in fact, bome out by the results of the

ra~ procedure described below. secorxi, sate items relate to

oansequences such as the pleasant taste of alcohol, which, though

desirable or reinforci.n:], are probably relatively trivial in tenns

of their contribution to the develcpnent am maintenance of

addictive behavior. 'Ihird, sane of the items reflect the subject's

expectancies about hc:1N alcohol affects people in general, or, in

sane cases, other people, rather than just the self. Despite these

problems, however, on balance it appeared that the Am was the IOOSt
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~te instrument for the operatimalization of alcx:hol

expectaIcies for the pn:poses of this study.

'!be latest adult version of the AEX2 is a 120 item self-report

instrument measurin:J six general dana; ns of expect:arx:ies that were

factor analytically derived (Bratm, et al., 1980):

1) Gld:lal. ~itive Q1an;jes

2) sexual Enhancement

3) Rlysical am Social Pleasure

4) In::reased SOCial Assertiveness

5) Relaxation ani Tension Reduction

6) Ara.1sal am Aggression

only 68 of the items are utilized in soorin:;J these six factors.

Bratm et ale (1980) p:t:OfXJSE!d that the six factors of the ADJ were

imepervient, bIt Leigh's (1989) revie1117 suggests that this is

pn:iJably not the case. '!be scales are, in sane cases, quite highly

correlated with each other, am it seems likely that a smaller

l'IUl'IiJer of factors are involved. Results of at least one seconj

order factor analysis of the scale have, in fact, suggested the

possibility that the AEX2 nay be measurin:J a sin:Jle broad factor

representin;J desirable expectancies in general (Cooper, Russell, &

George, 1988). As inlicated by the title, the item content in

factor 1 is broad am quite heteJ:ogeneous, am, while clearly less

broad, several of the other factors are sanewhat less hc:m:lgeneous

than their titles suggest. other~ic properties of the AEX;!
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have been fairly well established in a series of studies by Brown

am her associates (:reviewed in Brown, et al., 1987).

For the pn:pcses of this study, it is hypothesized that

desirable expect:ancies can be grcAJped into two broad dimensions

reflecti.n3 expect:ancies of positive am negative reinforcement.

Dimensions of positive am negative reinforcement (AEXrP am AEX2-'N)

lIlere developed for the AEX:2 by means of an expert rating proceure

that was identical in nature to that used to create positive am

negative reinforcement dimensions for the cx::s (for i.nstructi.ons, see

Rati.n:j Procedure 2, AJ;:pen:tix E). '!he sane 12 post-Master's an:l

Ib::toral level psychologists who assigned items to the postive am

negative reinforcement dimensions of the cx::s also rated all items on

the ADJ. Raters were asked to assign each item to a positive

reinforcement dimension, a negative reinforcement dimension, or to

an "Item fits neither dimension" alternative. Raters could also

inlicate that they lIlere unsure as to the appropriate assignment of

an item. It was detenni.ned to be statistically significant at the

.05 level of probability when 7 out of the 12 raters assigned an

item to a si.n3le dimension. In order to be conservative, only items

which were assigned by 8 or rore raters to a sjn;Jle dimension were

included on the dimensions.

On the basis of these ratin;;Js, AEXrP was made up of 66 items,

40 of which were drawn from all six of the factors: of the AEX:2. '!he

remai.nin;J 26 items are not used in the scorirg of the factors.
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AEQ-N 'WaS made up of 30 items, 14 of which were drawn fran factors

1, 4, 5, am 6. '1he remai..ni.n;J 16 items are not used in the SCX)ri.n;J

of the factors. 'Dms, unlike the subscales of the CCS, the facto:rs

of the~ generally did oot break down into positive am negative

reinforcement based cluste:rs. Factors 2 ani 3 were both clearly

positive reinforcement based facto:rs, but the remai.ni.rg facto:rs all

contained a mixture of items. '!he results of this rati.n;J procedure

are surmnarized in~ D.

Measurement of personality.

'l1lere are a number of different instruments designed to measure

the personality dimensions of EXtraversion am Neuroticism. '!he

relatively new NED Personality Inventory (COsta & McCrae, 1985)

provides a measure of both dimensions, but, at the descriptive

level, the conceptualization of the diJnensions differs sanewhat fran

the Eysenck-Gray m:xiel. which fonns the basis of the conceptual

framew'O:rk for this study, am it lacks a well-articulated

theoretical base at the explanatory level.

'!he well-known Myers-Briggs Type Intica.tor provides a measure

of Extraversion based on J~ian theory, but it is not at all clear

that it is c:c:mpatible with the type of theoretical framework

enployed in this study. Moreover, this :instrument does not include

a diJnension of Neuroticism. '!he 16 PF (cattell, E1:ler, & Tatsuoka,

1970) is a quite widely used :instrument based on Raynom cattell's

theory of personality which includes sec::orxi order factors of
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Exvia-rnvia am High Anxiety-Low Anxiety whid1 seem to rooghly tap

these b.'o dimensions, but cattell's C7trll'l focus has been an the

priJDal:y factors of this instrument rather than the secx:n:1 order

factors, am there is again a lack of explanatol:y level theory for

these secxnl order factors.

For the pnposes of this :researd1 project a decision was made

to utilize the Eysenc:k Personality Questionnaire (H.J. Eysenc:k &

S.B.G Eysenc:k, 1975). Although this is not a widely used instJ:ument

in clinical settin;Js in the united states, it has the advantages of

bein;J designed specifically to measure the dimensions of

Extraversion am Neuroticism, of havin;J a considerable cnoount of

enpirical research to support its reliability ani validity, am of

bein;J developed as the direct outgrowth of a reasonably well

articulated theozy of personality. Its psychanetric properties have

been well-established by rmmerous studies c::on:lucted both by Eysenc:k

himself am by numerous other resean::hers (see H.J. Eysenc:k & M.W.

Eysenc:k, 1985, for a thorough review). Most importantly, as noted

alxIve, the theoretical toodel proposed for this study, which is

essentially an amalgam of Eyserx:k's descriptive IOOdel ani Gray's

explanatot:y 1OOdel, suggests that the Extraversion ani Neuroticism

dimensions of Eysenc:k's instrument are, to a quite considerable

degree, reflective of the relative motivational strengths of

positive am negative reinforcem:mt respectively.
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SlJe?lementary measw:es.

In additicn to the main i.nstruments enployed in this study, a

mmi:ler of SUl=Plementary neasures were selected in oJ:der to assess

the effects of possible canfam:ti.n:J variables. A socially desirable

response set is one such variable that may bias the responses to a

wide ran:Je of self-rep::>rt measures. '!heMarl~Social

Desirability scale (SOES: CI:'c1Nne & MarIaNa, 1964), an :instrument

that is CXlIlIOO1'11y used in psychological :reseal:'d1, was enployed as a

IreaSI.Jre of socially desirable response patterns. '!he nature of the

c::xJI'rept of social desirability :remains sanewhat controversial, am

it~ likely that SOES measures a CClDplex iniividual difference

variable rather than a simple situation-specific :response set

(CJ:owne, 1979: Evans, 1982). It has been conceptually linked to

constructs such as aR;)roval deperx3ence am defensiveness, am tems

to correlate negatively with measures of psychological distress

(CJ:owne, 1979). '!he scale consists of 33 items answered "true" or

"false". Nonnative studies have typically shown mean scores for

males to fall between 12 am 16 (Evans, 1982).

revel of depression is another factor that, it was

hypothesiZed, might systematically influence the :response set of

subjects on the self-report measures beiIg enployed in this study.

sane degree of depression is CCIl'lIIlDn, but by no means ubiquitous, in

irxiividuals urDergoirg treat:mant for Psychoactive SUbstance Use

Disorders (Hesse1J:Jrock, et al., 1983: steer, McElroy, & Beck, 1982),
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am it was not considered practical', or even desirable, to exclude

depJ:essed subjects fran the study. 'Ihe Beck Depression IrNentory

(BOI: Beck, ward, Meme1son, Mock, & Erbau:Jh, 1961), another

insttument that is very OiiRiallY used in 00t:h clinical am research

settin;Js, was enployed as a measure of depression. Its psychanetric

properties have been cc::mprehensively reviewed (Beck & Beamesderfer,

1974), am it has repeatedly been shown to correlate quite highly

with other nmsures of depression. It exmsists of 21 items that can

be rated fran 0 to 3 in tenns of intensity. Irxlividuals scori.n:J 10

or belC7tt1 are considered non-depressed, 11 to 17 mildly depressed, 18

to 29 JOOderately depressed, am 30 am al:x:we severely depressed

(steer & Beck, 1988). By these criteria, 28 of the subjects in the

present study were non-depressed, 16 mildly depressed, am 4

IOOderately depressed.

It was hypothesized that severity of addiction to a

psychoactive substance might be another factor that could

systematically influence the response set of subjects. A 25 item

addiction severity questionnaire (ASQ) based on ISM III-R diagnostic

criteria for Psychoactive SUbstance Abuse am Depen:lence (see

Awen:tix) was developed by the author for this study as a measure of

~ severity of the problems associated with psychoactive substance

use. All measures used in this study are included in AppeOO.i.x c.
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Procedure

Potential subjects were initially screened by treatment program

staff, an:l a d1ecklist (see~ B) was c:arpleted by a qualified

clinician for each subject selected for participation in the study.

Prior to administration of the questionnaires, subjects were given

veJ:bal. inst:ructi.ons~ their participation in the research

project. If they chose to participate, they then signed the consent

fonn. A packet c::ont:aini..n: a cover sheet for infonnation on

deIoogra(:ilic variables, the concerns About O1an1e 5cale, the Alcohol

ExpectarK:y Questiormaire (with nv:xlified i.nsb:ucti.ons for stinulant

users), the EyseJx:k Personality Questionnaire, the MarlC7ft'e-Crowne

Social Desirability scale, the Beck Depression Inventory, ani the

addiction severity questionnaire (see Appemi.x C) was then given to

each subject. Administration of the questionnaires took place in

small gI'OJpS, rargi.n:J in size fran three to ten subjects, at the

treatment facilities in which the subjects~ in residence. Ev~

administration was supervised throughout by either the principal

investigator or a trained tm:iergraduate research assistant. Written

instructions for the questionnaires were provided to all subjects,

and further verbal. instructions were also given before subjects

began respon:linJ. on CClrpletion of all questionnaires, each subject .

was paid five dollars for participation.
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Data Analysis

Data analysis oonsisted of three major parts. '!he first part

was designed to test the first set of two hypotheses that had been

derived fJ:an the theoretical framework. 'Ihi.s part of the analysis

used scores of all subjects to explore the relationships between

~E, AEXrP, am ces-s, am between EFQ-N, AEXrN, and ces-s. A

series of xagression analyses were conducted usirg either a::s-p or

C::O;-N as deperx:lent variables. When exs-p was the deperxient

variable, the :imepement variables included EJ:Q-E and 1\EXrP,

together with deIoographi.c variables am scores on the EOI, SOES, am

the ASQ. When CCS-P was the depen:ient variable, the i.rxleperrlent

variables included ERrN am AEXrN, together with~c

variables am SCOleS on the BDI, SOES, am the ASQ. Various

canbinations of iniepen:lent variables lNere att:enpted in both regular

am stepwise regression analyses in order to detennine the best

fitti.n;J m:xiels.

'!he secon:i major part of the analysis was designed to test the

secan:i set of two hypotheses that had been developed fran the

theoretical framework. '!he analysis eatpared the alcohol group with

the sti.mJlant group in tenns of personality dimensions,

expect:ancies, am resistance to c::han:1e. Two stepwise discriminant

function analyses were used to detenni.ne haN well the variables

EFQ-E, EFQ-N, AEXrP, AE;rN, CX:S-P, and ces-s were able to

di.sti.rr;ui.sh between the two groups. In the first analysis, only the
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above six variables were ioollX1ed; in the seoand analysis, all

variables which might di.st:i.r¥;uish between the groups were included.

'!he thin! major part of the analysis was essentially

exploratory in nature. Means~ CXlIplted for all variables

enployed in the stmy, a correlation matrix was const.roct:ed

in::l.udi..r¥} all variables, an::l t-tests were ocmpIt:ed between the

aloc:ilol group am the stinulant group on all variables. 'Ihese,

together with the above analyses, were inspected in order to

identify significant fi.n:lin;s that were not predicted in the

hypotheses.

A few missin;J data points were di.soavered, primarily as a

:result of unanswered items on the ccs. '1hese were dealt with by

takin;J the mean of the remainin;J items on the relevant subscale, am

addin;J that figure to the subscal.e total. '!he rmmber of missin;J

data points was quite small (not IOOre than 10 in all), am it did

not~ that the missin;J data would significantly bias the

:results in art:! way.
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In general, hypotheses 1 am 2, pe.rtai.ni.n:J to the sanple as a

whole, TNere mt confinDed by the J:eSU1ts of the data analysis.

Regl:ession analyses inllcated that neither mQ-E nor AB;rP aocounted

for a significant portion of the variance in CXS-P. Likewise,

neither m:Q-N nor AEX2-N aoc::::amted for a significant portion of the

vari.aooe in CXS-N.

'!he regxession analyses did, ha.\1eVer, produce sane i.nteresti..n;

finiiDJs. '!he lOOSt inportant fin:1i.rx.J to emerge fran the analyses

was that SCXJres on the BDI were highly predictive of scores on both

CCS-P and CXS-N, and thus also of total score on the CXS. An

initial analysis, with CCS-P as the deperdent variable, included, in

the followi.l'g order, the i.mepenjent variables AB;rP, mQ-E, EDI,

SOES, and MjQ; R-square for the lOCldel was 0.3557, f (5, 42) = 4.635,

12 = .0018. within this lOCldel, BDI was the only significant

predictor variable (~= 4.260; 12 = .0001). When EDI was excluded

fran this mx1el., R-square dJ:opped to a nonsignificant value of

0.0773. SiInilarly, in a stepwise re;p:ession analysis, again with

CCS-P as the depement variable, in which additional variables could

be selected as predictors, only the BDI met the criteria for enb:y

into the IOOdel, yielding an R-square of 0.3201, K (1, 46) = 21.66,

12 = .0001. In this analysis, AB;2-P, which was, as predicted,
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positively correlated with CX::S-P, ani also age ani SOES, whim were

negatively correlated, all approad1ed, l::ut did not ream,

significan::e at the .05 level of prt'bability.

Similar analyses were oc::Jniuct:ed with CXS-N as the d.epen:3ent

variable. Initially, a lOOdel. includi..n;J, in the followi..rq order,

AEXrN, mQ-N, BOI, SOES, am ASQ as i..mependent variables, yielded

an R-square of 0.3813, F (5, 42) = 5.178, E = .0009. When BDI was

excluded fran this lOOdel., R-square dIopped to a nonsignificant value

of 0.0972. In a stepwise regzession analysis in whim additional

variables cntl.d be selected as predictors, only BOI met the criteria

for entry into the lOOdel., yieldin;J an R-square of 0.3274, F (1, 46)

= 22.39, E = .0001. In this analysis, age ani SOES, both of which

weJ:e negatively correlated with crs-N, approached, but did not

:reach, significance at the .05 level of probability.

'!he above stepwise analyses were repeated after adciin1 to the

IOOdels the Psyc:hoticism am Lie scales of the EEQ (EEQ-P am

mrL) • 'lhese variables had not previcusly been included in the

analyses, as they were not hypothesized to be of any great

importance, but as the data were available, it seemed worthwhile to

examine their effects. surpris~ly, ~P emeJ:ged as an important

variable, secom only to EDI in its ability to predict both crs-p

am CX:S-N. As a predictor of crs-p, it yielded an R-square of

0.1062, I (2, 45) = 8.33, E = .0060, ani as a predictor of ces-s, it

yielded an R-square of 0.0677, I (2, 45) = 5.03, E = .0298. EFQ-L
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was negatively correlated with both CXS-P and CXS-N, bIt it did oot

emerge as a significant predictor of either dimension.

Hypotheses 3 am 4, pert:ai.nin;J to c::aupari.sans between the

alcohol group am the stinulant groop, were partially SUR;)Orted by

the results of the 'data analysis. A stepwise discriminant analysis

was c:::omuct:ed, utilizi.n:J the six variables predicted to di.sti.n:Juish

between the two groups (see Table 4). AEXrN', with means of 24.833

for the alcohol group am 19.542 for the stilllulant group, was the

variable that best di.stirguished between the two groups, am it did

so in the predicted direction. In the step7i.se discriminant lOOdel,

it yielded an R-square of 0.2742, ! (1, 44) = 17.381, E = .0001.

ERrE, with means of 11.542 for the alcohol group ani 15.000 for the

st:iJmlant group, also significantly di.stingui.sh.e between the groups

in the predicted direction. In the stepwise discriminant lOOdel, it

yielded an R-squal:e of 0.1010, ! (1, 44) = 5.057, E = .0295. '!he

other four variables did not significantly distin;Juish between the

groups, ani differences between the groups varied in teIms of the

predicted directions. In the case of CXS-P, the difference was in

the predicted direction, the mean for the stilllulant group bei.n;J

substantially higher than that for the alcohol group (76.750 vs.

64.708) even though statistical significance was not achieved. In

the case of crs-N, however, cont:r:cu:y to prediction, the mean for the

stinulant group was again substantially higher than that for the

alcohol group (80.875 vs. 72.083). SiInilarly, in the case of AEQ-P,
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Table 4

stepwise Discriminant Analysis

Variable R-square F

0.2742 17.381 .0001

m:Q-E 0.1010 5.057 .0295

AEQ-P 0.0634 2.978 .0914

ca;-p 0.0291 1.289 .2626

ces-s 0.0186 0.816 .3714

0.0068 0.295 .5900
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the differerx:e was not in the predicted di.recti.on, the mean for

alocilol group bei.n} a little higher than the mean for the stilmllant

group (49.333 vs. 46.292). In the case of EPQ-N, the groups barely

differed, the mean for the stinulant groop beinl slightly higher

than the alocilol gra.Jp (15.042 vs. 14.625).

A seoorxl stepwise discriminant analysis was c:orxiuct:ed usiIq all

oonti.nuous variables. In addition to differiIg on Am-N am EEQ-E,

the 1:tNo groups, as already i.nllcated, differed significantly in

tenns of age. '!hey also differed in tenns of score on the ASQ, the

mean for the alcohol groUp beinJ significantly higher than that of

the stiJmJl.ant group (22.875 vs. 20.833). ASQ yielded an R-square of

0.2067, F (1, 43) = 11.202, 12 = .0017. As both groups scored very

highly on the MiQ, hc:Mever, it is not clear that this difference has

arrj great clinical significance, am it seems plausible that it may

be, at least in part, a function of the difference in age between

the 1:tNo groups.

Means am st:arx1ard deviations of the major variables are shown

in Table 5, am those of the subscales of the en; am AEX2 appear in

Tables 6 am 7 respectively. Examination of these descriptive

statistics yielded sane int:eresti.rv;J fi.rxli..n:1s, sane of which are

quite significant am of i1TD'!!E'diate relevance, ani sane of which

merely raise questions which may be worthy of further exploration in

the future.



Table 5

Means (ard st.arxJard Deviations) of selected Variables

Variable All subjects Alcci'lol stiJIulant
N=48 n=24 n=24

hJe (years) 34.58 (9.19) 38.75 (9.68) 30.42 (6.52)

Months in tx. 2.29 (1.96) 2.04 (1.60) 2.54 (2.26)

CCS-P 70.73 (24.90) 64.71 (21.55) 76.75 (26.97)

CCS-N 76.48 (23.31) 72.08 (21.57) 80.88 (24.59)

AEXrP 47.81 (9.96) 49.33 (9.94) 46.29 (9.96)

AEXrN 22.19 (5.11) 24.83 (3.63) 19.54 (5.05)

EEQ-E 13.27 (5.19) 11.54 (5.00) 15.00 (4.87)

EEQ-N 14.83 (5.05) 14.63 (5.43) 15.04 (4.74)

EEQ-P 5.44 (3.00) 5.13 (3.10) 5.75 (2.92)

EEQ-L 4.67 (3.14) 5.17 (2.76) 4.17 (3.47)

BDI 9.75 (6.08) 8.96 (6.77) 10.54 (5.32)

SOES 10.96 (5.28) 11.79 (6.04) 10.13 (4.37)

M)Q 21.85 (3.36) 22.88 (2.94) 20.83 (3.51)
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Table 6

a::s SUbscales: Means an:! st:.amam Deviations

SUbscale All subjects Alcohol stinulant
N=48 n=24 n=24

a::s-1 10.92 (5.30) 11.38 (5.82) 10.46 (4.80)

a::s-2 11.25 (4.57) 11.38 (4.79) 11.13 (4.45)

a::s-3 (N) 10.04 (4.81) 9.38 (4.07) 10.71 (5.45)

a::s-4 (N) 11.85 (4.70) 10.79 (3.46) 12.92 (5.55)

a::s-S (N) 15.19 (5.20) 13.79 (4.86) 16.58 (5.26)

ces-s (P) 11.21 (4.94) 9.88 (4.39) 12.54 (5.18)

a::s-7 (P) 9.88 (4.66) 9.33 (4.33) 10.42 (5.00)

a::s-8 (P) 11.75 (5.79) 11.50 (5.73) 12.00 (5.96)

ces-s (P) 14.15 (6.32) 12.17 (4.60) 16.13 (7.23)

a::s-10 (P) 13.54 (4.92) 12.25 (4.71) 14.83 (4.88)

a::s-11 (N) 12.67 (5.23) 12.13 (5.02) 13.21 (5.48)

ccs-ia (N) 19.65 (5.27) 18.42 (5.53) 20.88 (4.79)

ccs-is (P) 11.10 (4.87) 10.67 (4.39) 11.54 (5.36)

a::s-14 (P) 13.00 (5.62) 11.75 (4.85) 14.25 (6.14)

ccs-is (N) 13.94 (5.45) 13.50 (5.70) 14.38 (5.27)

a::s-16 (N) 12.06 (5.15) 11.83 (5.47) 12.29 (4.91)

a::s-17 12.79 (5.95) 12.58 (6.21) 13.00 (5.80)

Note. (P) = Positive reinfoI"Ce1lV3l1t based subscale.
(N) = Negative reinforcement based subscale.
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Table 7

AEX2 SlJbscales: Means am S't:amanl Deviations

SUJ:Jsca1e All subjects Alrohol stilwlant
N=48 n=24 n=24

AEXr1 16.92 (3.80) 17.21 (3.67) 16.63 (3.99)

AEXr2 4.42 (2.39) 4.42 (2.50) 4.42 (2.32)

AEXr3 7.69 (1.65) 7.83 (1.74) 7.54 (1.59)

AEXr4 8.50 (2.56) 9.13 (2.13) 7.88 (3.33)

AEXr5 6.46 (2.17) 8.00 (1.53) 4.92 (1.53)

AEXr6 6.35 (1.51) 6.75 (1.45) 5.96 (1.49)
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Of sane iJ!Vllf'C'tiate interest are the mean scores on the

individual snbsca1es of the ccs. Because there are an equal number

of items at all snbscales of the a::s, it is easy to make direct

O"JI'Pll"isons all¥Jll;J subscale scores without havin;J to perform any

transformations on the scores. SUbscale 12 (Problem Provides Reason

for Avoidarx:::e of Responsibility), yielded the highest overall mean

score of 19.646, followed by the oonc:eptually related subscal.e 5

(Corx:em A1::oIt Maturity), with an overall mean score of 15.188.

'lhi.s same pattem held true in both the alc::xilol group, where the two

means 'Nere 18.417 am 13.792 respectively, am in the stimulant

group, where the two means were 20.875 am 16.583 respectively.

Int:.erestiIxJly, despite the similarity in pattem between the two

groups, subscale 5 awroached significance in di.stin;Jui.shi between

the two groops in the stepwise discriminant analysis.

It is also i..nt:eresti.n: to note that subscales 12 am 5 of the

CCS are primarily CClllJOSed. of items fran the negative reinforcement

dimension, am that, for both the alcohol group am the sti.nW.ant

group, mean scores on CCS-N were substantially higher than those on

CCS-P. In the case of the alcohol group, the mean difference

between CCS-N am CCS-P of 7.375 was sufficient to achieve

statistical significance (~= 3.04; I! = .0059). In the case of the

stinulant group, the mean differerx::e of 4.125 approached

significance (j: = 1.88; ~ = .0731).
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'!here was a substanti.al. diffel:elX:le between the tw groups in

teJ:ms of total SCOI'e 00 the a:s, the mean for the alc:cilol group

l:Jein;J 202.500, am the mean for the stiDlJlant group bei.rJ;J 226.833;

hofNever, this differeooe, though substantial, was not statistically

significant. 'lhi.s difference in total is also reflected in the

subscale means. '!he mean for the stiJra.llant group was higher than

that for the alc:d1ol cjraJp for all subscales except numbers 1

(Unable to Olarge), am 2 (Unworthy of Olan;Je). In a stepwise

discriminant analysis incluciin:J all subscales of the CXS, ally

subscale 9 (c:on=em A1Joot Reactions of others), with means of 12.167

for the alc:d1ol group am 16.125 for the stimulant group,

significantly di.sti.n:Jui,sh between the two groups. A series of

t-tests was also corxiucted CCIlpari.n:J the two groups 00 all subscales

of the cxs. Even umer these more lil:leral corxii.tions, though a

number of other suhscales approached statistical significance, none

but subsca.1e 9 achieved it.

'!he AEX2 sl1bscal.es do not have equal rn1Tl!hers of items, am thus

are not readily cauparable with each other. In a stepwise

discriminant analysis including all of the ADJ subscales, ally

subsca.le 5 (Relaxatioo an::1 Tension Reduction), with means of 8.000

for the alc:d1ol group am 4.917 for the stimulant group,

significantly di.sti.n:Jui,sh between the two groups. Total score 00

all AE'J subscales also differed substantially between the two

groups, with means of 53.333 for the alcohol group and 46.958 for
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the stilIIllant groop. '!his difference was significant in a si.nple

t-test carpari.son between the grcups(j: = 2.3916, .2 = .0210), but it

did mt adlieve significame in the stepwise discriminant analysis.

'Ihis difference in total score was reflected in differences in

subscal.e soot:es: the mean of the alcohol grcup was higher than that

of the stinulant gra.tp on all subscales except mnnber 2 (Unworthy of

O1an:Je), on which the means were identical. However, as noted

above, with the exception of subscale 5 (Concern About Maturity) ,

the differences were not substantial, am did mt achieve

statistical significance.

'!he two groups did not differ significantly on BDI or SOES

scores. In the case of the fonner, the mean of the stim..Ilant group

was slightly higher than that of the alcohol group (10.542 vs.

8.958), an:l in the case of the latter, the maan of the alcohol group

was slightly higher than that of the stimulant group (11.792 vs

10.125).

A correlation matrix was constructed in order to pennit an

inspection of the interrelationships~ all variables (Table 8

sha.Ns correlations aIOOn;JSt major variables) • In line with the

predictions made in hypotheses 1 am 2, ces-s shcMed small but

statistically nonsignificant positive correlations with AEYJ-P ani

EfQ-E. CCS-P also, as expected, showed a small, but statistically

nonsignificant, negative correlation with Am-N. Contrary to

prediction, however, CCS-P showed a fairly substantial positive
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Con:elations between selected Variables
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CCS-P CCS-N AE;2-P AEXrN EEQ-E m:Q-N

cx:::s-p 1.00

CX:::S-N 0.89*** 1.00

AEX2-P 0.14 0.07 1.00

AEXrN -0.08 -0.06 0.66*** 1.00

~E 0.09 0.10 0.06 -0.13 1.00

~N 0.44** 0.48*** 0.05 0.01 -0.13 1.00

~P 0.52*** 0.46** -0.16 -0.33* 0.26 0.32*

~L -0.16 -0.23 0.00 0.02 -0.15 -0.43**

B01 0.57*** 0.57*** 0.05 -0.04 0.01 0.57***

SDES -0.24 -0.29* -0.14 -0.13 0.00 -0.52***

ASQ 0.11 0.14 0.22 0.26 -0.14 0.29*

Age -0.25 -0.36* 0.23 0.25 -0.17 -0.27



Table 8 (oantinued). Qm::el.atians between selected Variables

EEQ-P EEQ-L EDI SDES

EEQ-P 1.00

EEQ-L -0.23 1.00

BDI 0.38** -0.11 1.00

SDES -0.11 0.65*** -0.27 1.00

ASQ 0.12 -0.43** -0.04 -0.45** 1.00

Age -0.25 0.23 -0.24 0.04 0.01 1.00

* 2<.05
** 2<.01
*** 2<.001
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oarrelatioo with EFQ-N (r = 0.43799). EEQ-N also sha.¥ed, as

pndicted, a substantial positive oorrelatial with CXS-N (r =

0.48514): however, as previously irxlicated, m:Q-N did not ac::camt

for a significant portion of the variance in either CCS-P or ces-s

in the regt:essian analyses. EEQ-N also shc:7Ned a substantial

J:XlSitive (X)rrelation with EDI (r = 0.57117), am a substantial

negative (X)rrelation with SDES (r = -0.52303) • SOES was positively

oarrelated with the conceptually related EIQ-L (r = 0.65363), ani

bath of these measw:es showed JOOderately substantial negative

oarrelations with both <XS-P and CCS-N.

Aoother i.nteresti.n:J fimin:J was that CX::S-P am CCS-N were very

highly CX>rre1ated (r = .89137), and that AE;rP am AEQ-N were also

quite highly (X)rrelated (r = 0.65652). EIQ-E am EIQ-N, l1c:Mever,

showed a small negative oorrelation (r = -0.12501). Eysenck (1967)

has claimed that these dimensions are orthogonal: the current data

clearly do not refute that claim, but they do raise the question of

whether these dilnensions would prove to be orthogonal in a larger

sanple of this population.

sane int.erestinJ findirgs emerged in cx:mparin;J overall am

group 1EaI'l scores with established nonns on sane of the

:instJ:uments. unforbmate1y, there are, as yet, no established norms

for the a::s relative to this type of population, but c::cmparisons

between this sample am sanples drawn fran other diagnostic

categories will be fort:hcx:mi.l'g in the near:future. '!here are also
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no clearly defined 1'm1lS for the AEX2, alt:hcu:#l a CXIl'pU"iSon of AEX2

snbscale soores with those reported in previoos research (Brown, et

al., 1987) iniicates that subjects in this sanple terxied to soore

quite highly on AEX2 S\lb;cales, falliIg within a ran;Je that

apparently is characteristic of heavy alcohol users.

Despite the predictive power of the Bel relative to CXS-P ani

CXS-N, overall am group mean scores an the BDI all fell below even

the mildly depressed ran;Je. It seems reasonable to assume that sane

degree of depression CXJU1d be expected in this pqmation, given the

fact that many of these i.rxii.viduals have suffered severely negative

consequences as a result of their substance use prior to enterirr;J

treatment. Previoos studies with alcoholic patients have typically

yielded mean soores in the ran;e of 13 to 17 (Hesselbrock,

Hesse1hrock, Tennen, Meyer, & Workman, 1983; steer, McElroy, & Beck,

1982; Zeiner, stanitis, ~eon, & Nichols, 1985). '!he level of

depression reported by these subjects thus appears to be relatively

low. 'Ihi.s is an issue that will be addressed further in the next

section, am that may be of considerable inportance in the

intezpretation of the data.

'!he mIllS for the EIQ are reported in the manual (Eysenck &

EyseB::k, 1975). Based .on the mean ages of the alcohol am stillIulant

groups, it would be expected that subjects in both groups would

sco:re in the ran;e of 9.33 on EEQ-N and 12.85 on EEQ-E. Relative to

those nonns, subjects in both groups scored rather highly on EEQ-N,
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the mean for the alcohol gJ:a1p bei.n;J 14.625, ani for the stinulant

gJ:a1p 15.042. 'lhi.s pattern is in line with f:iniirgs reported by

Eysenc::k an:l Eysenck (1975) that alcoholics ard dJ:u;J addicts tern to

soare l1lel1 above the nonnal raD3e on mQ-N. In the case of EEQ-E,

the mean score of 11.542 for the alcohol group was slightly:belaN

the ncmn, bIt alxut two points above the mean reported by Eysenc::k

ard Eyserx::k (1975) in a sanple of alcoholic patients. For the

sti.nul.ant group, the mean score of 15.000 was over two points higher

than the nonn, am considerably higher than that reported by Eysenc::k

ard Eyserx::k (1975) in an unspecified sample of dJ:u;J addicts

(prOOably not stinulant users) • On ~P, the mean scores~

5.125 for the alcxX101 group ard 5.750 for the stinulant group, as

CXJ'I'{\ared to the nonn of 3.27. In the case of EEQ-L, the mean scores

lNere 5.167 for the alcohol group, ard 4.167 for the stillIulant group,

substantially lower than the norm of 7.53. consistent with this

fi.Jxtin] on EFQ-L, the mean scores on SOES fall sanewhat belaN the

nann. Mean scores of aroun:i 15 to 17 on the SOES have typically

been reported for alcoholics (Evans, 1982).

No noms are available for the ASQ, developed for the purposes

of the present study; hcMever, as already noted, both groups scored

highly on this instrument. out of a max.imJm possible score of 25,

the mean scores IN'ere 22.875 for the alcohol group, am 20.833 for

the stinDJlant group. In r:sM III-R terms, all subjects would fall

into the diagnosis of Psychoactive SUbstance Deperx:lence - severe.
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amPI'ER V

D:r.saJSSICN

-
In regard to hypotheses 1 am 2, the absence of arrj significant

relationships~ EEQ-E, AB;rP, am CXS-P, am between EEQ-N,

AEXrN, am CXS-N was diAARX'int:i.nJ. '!he only fi.rxiin:J that seemed to

offer lII.1Ch SU);p:)rt for the hypJthesized relationships between the

variables was the sizeable positive correlation between EIQ-N am

CXS-N, bIt even this relationship proved to be insignificant in the

regression analyses, beirg avershadc:7Ned by the pc:7Nerful effect of

BDl.

'1hel:e are several factors other than those hypothesized that

may have a bearirg on the results. It seems likely that several of

these factors, in canbination, could ac::x:xJlD1t for these negative

fi.n:li.rxJs. First, there may be problems within the theoretical

framework on which the study is based, so that the hypothesiZed

relationships may simply be wroB,;J. It is possible, for exaIl'ple,

that the EJ:Q dimensions of Extraversion ani Neuroticism are lOOre

c:arplex than has been asSJ1!1lf"C'i in the theoretical :framework, am that

they do not simply reflect susceptibility to positive reinforcement

am susceptibility to negative reinfon::env:mt as the theoretical

framework proposes. If this is the case, then it would not be

expected that these dimensions would necessarily correlate highly

with positive ani negative reinfmcement diJnensions of the AEQ am
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CCS. '!he fact that m:Q-R showed subst:anti.al positive con:elations

with both CXS-N ani exs-p, ani EI=Q-E showed small positive

correlations with bath dimensions, could certainly be interpreted as

an Wication that the relationship between Extraversion am

Nem:oti.cism on the one han:i, ani positive and negative reinforcement

on the other, may not be a sinple one.

sec:x:n:l, there is the possibility that, ·even if the theoretical

:framew'Ork has sane validity, differences in susceptibility to

positive ani negative reinforcement may be difficult to assess with

self report measures. Items on the AEX2 an:i a:s TNere very reliably

assigned to p::lSitive am negative reinforcement based dimensions by

the expert raters, tut data analysis showed a very substanti.al

positive correlation between AEXrP an:i AEXrN', an:i an even st:J:on;:Jer

positive correlation between CCS-P an:i CCS-N. '1h.ese high

correlations may be related to an inability of Wividuals to

readily di.stin;uish am report the relative iilfluences of p::lSitive

an:i negative reinforcement on their behavior. For example, in

everyday lan;JUage, the difference between the two dimensions, with

respect to expectancies about the effects of psydloactive

substances, can be thought of as the di.sti.ncti.on between usi.n;J a

sul:lst:arre to feel good versus usiIg it to stop or avoid feeli.n;J

bad. It seems very likely that, at a phencanenologica1 level, it is

often difficult for :in:iividuals to distinguish between the two. For

example, "dri.nkin3 to relax" seems to suggest positively reinforcin;J
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~, whereas "dri.nkin;r to relieve tension", while

describin;J essentially the same effect fran a slightly different

perspective, seems to Sl¥}JeSt negatively :reinfo:rc:in3 c:onsequ.ences.

'!he subjects in this sanple~ to expect a wide ran:Je of

desirable or :reinforci.nj cxmsequences fran their substance use, am

also terD:!d to en:iorse a fairly wide rarge of concerns about

cl'lan:J:in3 that behavior, but, in general, they did not seem to make

significant distinctions between p:sitively :reinforci.n:J and

negatively :reinforcin;J consequences of substance use. It may be of

sane clinical significance, however, that subjects temed to express

more negative than positive :reinforcement based concerns about

cl'lan:Jin:J their behavior.

'Ihi.rd, it is possible that the distinction between positive am

negative reinfon::ement can, at least in theory, be :reliably an:i

validly assessed by self-report instnIments, but that these

particular instruments are not awrq>riate or adequate for the task

for Wich they were used. '!his eJq>1ana.tion may have sane validity,

particularly in the case of the AEQ. As noted alxJve, the AEJ has a

nnnber of problems that may make it less than ideal for the task for

Wich it was used in this study. It was not designed with the

p:sitive vs. negative reinforcement distinction in min::l, and, in the

ratin;J procedure, its subsca.les did not easily break down into two

such types. F\Jrt:hel:nm'e, the AEQ atterrpts to survey a wide rar¥3'e of

expectancies, sane of wdl may not be of great relevance to the
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mai.ntenarx:e of the high levels of oonsuuption associated with the

diagnosis of depen:)ence. Its sinple, dic:hotcm:Jus "agree vs.

disagree" fomat provides no medlani.sm for valencirg the

expect:arx:ies that it attenpts to assess. A recent article by

Solcmm arxl Am1is (1989) eJIilhasizes the ilrport:ance of assessirg the

value that is placed on a oonsequerx::e, in addition to assessirg the

likelihood of that consequence. '!he Aa2 sinply does not address

this valezx:i.rq issue.

Despite the fact that the cx:s is still in its fonnative stages,

it~ to be lIDre suited to the task for which it is used in

this study than does the AEX2. It was ra.tghl.y conceptualized with

the positive vs. negative reinforcement distinction in min:i, am, in

the rati.n:J procedure, with the exception of a few items, its

sl1bsca.les broke da.m quite neatly into a group of seven p::lSitive

reinforcement based subscales am all&..r..er group of seven negative

reinforcement based subscales. In addition, its five point Likert

scale fonnat provides a b1i.1t in way of valencirq the concems that

irxlividnals erx:Iorse. 'Ibis difference, in particular, may explain

the lack of aIrI significant relationships between the positive am

negative reinforcement dimensions of the AEX2 am those of the cx:s.

Fourth, it is possible that the distinction between positive

am negative reinfo:rt:ement can be reliably am validly assessed by

neans of self-report instnnnents only in certain ideal

ciIo.Imstances. '!he potential drawbacks of self-t-eport instruments
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have been ~l-documerJtej l:ly rmme..-ous authorities on assessnent (see

for exauple, Bellack & Hersen, 1977). one of the main dargers is

that SCIIe fOl:111 of response set or bias, that mayor may not be

systematically related to the variables be:in;J measured, will aCXXlUIlt

for a significant portion of the variance in the i.nstnIment. 'll1ere

am sane in:li.cations that sane fom of response bias influenced

subjects' responses to the instruments used in this study, am that

this bias was st.rorg enough to overwhelm the predicted effects of

the variables of interest. It was observed that the B01 am, in a

distant secord place, ~p served as the IOOSt powerful predictors

of both <X:s-P am CX::S-N, am that CX::S-P am CX::S-N were stron:Jly

positively correlated. 'Ihi.s seems to suggest that this group of

subjects displayed a general temency to emorse concen1S abcut

charr:Je Ec:h is sb:OJgly :related to the level of depression, am,

sanewhat less sttOlgly, to the general level of psychopathology that

they reported. '!he directionality of this relationship is, hc7tJever,

not clear. It could be that willin3ness to acknowledge depression

am other fonns of psychpathology am willin3ness to acknc:Mledge

oonceI11S about chan;Je should be seen as the joint effects of same

third variable; however, it is l.D'lClear what this third variable

might be. FurtheDIx:>:re, the thiJ:d variable explanation gives no clue

as to p:>ssible mechanisms which may be c.pera'ti.n1 to produce the

observed results.
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A possible medlani..sm linki.n:J these variables may have to do

with response sets that have px:evicusly been oot:ed in reseal:d1 on

depressed subjects. It has been noted that depzessed intividuals

often tem to be lOOJ:'e realistic in their assessments of situations

than non-depressed imividuals (Alloy & Abramson, 1979; Iewinsohn,

Mi..sdlel, Qlaplin, & Barton, 1980). It thus seems plausible that, in

this case, degree of depression may be associated with the subjects'

ability to realistically assess their concerns about the

c:onsequences of behavior chan;Je. Corwersely, the :relative al:Jsence

of depression may be associated with a temeJx:y to deny concerns

Cll::nIt such consequences. SDES, as a measure of socially desirable

response sets, am EEQ-L, as a measure of dissimllation arXVor

naivete (Eyserx::k & Eysenck, 1975), appear to cane closest to bei..rq

measures of such denial, although neither are ideal i.nstnmlents for

that p.npose. FollCMi.n;J the EDI am EEQ-P, the next JOOSt porNerful

predictors of CXS-P am CXS-N were age am SDES, both. of which were

negatively conel.ated with the tw depement variables, am also

with the EDI an:1 with mJ-P. It is consistent with the current line

of reason:in.:J that SDES (an:1 EEQ-L) should be negatively related to

the other variables. Eysenck am Eysenck (1975) have noted that

scores on mQ-L increase steadily with advanciJ'q age, so it seems

logical that age would also be negatively correlated with CXS-P am

CCS-N, apparently in:lica~ a decreasin;y temency to acknowledge

c:x:mcems about chanJe with increasi..rq age.
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It DIJSt be umerstood that the teIm denial, as used above

mlative to o::mc:erns about c::han:Je, does nat necessarily imply a

consciQJS an::! deliberate att:.eDpt to p.1blicly deny cancems that the

inllvidual privately knows to be tnle. It merely suggests an

inability to recognize, am t1ms to report, c:oncems about cl1.an1e

that, fran a nm:e realistic perspective, the inllvidual could be

expected to en:lorse. It is unforb.mate that lIDre direct measures of

such denial are not available for c::arparison. SDES an::! EIQ-L ccme

closest to bein;J direct llV:'asures of this t.errlency, while the EDI

awears to serve as an irxlirect, but nevertheless quite powerful,

measure of such a temency.

In regard to hypotheses 3 am 4, pertainin;J to ccmparisons

between the alcohol group am the stimllant group, the

discriminatory power of AE;rN appears to inllcate, as predicted,

that the alcohol gralp expected significantly lIDre negatively

reinforcin;J consequences fran their dn1g of choice than did the

stimulant group. SUl:prisirgly, however, the alcohol group also

expected m:::>re positively reinforci.n;r consequences fran their drug' of

choice than did the stim.1l.ant group, although the differerx::e was not

statistically significant. In general, it seems that the alcohol

group siJrply expected a sanewhat broader rarqe of desirable or

reinforcinj consequences fran their dn1g of choice than did the

sti.ImJlant group. '!he reasons for this are unclear, but it is

possible that they may have lOOre to do with differences in the
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psydlqhannacology of the two substances than with diffeJ:el'X:leS in

the two subject graJpS. '!be author is nX aware of any researdl

specifically carpar~ expect:ancies about the effects of alcd10l

with expect:arx:ies about the effects of sti.lD.l1ants, but the

literature on dl::ug actions seems to suggest that the

psychq:hannacological effects of alCXlhol are sanewhat broader ani

less specific than those of the sti:aulants (see for exanple, Julien,

1985: Wise, 1988).

In the case of CCS-P ani <XS-N, neither dimension achieved

statistical significance in di.s1:i.n]uishi between the alcohol ani

stimllant gJ:OO.pS, although in both cases, the stilDulant group scored

subst:anti.ally higher than the alCXlhol group. 'Ihi.s pattem is the

:reverse of that obseIved with the AD;2. In light of the finiiIgs

~ the effects of the BOI, EIQ-P, age, arxl SOES on CCS

scores, this pattem can be accounted for by the fact that the

stim.l1ant group scored sanewhat higher on the EDI ani EEQ-P, was

significantly youn;Jer, ani also scored slightly lower on SOES, than

the alocilol group.

In the case of the EIQ, it was fOUl'Xi that EEQ-E did, as

predicted, cli.s1:in;ui.sh between the two groups, the stimulant group .

soorin;J significantly higher than the alCXlhol group on this

dimension. stiJmJlant users thus appear to be :nx>re extraverted than

alcohol users, am their EEQ-E scores are above the nonns reported

by Eysenck am Eysenck (1975), S\¥39'estin; that they also tem to be
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DKJre extraverted than the general popllatian. '!he two gr:oops were

virtually in:ii.sti.n;Juile on the basis of EPQ-N scores, web lilIere

well above Eysen::k am Eyserx::k's (1975) nonDS, SUCRe.stin:J that heavy

psychoactive dm;J use t:ems to be associated with increases in

scores an this dimension J:egaJ::dless of the type of dn1q used. '!his

is OOJ'LSistent with the literature on the effects of lag teIm drug

ani alOJhol use which consistently reports increased synptanatology

of a nem:oti.c nature as a consequence of that use (see for exanple,

Royce, 1981).

'!he descriptive statistics yielded sane inte:rest~ finiirgs,

perllaps fOIemst alOOl'XJ which was the consistent~ of the

conceptually related cxs subscales 12 (Problem Provides Reason for

Avoidan::e of Responsibility) ani 5 (concern About Maturity), as the

highest of the ccs subscales. 'Ihis was the case in the sanple as a

whole, arxl in both the alcohol ani sti.na.1l.ant groups. 'lhi.s was a

rather unexpected finii.n1, particularly in the case of the stiJnulant

gz'OUp, as the majority of the items on both of these subscales lilIere

assigned by raters to the negative reinforcement diInension of the

cxs. Taken as a tmit, these two subscales appear to be tappi.n;J into

a general concern about taki.n:J on the :responsibilities of a mature

adult. '!he reasons for the ilDportance of this concern are not

clear, l:ut the author speculates that they may be related to the

cbaracteristic:s of this popl1ation. As noted earlier, patients in

publicly furxled substance abuse treatment programs ten:1 to
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constitute a rather dysfurx:ti.onal gxoop. '!bey have usually

experierxm nultiple prd:)lems associated with their substance use,

persalal.ity disorders can exmIPnl.y be diagnosed aDa-:JsL them, am

they are often deficient in social arxl other adaptive skills. 'Ihus,

they frequently have a poor track record of ma~ am responsible

functi.on:i.rg. It seems logical that such i.n:li.viduals would be

c:x:n:::er:ned aboot havin;} to take on the J:eSPOIlSibilities of a mature

adult. '!he clusterin;} of the items of these two suhscales on the

negative reinforcement dimension of the cx:s suggests that one basis

for this concem may be a fear of the stress which is likely to be

associated with a1:tenptin:J to take on responsibilities for which

they are poorly equipped. It is possible, however, that, given the

general 1:.emency of subjects to endo:rse a significant number of

positive as well as negative reinforcement based items, the c:xmcern

may also reflect sane reluctance to give up the positive

reinforcement that may be associated with a lifestyle that is

oriented mre towani iJ!llllf!diate gratification than toward mature,

resp:msible behavior. certain items on these two subscales suggest

that a major element of this conc:ern involves a general inability to

delay reinforcement, whether it be positive or negative. '!he

ability to delay reinforcement while wcrk.in;} toward lOn;J term goals

is an inportant CCIl'lpOlleIlt of mature functi.onin;J, so it would not be

smprisin;J if iniividuals who lacked this ability had significant

concerns about taking on the responsibilities of mature adults.
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'!be terr;3ency of bath groops to scxn:e significantly nDre highly

em CXS-N than em crs-p is amther i.nt:eresti.n:. fird.in;;J. '!his

difference is partly, bIt nat enti.J:el.y, the :result of the elevations

em subscal.es 5 am 12. It seems that this groop of psychoactive

substance users was generally sanewhat mre cxmc:erned about losi..rg a

san:ce of negative :reinforcement than losi..rg a SOlU::'Ce of positive

J:einfo:rc::ement, although clearly both cxmcerns were present. It was
e"cpected that this ~d be the case for the alcohol group, but it

was surprisin;J that this pattern also held true for the stimulant

gra.tp. '1hese fi..rxiin;Js are, however, consistent with those of Famer

et ale (1980) ~:reasonsfor dri.nki.n:J, am seem to further

suggest that :resistance to d1an;Je tems to becane more am more

centered artlUI'Xi negative reinforcement in severe Psychoactive

SUbstance Use Disorders.

Generally, the subscales of both the cx::s am the Am did not

distin;Jui.sh well between the alcohol group am the stiJmJl.ant group.

'!be exceptions to this were cx:s suhscale 9 (Concern About Reactions

of others), on which the stimulant group scored significantly higher

than the alcohol group, am AD;;! Sl1bsca1e 5 (Relaxation am Tension

Reduction), in which the :reverse was tzue, 'Ihese differences are

predictable: the stinulant group was significantly more extraverted

than the alcohol group, so it is logical that the stim.11ant users

would be nore peer group oriented, am thus mre concerned about the

reactions of others. On the other bani, differences in
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psydlqi1al:maoology between alOC'ilol ani the stiJIulants \YOUld lead to

a prediction that sti.1Il1lant users would be less likely to eJqJeCt

relaxiIxJ an:! tension reducin;J effects ftan their drug of dloice than

~d alcci10l users.

In c:x:mparison to rxmnative scores, the scores on the BDI were,

as noted above, sw:prisin;Jly lCM given the ci.rc::umstances of the

subjects, falli.n;} at the upper end of the nonnal. ~e. on the

other han:i, it is equally surprisirg that sex>:res on SOES am EIQ-L

weJ:e also :relatively ICM, again fallirg essentially within noImal.

limits. One might anticipate, given the relatively lCM scores on

BOI, that the scores on SOES am ElQ-L would be relatively high.

Relative to existirg norms, however, this was not the case, ani one

can only speculate as to the reasons for this pattem of results.

It could pethaps be argued that, on the basis of the behavioral

histories of inli.viduals in this sanple, as in:ii.cated by their

scores on the ASQ, the norms for the SOES ani EIQ-L for this type of

pc:pllation should be considerably lower than the noms for the

general popJ1ation. If such an argument is valid, the observed

scores on SOES am EIQ-L might well fall considerably above the

expected nom for this particular group. Another way of sayirg

essentially the same thin:J is that while the subjects' degree of

denial is within the rar¥1e that one would fnn in the general

population, it is still considerably higher than it should be, given

the reality of their circumstances. 'Ihi.s ten:iency toward denial



ar'{'eaZ"S to be Sb:OIgElr in the alcohol group than in the stinulant

cp:oup, am may be :related, at least in part, to age differences

between the groups.

126
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'!he major fi.n:ii.rgs am ilIplications of the present study can be

sunmarized as follC7tt'S. First, it appears probable that there are a

number of prciJlems with the theoretical framework on which the study

was based. It seems likely that the personality dimensions of

Extraversion am Neuroticism, as measured by the Eysenck Personality

QJesti.annai.re, are sanewhat m::n::e c:cmplex than was proposed, ani

cannot be seen sinply in tenns of susceptibility to the influence of

positive am negative reinforcement respectively. If this is the

case, it is~le that IX) significant relationships were

foun::l between the~ dimensions am the {X)Sitive am negative

l:einforcement dimensions of the o:::n:=ems AbaIt C11an3'e scale.

In regard to these {X)Sitive am negative :reinforcement

dimensions, the results of the~ ratirx3 procedure do seem to

in:ii.cate that mst of the items on the Concen1S AbaIt Clan;e scale

can readily be broken dc:Mn into such di.m:msions, with each diInension

bein:] basically o:mlfX)Sed of seven of the seventeen subscales. '!he

high positive oorrelation between the tlNO dimensions suggests,

hc::1Never, that the distinction between concems about chan:]e that are

related to the loss of sane form of positive reinforcement ani

concems that are related to i:he loss of same form of negative

l:einforcement may not be a particularly important one. '!he sane
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p:JSitive correlation lJeb.1een positive am negative reinforcenw:mt

dimensions was also ciJseJ:ved en the Alccilol Expect:.aB::y Questionnaire.

It seems plausible that one of the reasons for these positive

correlations is that, in their subjective experience, subjects

ten::Jed oot to clearly subdivide the desirable c::onsequences of

psydloactive substar¥::e use into p:JSitively am negatively

reinfo:rcin;J effects. It has previously been shown that iniividuals

do clearly di.st:i.n:Juish between the desirable am umesirable

consequences of c:han;Jin;J their pattern of psychoactive substance use

(Solcm:m & Armis, 1989), but the present data suggest that it may be

nxn:e difficult to di.stin;ui.sh between different types of desirable

effects. 'Ihi.s may have to do with the rather wide ran:Je of

psyc:::hqilarmac:ological effects of alcohol am the sti.naJlants, both of

which substances probably inpact the brain mechanisms of both

p:JSitive am negative reinforcement. 'Ihus, although the distin:::ti.on

between the positively am negatively reinfo:rc~ effects of

psyc:hoacti.ve substar¥::e use is certainly a very inportant one at a

theoretical level, it may be a distinction that is not readily made

at a ~logical level. Consequently, while it is certainly

p:JSSible to break the en; down into positive am negative

reinforcement di.nensions, it may be JOOre parsim:mious for many

pnpJSeS to sinply consider total score on the i.nstnnnent.

It is possible, ~er, that further research, pertlaps with

other diagnostic groups, will inlicate the utility of the
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di..stirx:tioo betw!en positive an:i negative :reinforcement diJnensions

on the CXS. In the current study, one fi.n:ll.n;J that did awear to be

of potential clinical :il1portance was that, al1:hou;)h the positive am

negative :reinfolcetelit dimensions of the cx:s were highly correlated,

for both the alcohol am stimJ1ant groups, scores on the negative

reinfcm::ement diJnension were significantly higher than scores on the

positive :reinforcement dimension.

In regan:l to predictors of scores on a::s-p am CXS-N, am thus

of total sco:re on CCS, it seems likely that the positively

oori:elated effects of the BOI an:i EEQ-P, together with the

negatively correlated effects of SOES, EEQ-L, am age, can all be

ilnnporated into a :relatively coherent intezpretation. It has been

shc:1im that dep:ressed subjects tem to be relatively 1OO:re :realistic

in their ClR>raisa]s of situations than non-dep:ressed subjects, who

tern to be 1ID:re naively optimistic in their awraisals (Alloy &

Abramson, 1979; Iewinsohn, et al., 1980). It would thus be expected

that lOO:re depressed subjects lto'CU1d ~rse a wider rar¥3'e of concems

about c:::han:lin.;r a behavior like psychoactive substance use whim, as

scores on the AEX2 i.n:i:icate, has clearly provided a good deal of

reinforceJlelt to all subjects in the past.

Higher scores on measures of social desirability such as SOES

an:i EPQ-L may, when there are obvious potential reasons for

dissi.nW.ation, i.n:i:icate that in:lividuals have made a deliberate

attempt to portray themselves in a favorable light (Crowne &
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Marlowe, 1964: Eyserx:k & Eyserx::k, 1975). '!here do not awear to be

arr:f :reasons to suspect sud1 deliberate diss:inlJl.atian in this study.

Higher scores at these measures can also be interpreted in tents of

a sanewhat naive denial of psychological prd::)lems or defensiveness

(crowne & MarlC7Ne, 1964: Eyserx::k & Eysenc:k, 1975). '!he K scale, am

to a lesser extent, the L scale, of the MMPI are usually int:el:preted

in a similar way (Graham, 1987). SUCh measures typically correlate

negatively with a variety of measures of psychopathology (Eyserx::k &

Eyserx::k, 1975). It \YOUld thus be expected that these measures would

correlate negatively with the EDI and EEQ-P, ani it would also seem

to follow that imividuals who score higher an these instruments

would be less likely to erx:lorse oonc:eJ:1'1S aJxJut c.han;Je. In tents of

the theoretical fraIllE!WOrk that was developed for this study, it

seems reasonable to hypothesize that such in:lividuals would tem to

have less awareness of, or insight into, the lIDti.vations umerlyi.n:J

resi.st:arx:e to dlan;e of their maladaptive behavior.

one of the inplications of these fimi.n;s for future use of the

c:x:s is that measures of depression or psychological distress, such

as the EDI, am of social desirability or IIfaJO.n;J good", such as

SOES, would seem to be helpful in i.nt:ezpretin;J total score, am

perhaps also subsca1.e elevations, on the ees. Clearly, this is an

area that seems to warrant I1Dre research.

Another inpJrtant fi.n:iiJ'g is i:he consistent appearance in both

the alcohol am stiJmIlant groups of CCS subscales 12 (Problem
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Provides A Reason for Avoi.daJx:e of Responsibility), am 5 (o:n:=em

Aba1t Maturity), as the highest of the subscal.es. While there are

sane significant differeJlCeS between the two grcqJS, it would seem

that this fi.r¥iin;J points to a funiamental similarity between the

groups. '!he one charact:eri.sti.c that, toore than any other, seems to

define the imi.viduals in this semple, regardless of their :rep:>rted

~ of choice, is their concem about havi.n;J to take on the

zesponsibilities of mature adults if they charJJe their behavior am

s1:q;) usin;J psychoactive substances. In relation to the prin:::iples

of reinforcement, on which the theoretical framework for this study

is based, this c:orx:em may have to do with an inability to delay

:reinforcement, am a concani.tant orientation toward immediate

gratification in the form of either positive or negative

:reinforcement. 'Ihi.s seems to have some clear inplications for

treatment, imi.cati.n] a need for plblicly furxied substance abuse

treatment programs to address this concem lOOre directly. Further

researdl is also inllcated in o:rder to specify lIOre clearly the

nature am the basis of this ceocern,

Finally, am on a mre speculative note, it is possible that

there is sane connection between the general pattern of results that

was observed am the nature of the population from which this semple

is drawn. It seeDS plausible that inlividuals who have not been

highly functional, am loID.o are concerned about taki.J'q on mature,

adult :responsibilities \VOUl.d ten::i to have a relatively naive am
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m1real.istic view of themsP..l.ves. Despite the fiIxii.n:Js of researdlers

sudl as Alloy arxl Abramsa1 (1979) am Iewi.nsahn, et ale (1980), it

seems reasonable to SURXJSe that, at least to sane degree, the

ability to make relatively realistic~ is a quality that is

necessary for responsible adult functionin;J. '!be social

desirability scores of this semple, whi.1e generally falliD;J in the

nm:mal ral'ge, may be quite high, considerin] that the actual past

1:lehavior of many of these individuals tNCU1d not leni itself to high

SCOJ:eS in social desirability. '!be i.n:lividuals in this semple may

thus tern to have a relatively more naive am mtrea1istic view of

themselves than their social desirability scores, taken alone, would

suggest.

In ad:li.tion, the level of depression in this semple is

sw:prisinJly low, c:onsiderin] the problems many of these i.n:lividuals

face. nus again suggests a rather naive am mtrea1istic appraisal

of their ci.rcumst:anc:es. It also seems likely that the scores on the

a:s are also J:e1atively low, oonsideri.nJ the wide rar¥1e of

reinforceJl'e11t that these inlividuals expected fran their substance

use. Unforbmately, there are, as yet, no nonns for the ccs that

can be used for cauparison pw:poses, but there is one earlier study

which may be of sane relevance. Usi.nJ the earlier 66 item version

of the cx::s, Bemis (1986) reported that the mean total scores were

186.6 for a group of anorexics, and 148.3 for a group of nonnal

weight bulimics. Although not all of the original 66 items are
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incll.J3ed en the current version of the a:5, it was estimated that

the alocilol group wa.tl.d have scored ~tely 130, ani the

stimllant groop awroximately 145 on the original version. 'lhi.s

\1la1ld seem to suggest that total cx:s scores in the present study,

particularly those of the alcohol group, are relatively low.

In conclusion, it can be stated that, given the J:ea1ity of

their c:irC:umstances, these i.mividuals, who JOOSt stron;;Jly

ac1all::Mledge a concern about t:aki.rg on the responsibilities of a

mature adult, seem to display relatively naive and unrealistic

appraisals of themselves am their ci.rcumstances, as evidenced by

relatively high levels of social desirability, and relatively low

levels of depression and conc::en1S about dlan]e. However, as level

of depressim increases ani level of social desirability drops,

concerns about c.hange tem to increase, presumably reflectin;J

i.ncreasin]ly realistic appraisals. '!be directionality of this

relationship remains unclear at this time, arxi further elucidation

of the nature of the relationship nust await additional research.
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APPENDIX A

Consent Fonn

cx::NSENl' '10 USE INFORMATION FOR RESFARCi rom:ooES

yO! are invited to participate in a research project i.rwestigatin:j
in:iividual diffeJ:enCeS aI1¥JI'¥1 persons who are receivi.n3' treatment for
subst.al'o! ablse problems.

Yoor participation will involve the c:x:upletion of several
. questiormaires, and will take between 1 am 2 hours. You are free
to witb3raw at arrj time shalld you choose to do so. You will be
paid five dollars for yoor participation on CCIllPletion of all of the
questiarmaires.

AroJ infonnation that is cbtai.ned fran you in connection with this
study will remain confidential. All of the information will be
coded with a rnnnber, and stored separately fran any records
identityiD;J you by name. '!he infonnation will be used strictly for
research pnposes, and will not beoane part of your clinical
record. yO! will not be identified in arr:l way in the analysis and
presentation of the data.

If you have a:trj questions, please ask us. If you have additional
questions later, please oontact Brian Goodyear, Department of
Psychology, university of Hawaii at Manoa, HonolulU, HI 96822
(telephone: 948-8414).

yO! will be offered a copy of this fonn to keep.

I hel:eDy acknc:Mledqe that I have read the infornation provided
above, am have decided to participate in the study. I un:ierstan:l
that signin,J this fom does not obligate me to c::arplete all the
questiarmaires, and that I am free to withdraw fran participation in
the study at time.

Signature

Witness

Date

Date
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APmIDIX B

Qlecklist for Treatment Program staff

I.D.#

'!hank ycu for yoor cooperation in this research project. Please
CXIlPlete this checklist aboot the client. 'Ihi.s infonnation will be
used to deteImi.ne the ~opriatenessof the client for in::lusion as
a participant in the study.

_ Client has no koown history of major psyc::hotic disorder, such as
sdlizq:breni.a, bipolar disorder, or schizo-affective disorder, that
is i.IxieperDent of his or her substance abuse.

_ Client has no koown history of major organic mental disorder
that is i.rxiepement of his or her subst:.an::e abuse.

_ Client meets OOM III-R diagnostic criteria for Psychoactive
SUbstance AbJse.

_ Client meets OOM III-R diagnostic criteria for Psychoactive
SUbstance DepemeJre.

Accol:di.n;J to our assessment, this client I s drug of choice prior to
enteriDJ treatment was (check one only):

Aloohol
cocaine=Ctystal lIIe1:1lanp1eta
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study Measures

cover Sheet

1.0. :# _

'!hank yen for agreeinJ to participate in this research project.
Please fill in the infcn:mation on this caver sheet, an::! then proceed
to answer the questionnaixes. You do NOr need to provide your nane
or arr:i other fom of identification on these questionnaires. In
order to insure your confidentiality, duriJ'g data analysis an::!
presentation your answers will be identified only by the 1.0. number
assigned by the researcher.

My drog of choice has been (check one only): _ Alcohol
cocaine

- crystal. meth

List other dmJs (in::ludin;J alcohol) that you were usin;J prior to
enterin;J treab1elt: _

H'aN lOD:J have you been in this treatment program? _

Prilnary reason for enterin:J treatment (check one only):
_ VollD'ltari1y sought help
_ Pressure fran familyarxVor frierx1s

cem:t-ordered

Have yen ever been in a treatment pro;:Izam for alcohol or dmg abuse
previously? _ YES _ NO
If you~ YES, how many~? __

Did you ever att:erxi any 1IlE!etiIgs of Alcoholics Anony11nls or
Narcotics Anonym:Jus before~ this treatment program?

YES NO

sex: Male
Female

Marital status: _

Age (in years): __

:# of children: _
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What is your usual
occupation? _

Are you currently errployed? _ YES _ NO
If YES: What is your current occupation? _

What was your~te armual incane in the 12 m:mth period prior
to enteriDj treatment? _$...... _

Etlmicity: Hawaiian
arlnese
Japanese
Filipino
caucasian
other (please specify): _

Fducatianal Ievel: sane high school
Graduated high sdlool
sane oollege
Bachelor's degree
Master's or higher degree

Please answer the followi.n;J questions about your parents:

Father

Fducatianal !evel: sane high school
Graduated high sdlool
sane oollege
Bachelor's degree
Master's or higher degree

Usual occupation: _

History of alc::dlol or dnlg abuse? __ YES NO

MXher

Fducatianal Ievel: sane high school
Graduated high school
sane oollege
Bad1elor's degree
Master's or higher degree

Usual occupation: _

Histo:ry of alcxihol or dnlg abuse? __ YES NO
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Addiction severity Questiormaire

PI.FASE ANSWER '!HE FO~ (JJESTIOOS: YES OR NO

__ 1) Have yal ever used 1OO:re alcohol than you originally
int:en:3ed when ya1 started drink:in1 that day?

__ 2) Have yal ever tried to quit or cut down on yoor c:xmsunption
of alcd1ol, am then found yourself drinkirg just as llU.lCh
as before ya1 tried to cut down?

__ 3) Have yal foum yourself spen:ii.rg a gocxl deal of }'lJUr time
either dri..nkin:1 alcohol, thinkin;J about drinki.n;J, or .
recoverin;J from the effects of drinki.rg?

__ 4) Have you ever awakened in the lOOrnirg after dri.nkin;J
alcd10l the night befo:re, am. foun:l that you could not
remember a part of the eveninJ?

__ 5) Have you ever gone to TNOrk or school urxier the influence of
alcd1ol?

__ 6) Have you ever missed TNOrk or school because you were
drinkin:J or hun:j over?

7) Have you ever been fired fran a job or susperxled fran
school because of problems related to your dri.nkin;J?

__ 8). Have you ever been told by frierx3s or family members that
you drink too nuch?

9) Have you ever been told by frierx3s or family members that
they do not like to be arourd you when you have been
drinkin:J?

__ 10) Have you ever become violent when you were dri..nkin:1?

__ 11) Have you ever neglected any of your responsibilities when
you were dri..nkirq or h1Jn;J aver?

__ 12) Have you ever experienced fi.naIx:ial difficulties that were
in sane way related to your dri.nkirr;J?

__ 13) Have you ever felt guilty about sanethi.n;J that you have
done while you were dr~?
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__ 14) Have you ever driven a lOOtor vehicle while un:ier the
influence of alc:cilol?

__ 15) Have you ever been involved in artf ki.n1 of accident while
UI'¥:!er the influerx::e of alc:cilol or hur¥J aver?

__ 16) Have you ever been arrested as a result of your dri.nk:in]?

17) Have you given up activities that used to be ilIportant to
you as a result of your~.

__ 18) Have you ever experienced artf medical problems that were in
sane way related to your dri..nJdn;J?

__ 19) Have you ever experienced artf eJOOti.onal or psychological
prd:>lems that were in sane way related to your dri.nk:in].

__ 20) Have you foorxi that you are able to drink a lot m::>re than
you used to be able to?

__ 21) Have you foorxi that you need to drink m::>re alcohol than you
used to in o:r:der to get the desired effect?

__ 22) Have you ever experienced witlxlrawal synptans after
~ a lot of alcohol?

__ 23) Have you ever used alcohol to relieve withdrawal synptans
or the effects of a bad han;}aver?

24) Have you ever been admitted to a hospital or treatment
facility for detoxification fran alcohol?

__ 25) Have you ever gone to anyone to seek help for problems
related to your drinki.n;?

Note: '!he precise wol:dinJ of this questionnaire variej aecordinq to
the reported dn1q of choice of the subject.
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SUbscales am D:ilDensions of the canoerns About 0Jan;Je scale
am Alcdlol Expectan:::y Questionnaire

COIlcel:ns AI:x:ut OlarxIe scale

1) unable to Olan:3e
8, 22, 27, 58, 63, 74

2) unworthy of 01an;Je
1, 17, 40, 55, 75, 85

3) Concern AI:x:ut Risks Involved in Chargi.n;J
9, 12, 30, 41, 49, 79

4) Concern AI:x:ut sexuality
15, 26, 33, 56, 68, 91

5) Concern Aba.It Maturity
4, 11, 42, 77, 88, 98

6) Concern AI:x:ut rnt:erpersanal ross (includin;J seoon:my gain)
37, 50, 51, 76, 80, 92

7) Concern AI:x:ut Personal loss - Ac:carpl:ishment
2, 34, 52, 64, 73, 97

8) Concern AI:x:ut Personal loss - Hedonic
16, 28, 36, 39, 70, 95

9) Concern Aba.It Reactions of others (especially peer group)
10, 43, 69, 71, 82, 94

10) Problem Provides sense of Identity
3, 18, 53, 66, 87, 101

11) Problem Provides Means of Avoidance of Negative Affect
14, 29, 47, 48, 81, 96

12) Problem Provides Reason for Avoidance of Responsibility
7, 24, 44, 57, 89, 102

13) Problem Provides Means of Disinhibition of Expression
6, 32, 35, 83, 90, 100
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14) Prcblem Provides Means for Goal Att:ai..rJnelt
25, 46, 54, 65, 78, 99

15) Prcblem is SyDptan of Deeper Un:ierlyirg Problem
19, 21, 38, 62, 67, 84

16) unpleasantness of O1aD;Je Process
20, 31, 60, 61, 72, 93

17) Failw::e to Recognize Prcblem as a Problem
5, 13, 23, 45, 59, 86

Floating Items: 103, 104, 105

Positive Reinforcement Dimension
SUbsca.l.e 6: all items except 51

7: all items
8: all items
9: all items except 82, 94

10: all items except 66, 101
13: all items except 32
14: all items

Negative Reinforcement Dimension
SUbsca.le 3: all items

4: all items
5: items 11, 98
9: item 94

11: all items except 81
12: all items except 57
15: items 19, 21, 67
16: all items
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Alcohol Expectancy Questionnail:e

1) GlciJa1 Positive Q1arges
16, 20, 30, 31, 38, 40, 42, 43, 45, 49, 50, 51, 52, 54, 62, 65,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 76, 83, 87

2) seam] EnhaJ'K::ement
47, 59, 66, 79, 80, 81, 88

3) Rlysical am Social Pleasure
3, 5, 8, 15, 17, 22, 28, 29, 84

4) Irx::reased Social Assertiveness
7, 14, 19, 21, 26, 36, 41, 63, 73, 90

5) Relaxation and Tension reduction
57, 61, 64, 74, 75, 78, 85, 86, 89

6) Irx::reased AraJsal am Power
10, 11, 18, 23, 33, 39, 58, 67, 77

Positive Reinforcement Dimension
SUCscale 1: items 16, 20, 31, 40, 43, 45, 50, 51, 52, 65,

69, 71, 72, 83
2: all items
3: all items except 8
4: items 14, 19, 21, 90
5: items 57, 75, 85, 86
6: items 11, 18, 23

other items: 2, 4, 6, 9, 13, 35, 44, 53, 77, 91, 92, 93,
95, 99, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105, 106, 108,
110, 112, 117, 118, 120

Negative reinfol:CE!llelt Dimension
SUbscale 1: items 30, 49, 54, 62, 68, 70, 76, 87

4: items 41, 73
5: items 61, 74, 78
6: item 67

other items: 24, 25, 27, 34, 37, 42, 46, 55, 56, 94, 96,
100, 109, 111, 113, 116
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APPmmIX E

Directions for Expert Ratirg Prcx"edures

Ratirg procm1re 1: positive am negative :reinforcement dimensions
of the concems About Olarqe scale am the Alcd10l Expect:ancy

Questionnaire

MaJ:dl 19, 1990

Dear

I lNOlld cq;:preciate yoor help with an inportant ratirg procedure
involviJ'g the items on two self-report questionnaires that will be
used in rrrx di ssertatian research. '!he questionnaires are the
COncems About Q1arge scale am the Alcohol Expect:ancy
Questionnai..r:e. Directions for the ratin:] proc:s:DlJ:e are attached to
the first page of each questionnaire. If you have artj questions
al:x:ut the procedJ1re, please give me a call at 949-0399. I 'WOUld
ag;n:eciate it if you could get the ratin;s back to me within t.'le
next two weeks.

'Dlank you very mx:h for takin.;J the time to do these ratirgs. It
will be a gzeat help for me.

Brian Gcxxiyear
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'lhe Corx:erns Aba1t C11aD:Je scale was developed to measure the
oorrerns that imividnal S may have about dlar¥;JinJ maladaptive
behavior pattems sud1 as those fcmd in psydloactive substance use
disorders or eatin;J disorders. It is hypothesized that the items on
the scale will terd to cluster into two main dimensions. one
diJnensim reflects the conc::em that dlan:JinJ the maladaptive
behavior will involve losinJ a som:oe of sane fom of positive or
pleasurable experience. In other words, there is a concern that
c:::han;Je will involve the loss of sane fom of positive reinforcement.

'lhe seam dimension reflects the cancem that dlarqinJ the
maladaptive behavior will involve losin] a means of either avoidi.n1
or relievin;J SClDe fom of painful or aversive experience. In other
words, there is a cancem that c::hanle will involve the loss of some
fom of negative reinforcement.

Please rate each item on the attached CCfJ':l of the Concerns About
O1an:Je scale in the folla.rln:J way. If you think an item reflects a
c:oncem about losirg a soun::e of sane fom of positive
reinfon::ement, please mark it with the letter "P". An exanple might
be an item such as: "I won't have arr:l way of fee1inJ haR'Y if I
c:ha.rJ;e" •

If ycu think an item reflects a concem about losinJ a means of
relieviD;r or avoidi.n1 sane fom of painful or aversive experience,
please mark it with the letter "Nil. An exanple might be an item
such as: "I \to'Oll't have any way of gett.:i.DJ rid of the blues if I
c:ha.rJ;e"•

If ycu are unsure about an item am cannot decide whether it should
be assigned to the positive reinfm:cement dimension or the negative
reinfon::ement dimension, please mark it with the letter ''0''. If you
think that an item definitely does not fit in either dimension,
please mark it with the letter "X".
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DIREX::l'IQS RR RATING '!HE AL<:XH>L~ 00ESTI00NAlRE

'11le Alcd10l Expect:aIx:y Questi.annaiJ:e was deve1qm to measure the
expectatioos that imividnals have aba.It the effects of 00llSlJI11in;J
alcohol. Again, it is hypothesized that the items will cluster into
two main dimensions. One dimension reflects the expectatioo that
alcohol will save as a sa.m::e of pleasurable experien:::e. In other
wmds, there is an expect:atioo that drinJcirg aloohol will provide
sane fODD of positive reinforcement.

'11le seccni dimension :reflects the expectation that alccilol will
serve as a means of relievirq or avoi.diJ'g painful or aversive
experien:::e. In other words, there is an expectation that dri.nkin:J
alcohol will save as a fom of negative reinforcement.

Please rate ead1 item 00 the attached CtJf1'.I of the Alcohol Expect:ancy
Questi.omaire in the follCMirg way. If you think an item reflects
an expectation that alccilol will provide sane fonn of positive
reinforcement or pleasurable experience, please mark it with the
letter liP". An exanple might be an item such as: "Drinki.n;J alccilol
makes me feel great. II

If you think an item reflects an expectation that alcohol will serve
as a means of relievin;r or avoidirg sane fODD of painful or aversive
experience, please mark it with the letter "N". An exanple might be
an item such as: "A fev1 drinks helps me to feel less depl:essed."

If you are unsure abaIt an item and cannot decide whether it should
be assigned to the positive reinforcement dimension or the negative
reinforcement diJnension, please mark it with the letter "U". If you
think that an item definitely does not fit in either dimensioo,
please mark it with the letter "}{I'.
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Ratin:J prcnpuIe 2: Assignment of items to subscales' of the
Concerns About C2lan:3e scale

March 19, 1990

Dear

I wal1d ~iate ywr help with an :i.np)rtant ratirx] procedure
involvi.n:J items on a self-report questionnaire that will be used in
IJr:I dissertation research. '!he questionnail:e is the Conc:en1s About
C'1an;e scale. '!he directions for the ratirg procedure are on the
next page. If you have any questions about the procedure, please
give me a call at 949-0399. I would appreciate it if you eew.d get
the rati.n:Js back to me within the next bNo weeks.

'!hank you very Jm.lCh for t:akin;J the time to do these ratin;s. It
will be a great help for me.

Brian Goodyear
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DIREx:::I'!CR) FUR RATING

'!be Concems A1:laIt Olarge scale (as) was develqal to measure the

oancerns that iniividnals may have about c::h.argin:1 naladaptive

behavior patterns such as those fOlD"d in psychoactive substance use

di.sm:ders or eat:in:J disorders. Recently, sane new items am

subscales have been added to the scale in order to give it a broader

5C:q)e. '!be 17 subscales of the as are listed on the next two

pages, alorg with a brief description of the content area that each

subscale is int:emed to measure. Please read these descriptions

carefully. Followin:J the list of subscales you will fin:l a list of

the new items which will be included in the questionnaire. Please

:review each item on this list, am decide which of the subscales you

think the item should be assigned to. Irxlicate your choice by

writi.n::1 the number of the appropriate subscale on the line next to

the item. Disregard item numbers - these are silllply the numbers

that are assigned to the :new items in the full questionnaire.
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SUBSCAUS OF '!HE cx::s

1) UNABlE ro amNGE
Items reflectin;J a canoem that the imividual is incapable of .
c::han:]i.n; the maladaptive behavior.

2) tHmIHY OF amNGE
Items reflectin;J a belief that the imividual does not deserve to
c::han:]e, or needs the problem as a fom of pmishment or sufferirg.

3) CXH.:ERN AB:m' RISKS INVOLVED m amNGING
Items reflectin;J a ooncem that chan;Ji.n;J the maladaptive behavior
may involve the occurrence of sane feared event. Items specifically
related to fears of :i.nt:mpersanal loss, persanal1oss, sexuality,
maturity, or the reactions of others should be coded umer these
specific headi.n:Js.

4) CXH.:ERN AB:m' SEXUALI'lY
Items reflectin;J a ooncem that c::han:]i.n;J the maladaptive behavior
may require the inllvidual to face am deal with his or her
sexuality•

5) extlCERN AB:m' MMURI'IY
Items reflectin;J a ooncem that c:::han;Ji.n;J the maladaptive behavior
may mean havirg to "grow up" am act like an adult.

6) CXH.:ERN AB:m'~ I!:SS:
Items reflectin;J a ooncem that c:::han;Ji.n;J the maladaptive behavior
may result in the loss of sate SlJR:)Ort or other benefits c:urrently
bei.n;J received fran other people.

7) extlCERN AB:m' PERSONAL IOOS (Acxx:MPLISHMENl)
Items reflectin;J a ooncem that c:::han;Ji.n;J the maladaptive behavior
may result in the loss of sane sense of a<XXITP1i.shment or
achievement.

8) CXH.:ERN AB:m' PERSONAL IOOS (IiElXHIC)
Items reflectin:; a ooncem that c:::han;Ji.n;J the maladaptive behavior
may result in the loss of sane soun::e of good fee1i.n:]s.

9) CXH.:ERN AB:m' RFACI'IOOS OF PEER GRaJP
Items reflectin:; a ooncem that c::h.an:)ing the maladaptive behavior
may mean havi.rg to lose or give up frierx3s am peer group.
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10) ImBUM mJVIIlES SENSE OF IDENl'I'1'Y
Items reflectirq a conoem that charxJi.rg the maladaptive behavior
may threaten the inllvidual's sense of identity because the behavior
is an :inportant part of the i.n:ii.vidual's identity.

11) ImBUM mJVIIlES MEANS OF AVOIDI'NCE OF NmM'IVE~
Items reflectirq a conoem that c:i1aD}i.rg the maladaptive behavior
may xesult in the loss of sane means of rel.ievin;J stress, tension,
pain, or ather negative affective experien:::e.

12) ImBUM mJVIIlES MEANS OF AVO~CE OF RES~IBIL1'IY

Items reflectirq a conoem that c:i1aD}i.rg the maladaptive behavior
may mean havin:.J to acx:ept responsibilty for the mistakes am
failw:es in one's life, am for the :future direction of one's life.

13) ImBUM mJVIIlES MEANS OF DISINHIBITION OF EXmESSION
Items reflectirq a conoem that charxJi.rg the maladaptive behavior
may xesult in the inability to express one's thoughts am feelin;s
to others.

14) ImBUM mJVIIlES MEANS FOR GOAL ATrAINMENI'
Items reflectirq a conoem that chaD;Ji.n:J the maladaptive behavior
may xesult in the loss of a needed means of achiev~ sane :inm:!diate
or short-term goal or objective.

15) ImBUM IS A SYMP!aot OF DEEPER UNDERLYING ImBUM
Items reflectirq a conoem that chaD;Ji.n:J the maladaptive behavior
may xesult in the emergen:::e of a deeper, am possibly lOOre serious
or painful prd:>lem.

16)~ OF cmNGE PROCESS
Items reflectirq a conoem that the pnx::ess of dlargin;J the
1M] adaptive behavior may be painful or unpleasant in sane way.

17) FAIIDRE ro RECXX;NIZE FK>BUM AS A FK>BIDI
Items reflectirq a failure to recognize that the problem behavior is
maladaptive or dysfmx:tional.
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